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PREFACE

The Structures and Materials Panel's Working Group on Acoustic Fatigue, under the
Chairmanship of Mr A.H.Hall, has for many years been organising AGARD support for
international collaboration in formulating and resolving prblems relating to acoustic

k fatigue. In the year before this Symposium the Working Group's co-ordinator, Professor
B.L.Clarkson, prepared an inventory of acoustic fatigue test facilities and this has been of
great assistance to specialists in giving them a better understanding of each other's
experimental observatioms and procedures. In addition National Co-ordinators, appointed
by six of the NATO nations, have been providing basic data and reviewing the preparation
of data sheets on acoustic fatigue topics. The objective of the present Symposium was to
bring together many of these specialists and others in order to review progress in the
development of design procedures for the avoidance of acoustic fatigue and to discuss the

I'-presentation of the series of AGARD data sheets. Some of these data sheets, published
as AGARDograph 162, were discussed at the Symposium and others are to be issued in
1973.

The Symposium revealed that, since the Panel first illuminated this design p- .n
some years ago, considerable progress has been made in the understanding of acoustic

S- .loadings, the response of structures to those loadings and the methods by which the
integrity of acoustically loaded structures may be assessed.

The panel is grateful to Mr Hall, his Working Group, Professor Clarkson, Ihe National
Co-ordinators, authors and attendees, for the high quality of the papers presented and of
the discussion which ensued from them.
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ALLCUTIION DT OUVERTURE

par

Reni LOUBET
"AEROSPATIALE" - Bureau d'Etudes

Boite Postale 3153

31053 -TOULOUSE CEDEX

RESUME

La complexit6 croissante des problamas rencontr~s en particulier dane le dcssaine de la fati-
gue acoustique, conduit iL un grand nombre d'6tudes et dea travaux divers, par example Sur lea siatciriaux nou-
veaux, lea solutions constructives, lea methodes de prcivision.

Ceci oblige dans lea perspectives actuelles, cilargies par ia cooperation effective entre lea
Nations, a un effIort croissant dana le domaine des contacts et de l'expression correcte des besoins, d'au-
tre part, a un effort de vulgarisation des m6thodes et isoyens propres aux Spciciaiistce de Ia fatigue acous-
tique.

CVest a un inembra frangais de l'Orgcinisation de Cooperation cie 1.AW~jw qu'oo tci r-sa!rt-6 l~
neur d'ouvrir la s6ance inaugurale des travaux du "Symposium de Fatigue Acoustique". Je m'acquitte done,
trcis volontiers, doa cette premi~re at traditionnelle mission.

Avec tout autant de conviction, et cette fois au nos des Toulousaiia, je tiens a anuhaiter
aux congressiatos I& bienvenue dans notre yulle qui appricie -zette occasion de vous accusillir; TOULOUSE

Z.que V'on qualifie volontieru de Capitals franqaise de l'Aironautique et de l'Espace, puisqu'effectivement
elle posse'de Ia majoriti des Centres Nationaux Officials de Recherchas at d'Essain, lea grendes Ecoles for-
sent lea ing~inieurs dea Ilaviation at qu'elle eat le principal foyer d'activit6 de plusieura dia no grandeo
nocii6s cant 1'AEROSPAT.AL4.

Bien qulaucun Vntr vou~a ne ilignore, cossient ne pas 6voquer aussi cette hiotoire Si riche,
non saulanient cia "Laachines" pam~i lea plus audacisuriee an lour temps qui aient 6t6 conquen at pilot6e2,
iais a-* i d'hommes at d'entreprisea l~gendairva au temps des premiers pus de l'aviation eivile at jusqutaux
d6veloppemento que vous satvaz.

TOU'LOUSE a certes. den lottrea dea noblesse plus anciennes, min recorxnainsona quo ,,e sent bien
lea envols doa "CARAVELLE"t "CONCOBE 1 1 et trti& bientt du dernier n6 'l'AIRI3US" qui conaacrr~z oA locnt con-
naitre cetta vocation preatigicuso aux youx du monde, Ceu in~mes grands naaa, an contreparti, , cA" ijya%,4 cha-
qua jour TOULOUSS ai so montrer digne cia son pasus6, digne den posibilitv.a actuellea technijque. ot j£dUWA,-i~el-
lea dciJA 61rge 1t l6challa dea la Cooperation effective antre IEuroptens, en. attendwit rl's volutionQu
tous com .annant at que'm~mc lea pluo fidtlea au paa56 reconnaitiseut comme n~icaaaaire, ta!-\ 1- inf
out 6vident.

Pour en venir a notre oujot, je voudrain soulignar combion cette tandance k .a cooi-dratiin
effective dern flriAec at dea tntiona, inifluence lasx perspectives d'avenir, 3ur lte plani Pn~l eapoe
hier ir 4aliakblea- isont aujourd'hui poallle t concrktiods. 11 y r,, dane lo rythma dui progrhs at dana 1A
earri~re 1h* Cwuu, la rAue diecontinuit' que duane la moyetns cl'ude at dia productimi. Loo tevitiliquos nuu-
velleo o'impoaent awcbreua at doa plus en plus complexz~er, faicant groaair at prolifrirer la fssilles cia
upkels.lstev. Ccirne 11 cut escontiel cdt contr~lar, dtorc'hctrar l'sction don syocialictea an Vu~e d'une effi-

* ewit6 optimuz do l'ansem~ble, il ue pooe nine queetion exisentiello docliaison, doa clarti dea lango.

Los donda dea tr-avail doivent. avoir dot bases aoliitao, lea -orrorts doivwit ropitto: putrraita-
%ou~t eoordonti~a, catn quo l'initi~tive toit ftomf~tci, law 6chwigea d'ld6a nombroux at afficaceu.

* Eriin, le m~oment venu, lea rer. o;.aablou dieposent du r~aultat doa rtcharchou rteneu parfoiv A,
dev milliern do kilomftren par det honmes ixolCa ot qu~i I* recteraiant. ai leura tr..vaux r.'avaient p&* ki

Fouir eels, -nan ne raplaae lou contsett directs at lear ir."ortwico '. dcrc it, craiusnt; doe
* s~un-ionae como celia qua nona &loa. tenif ici -in fournianceat 1' ccasion, il raut Ir s-uisnr.

La r .ligue 4couiztiquo illuztro ' An la ndcovait A'infroration ricipraque, cond'.tion do sc

Ii c-trouve quo la poropectivet-, an 1n~at- d!e Catigw aco-untlqii Ott d'aviation cv-
la~retc et relativem-eit prkiauu Le d~vttlopc:.nt doern ropulaac~rs, doo mat6i jaux, dt-q fom~ulis nouv'elles
dlLppareilo. tait 1'objet dtia rvicionoa a moyen temmn dci ourviies doa nstWre, C'et anlua r cct tiM
contre is bruit out le grand iU~Jet di~ momnt at eels tce paut qu'afncroltre, ja mippose, 1i' otkwer des

Parizi lea perapactivos que je doa voq~lvr, It jilkta Lnportsrita p'or nouo, ecit probbleat
t celia de l'apparition des mat,;Liaux nouvetux, en pikrticnlier I** compotites & bas e r ibroo de carA)Oc at

(onronti 614k nsatrisux classiqu-ec, ils vont. prendre une 4ae grandiv. ate. en pnetul
an,~nd 'red~ opctcua r lea Strulctures, envirca 25% pouAr 4 )twer an orcire do r~randrur.

11 conviant daone d'aiypraoewlir lour Zitude en fati. couatique pour deux raitons prilic ipalet
st itroitefnt ddpendsantes



D'abord, parce que ricmbre alapplications I.rni celles d6.ja ternt 6es, concernent pr(icis6ment
des structures eollicit6es en acoustique. Citone, par exeisple, lee rev~tements d'avion V/ STOL, les car~na-
ges de aoufflantes de turbo-r~acteurs, lea gouvernes du type Ilevon d'avion surersonique, etc....

E~n secozid lieu, parce que les caract6-ietiquec dc3 composites en fatigue acoustique sont tout
spdcialasiant intdressantes, lea coefficients d'emortissement sont bien supt~rieurs AI ceux des 6lmneots ratal-
liques et lee zn6caniemes de rupture en flexion se traduisent par une baisse progressive de rigidit6 plut~t
que par la progression de criq'-s reacroscopiques.

Au stada experimental actuel, on est rAaa6 de lat plaque a des 616ments de strv'%ture assez
importants, tals que :caisson de voilure, 6lavon coisplet du type "COM1ORDE". Sur le plan. th~orique, up est
oblig6 d'sprliuer la th6orie des plaques anisotropes, les modes et lea fr~quences propres Atant parfois
tr~e diff6rents de ceux des plaques mdtalliques isotropee. Dane les bureaux d'6tudes et lee usines, on abor-
de e6rieueent Is phase exp~rimentale qui doit permettre llavt'nenent dune nouvelle gas-is de produits au
stade de la ,roduction, dans Is pdrioda des -.,inq prochaines ann~es.

L'importance der, travaux qua reritent ces mat~riaux, est aussi accrue du fait des long6vitds
de plus en plus dlev6es que V'on damanda aux constrizctaurs de garantir.' Ceci rsuppose connu.s las r~sultats

*d'essa:iq d'endurance repr6santatis, comrpta teru non seulerient des solIlicitat ions trt caniques, rmais aussi
des effats. "temnps - temp~rature" ou autres, rencontr~s an exploitation. On irait qua les rs~taux &e pr~tent
en gdn6r"- h une iraportante contraction des temps d'essal, moyantiant par examuple, une dli6vation de temp --
rature.

IA- s matiriaux organiquas, h priori, ne respectent pas la m&mes loie, Sroule une exporimenta-
tion rigcruieuee, parfaitement contr~lce, pourra r6pondre d ce genre de questions ci alle3r cont bien poseas

parleevras iti~esis at 6viter du m~sa coup, a plus ou momns long tarne, dee ddt ires rurinoux,

Nonea pouvons 6voquer, A cotta occasion, cotta difficultt vennenente roncontrie en. fatigue,
at encore plus an fatigue acouutique; je veux parlor de l'impro'cision des calculu, dts r-gl-s de cueu.1 at
bien eflr, des rdeultats expdrimentaux. Ceci eat ls. :onsequence de lai ccetplexite des eharges at do lour -:a-

*ract~re ft1.6atoire tit dea conditions d'ascais en gewn-rial :il y a un art de la fatigue acouati-ue, ii cat6
*2c la science.

Lorcqu'on est precc6 d'ubtair un reaultat, il n'ast p.kr, rare qulooi accepLto wi certain noie-
bra d'hypoth~aet simpi ificatrices sur e pcrsdactaii e ~sesos C odtos~ iae
de l'dprouvette, etca.... En outro, on majora ilintensittA deu charreti.

t-agri14 lat) Precautionu pris4 , le r -vultrt act contertable enr valeur abeolie ffurtout iiat -,
prouvette tcanpliqu~e. S' ii a'tit de trv~u longs4 eadi, 4 'rreur relat ive supi l'v:%durtinca duie 4 un tld-
faut flobal, ou local, dU spectre Cu do l'~jrouvvtte tend At crdott. Ujze cuntrinto :-dsidmelle 0d'usinagav u

do orrage veidIt a'wnir'daaCon4 uec ddtaiinsnteo. 11 out toujovu-l plus ou Mlnt;n difficilo d'- fkirv W,
*bila.n ccaplet 4toc autseu d'srrours ot, seult dioe dania comp~ati-ts 1uvont tanalysr les p~~

~lA betluck.- I falre rour 6A~irr ,*~ djkeptionsu latn cc donAile puiauet leg neywil tw~sl-
riquta et pratiqueo exiutent. ",-J po*ut-e-n 4ttendrt A'Une' 40.- dowl~o' deo ttel1e zalrir l'90391i
ILA jeuete science deen twllicitmiont; Ot doe 4mecrraolctiquoc 11'a pen v~cP ~tir on 1pian Apasrouiu-
semont. Loo publictions dau typv AGARMMIRAVU ap1ortont un - levnt de rigmucur nI S~ Ik P"Jrurte i'%. p'ur grand
nwebre, dwiu un eapri% do vyii'~ t dia onpaaii

~ sulsie ?ou, -or t rrna- d -oovier see anilu oci-d e
44borAtion rfficaco, ewtxi lourt betoina, Inura p silirIturo cf41clulaivn, pur w; emidezvnt

nor i ost etrtb.



2-1

INFLUENCE~ OF TRlE GROUND ON THE NEAR r:ELD NOISE

LEVELS OF .. T-SUPPORTED V/STOL AIRCRAFT

by

Dr.-tng. Rudolf Scholten

Letter der Abteilung
4 "Strukturdynandk und Akustik"

DORNEER AG
FRIEDRICHSHALFEN

DEUTSCHLAND

S UMMARY

A method for calculating the near fiel-'d noise level of
afree jet (without ground effect) by teans of a modified

Lighthiil theory using measured refferenca sounui fitlds will
be explained.

Thu shortconungs of the reference filelds used to date as well
as means to vlifndnatve theum dil shown. Ia additionl, apo-si-
bility for dtermining, w th sufficiently qood practical accu-
racy, the frequenc-y spectra in the near sound fit!l by i'tans
o f a modihfied StrouhdA nette-,r will bie Ivsertbead. Then, the
validity of tho "modified Liqhthi1 I thuory" wl l be proven by
mec.ns of two greatly di fterig eninots

Thi& will be. followed by a dicsinofcophenv-mnnrd
dvil of "w-ail iet Round fields" (sound fields of anI elqlite le!t
Jdireted vertiAlly toward~ theo qrouod) and ttI. -influenctP ot Che

essuttl tcantur afectngthe siound! fiel. -viw rtnr-d
reos"ults w.11 alsoo& comparokl to the c44Iotkatioatl

Anid UnMZ ly, it vL1I1 beok v denn t r at o% on thei V/ W TOLi. at xrat
IPN IE DoI 1) 1 t h 4t thI roundrt V effe o .LCan lo0Ad to i co; Ide rabl Iy

good rta4cticsl re"UuLt, aoen 2ithi a rvout'vt hareatlxcetvd oyvatot
of engine jots.

N~n fl~alpr& -ler3 Aru roit~nel., 5 theg VTOI.- ast4 t to, t$g.i~)L tvrchnigu,4
of wh Ich, he noise- lo p iora of- 13,11otia: lrtpvcrt.tice.

I)- nli norg lltfq cnIOTry ig rMA! atvod v"rc~i of the
,'wt~ ih eOfl'If111c P<VvI*t rtqlIirI-d fcWvc* i

a) into to the ... nA olec the nci11ak levois can
c idat 91 It I &Qv c in the nepar field, .e. dh
reach erthe a; rlravv, durivq akV.-Off an'ilrdn.

We~ EQutII eith t te DdIliiLr Poll viq. 0i that nWisie faiqa atlresocud vlihin- a
wry short t i tv -on tho airare.

7> ~ Therafor ii is r'tanvt Itor the rb o antt dceuirn efloneeW t Mno .euh laeat At!
early datao to en-Surw! da 1-af si f t-lin rraeWith rGe 't tO noie atv se

A r-acticaf -fthjod for estlr,;atineq the. nieeel *h.iramWhich 'Alto takes the:
At- lf Iugn,%co of the11 ground Intb arermunt. is olded for that puilh' ue.

A a en-erA.r1 rioMrthod for the' CAICn114aJtise 'of. the nvii n l'vel of I freo nda
turbed ngioiz Jet. Thig mathtxl in ba4vd mn phe -ihthi 1I the~ory u j hich gtatves that. Itho
tetal w"adiatodt noise enel'rgy of ;vn enqsme jet 1.8 propkortional to % L'h e41h h powerf1r (-,f t he

K jet volocity.

Per ~ ~ -e~J th os iA tY, which is pr~rinito the qiiadrAtii' roan Of the %Wane. pressuire.
the Lt~hthill Zkot-,-la re-4m,



ittThis formula ho',aver is only valid in the far field, which is of relevance for the pre-

sently much <-scussed noise pc 'ution and of special interest in the VTOL technique [2]

! We assume this formula to be valid for any point within the near iteld it the velocityr- exponent is a function of the location.
We say further:

The noise fields of two engine jets with different nozzle diameters are similar to each
other. The law of similarity is the modified Lighthill formula,

W. The velocity exponent is the same at same nozzle diameter-related locations (Fig. 2).

If the noise field and the velocity exponent field of a so-called reference engine are
known, unknown noise fields of engine jets can be determined using the following equation:
' 2 4

: (vk/aok "K

ka k (2).k

Calculations with the available reference fields of a Rolls Royce Avon engine and the
fields given in the RAeS data sheets sometimes showed noise levels which deviated so
much from the measured ones as not to be acceptable ftr practical purposes ( 12 dB). The
deviation of the velocity exponents of theqe two refetence fields made even the similarity
theory questionable (Fig. 3).

In order to solve this problem, we performed tests on two extremely different engines,
Marbor6 and Orenda (3], [41.

A test rig was built for The Marbor engine (Fig.. 41 wrhLch allowed bo.th free jet and ,,all
jet investigations to be carried out, all relevant parameters h aving boen varied. The
noise measurements on the Orenda engine were ierformed with an oxisting ground oros:.on
tost rig (Fig. 5). A total of 8 free jet. noise fields at H 6 m, and 20 wall let noise
fields wer- measured (BO/D of 3 - 28),

It could bi: cimonstrz'toec w-th the fre e fi ld moasurmen that the law of s±mIlarity •,..........
nevertheless Valid. For both ungine jujts, Marbcl-6 a1nd Orenda, the) valoclty iexpcnonta N, at... ...
iqual R/ (Fig. 3) agt the same:

*Te.iyeoftho fteiev sp.tr It .1 shwed. thAt 4tllPto thie clattely qrfv.t
nO jl pl iano heiht of 6 n 'iwh rudaxei~t~ nic'- . t~lpeeta

the r4zasurevd freevv ls The oyce.' .1X 1 our p 'utrx fId it oft Ornzindi online co lw hoi
eve eal y bec:retdb ltrto to ?%n fias4ut t fu ~eiol. And tnroucd S A Ro

hp . .l.t t. .osa y t,.,*-- fIk
4~ii howedJ th1at dw; x Atu V, evt& ttno in. fto noiseo lekvolit ole -tnelxe vtromeiy .t f1 ereo

e I M. r taVbeok/1rE nda1 -at' to l1-te.s t" ni T Ob..

Thsnow Alo th CA., :ikA ttoni af Qihe OXNVI. fields of (rek- jn 4 vlth Am v-uv sI

cr:"t (tsr prac e. . AntfroAC§

< :.saY hy, tzth fee tlx R tfl,....i'i
easily h - it: Ut V petib 4 to Sn~mnte iisticsf the. nonletantcZ t

* ~ ~ ~ . r %h 30~eh- Z'ttbto tn tbI ay.

rlvoooit: to ;iiv ab~ttm A Qi ploaoe.trrl*t tart fit- i' carl re-fe-

-trantfar A Crtin.

the prt r'A fIrst )rswenvor, hsv d to e rorvr'- trput! %Ws fre et Sp')r.ede pr
tile A lrr p-ctraN ezvntalf,I a-3?'t4bAtwvctte.bo rudrfetc tnf-

* ~~~ Th a~rcto yf V-e con2i nrie i-evel ra e atively An 6 e. a~ %e t iizt

Cta e.iafbs.c.; au -.- c,-o 71-.- !"C" o '-;'

This ~ ~ iv a!th cA s ~~ for eze tgitances fr rcn the, o-u-, umo& fo:r ten
fieldik 1eas rmt theI e n-, - ia ch a rateri s tIcr o! !t he e nie z
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AR i6L [dB) 10 log 14i +2 t-- '5)
6R* I

with
Pr

- fand f(.) . ... (6)

Using the correction curves (Fig. 7) the measured frequency spectra can now be corrected
to the pure free jet, and nondimensional reference spectra can be estabjished for any
point of the near field, on the basis of which the frequency distribution of the calcu-
lated OASPL can then be determined.

WALL JT T

The noise field of an engine jet directed vertically tow-rds the grcund is completely dif-
ferent from that of a free jet in its overall level, as well as in the directional charac-
teristic and the frequency distribution.

In the case of an engine jet directed vertically towards the ground, the noise level is
essentially composed of three parts (F-q. 8):

7. 1a) the direct free jet noise

b) the qrounA- reflect oise

c) the noise generated by the turbulent area on the ground.

As tcsts with the wall jet revealed, the noise genereted by tl. turbulent area on the
ground is on.y of sionificance for high jet velocities if the height of the nozzle planeabcve the ground becomes 1D/D < 5, i.e. if the jet co-re is cut by the ground. Such a low
nozzle plane height ab. the ground in connection .ith high jet velocities however i
not practicable in tht .1OL technique for many rer-ons (e.g. recirculatlon, ground er:osion).

"he main part of the level increase for wall jets is thus to be attributed t ground re-
flection.
The measured wall jet noise fields show particularly in case of great jet velocities, a

A marked noise level increase in direction of the reflected maximum propagation of -he free
jet noise field (Fig. 9). The reflecte'd noise can be simulated iy an imaginary noise field
equal to and mirrored by that of the free jet.

This allows the app-cation of the calculation method exl.lained above without modification,
simple by superimposing the noise levels of a mirrored free engine jet on the free field
noise levels of the real jet (Fig. 10). The comparison of the calculation with the es'e-
ment proves that the wall jet noise field can really be calculated in this way A Hf'. > 5
and assuming a igid reflecticr surface (e.g. concretei.

All measured wall jet fields were calculated for all HD/O at the highest and lowest jet
velocity and compared with th, test results. The maximum deviations between measu-elnents
and :alculations were in all cases less than ± 3 dB.

A major result of the parametric investigation was the fact that. with ich jet. velocities,
" level incrc:as of more than i8 dB within th3 range of the airframe ran occur on account

of the ground influence,

This means that in practice :,Ise fatigue iailures can occur I, a very shott timo- if for
: I' example a free field noise lvel of 145 dB were usud as desia, parameter for tae structure.

without taking the ground influence into account.

The irequency spectra an the wall jet noise field can is.) be determined by supe'-.mposing
the free di.rect and reflected sound (Fig. 11). The investigations show that apa, t from the S
1,normous level encrease, the frequer.,y spectrum is alsr displaced in direction of the
structural resonance frequencieG of conventionel airc'aft skin panels. The ground reflection
influence thus has a doubly negative effect with res, ect to noise fatigue.

Finally, it is illustrated by mtans of the Dornier Oo 31 that even with more than I engine
-J -t the calculation method otill gives good tusul's which are sufficiently accurate for

.iracti cal purposes. In thn case of the Do 31, the re are 16 jets in all, and even here, the
maximum deviations between measured and calculafed levels were not greater than ± 3 db
(Fig, 12).

!t "

:i i .7
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

a [m/s) speed of sounC

D [m] jet diameter

f [Hz] frequent y

H [I.] hight above the ground

[]kp/ims] intensity

K [-] Li ghthills-constant

L [dlBJ sound pressure level
N [-] ;e locityexponent

OASPL overall sound pressure level

p [kp/m2] pressure

R, r [Im radius

SPL 1dB] 1/3 oktav level

T [0 KJ absolut temperature

v /msi relative jet velocity

S [im] wave length

P [kps-/imn]  density

INDICES

direct

- ref. to the nozzle

F in the free field

"/3 ok Lave number

,k ' t umber

i " M ref. to th . mtc:-ophone

* r reflec--d

0 amb ,ent

1 in the expartet jet

ref. to the rce-erence field

•" I

i
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DYNAMIC LOADfING OF AIRCRAFT SUJRFACES WEi TO JEST FDHAST DCPIROD4NT

by

P). L. Lansing, J1. A. DrischJler, T. J. B rown,* and J1. S. Mixson
NASA Langley Research Center

Herapton, Virginia, U.S.A.

SUMMARY

High-lift wing concepts being considered for application to coccercial.
STOL transports are discussed. The flow patterns which ',roduoe dynamic loads
on these wings are Indicated. Measurments of surface pressure and acceler-
ation on a oae-half -scale model of an externally blown dou*,le- slotted flap

ar e reportei. Root-mean-square values, power spectra, and scaling perm-

SY14BOLS

a Root-mean-square value of azceleration1-ms

U1  Diameter -f bypass nozzle

f Frequency, Hzs

gAcceleration of gravity

H Mach number

Mn Generalized mass

paRoot-mean-square value of presoun

?n Dynamic pressure

.', r Position veators of points an a structure

U Velocity of "I'll jet Or sim0ple circular jot
All

itr~ 'ovr spetraldosasity of' 4isplam~nt

Rl W? On-thr-etv bunt lwwtr *pe'Qtr& of aeocleratiotl

Onethtd-ctav bad pverspetatof surfaceo pressure

CtoSo Power speetuai esiM1ty orftsrtacv prtunr.

SThe pv;ra4 Itft g, ties rosn boitgcmaidorc4 for ufse mn cocec-fl.1 VTIX vtqhI dles otslr, &4"1
tiokfl ift b, 8etlttIng Uhe flow of i t ws thk& ith :ine or Mnore tu-rat'g flotps. )>r Q1eae .0 t;
large c fard of tht r A eand Clatp van ttxtetrcor vithin the wrb-ulent flow of tte 4)ot eaast.Ooawetl'
ttece zurfaces ar*e cpoge4 to high-lattonitby ftn&M.C 704AIngc Ith IrAve the pottntial of tln&ZI hA~)a
vibnatln 1lnlL &t'3 iontc frsk& in flight It tr ttauArt %Oo1MI~~tkf:

rPaturt 4-nd nIto'mk 11tritutpidet tecpe Cloy. patern V lb ot tandtela

tural. eyrnsais to 4est&Pr~t~ fl*p uystnas.

Th reseIt ;Arer will first po~nt ciat ah ftehg-itwn ocet o .5e ~~drtc
L&7A te Prtwvlp11', features; or the!r Ise l flov tieldt r 'the 'tP. s fidctn tbe dir~yof
limallr4 actions and strvuctural arrangtuenta .icurtsred In the Z~; flap icsAs prrahtil. 1thee, ossewras
urfttats of amrfae 0rvfre azu aceleratim) on a Cne-bAlf-tel. total of an extvnmlly blovn doublt--
slotted flap akre precente.Rotoui, ~ vulue., POWer arpctnt &a 64calr.4 pkrAaetefl "V ttecvss
for t lnads and rtavease.

Langley Directoate, U-11. Amf Air 14abllty R ~ ljAbto r.
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A HIGH-LIFT WING CONCEPTS AND ASSOCIA'7ta FLO0W FIEWDS

Several high-.Iift wing concepts being considered for hi ,t augmentation on STOL aircraft are shown
in Figure 1.

For the conventional jet flap and the aupmenter wing 5'hown at t!%e left of the figure, air is ducted
from the engines to the wing where it is exhausted at high 'ressures srd velocities through a slot in the
trailing edge. For the conventions2' jet flap, the Coanda. effect causes the lower part of the flow to
attach to the flap. Trhe upper portion of the flow will mix with the ambient air In tl:e manner of Pc free
jet. For the aupnenter wing, the slot exhaust is confined between upper and lower set of fiaps which
direct the flow downward.

In contrast to these arrangements, the high-lift wings in che right of the figiure use low-velocity
air directly from the exhaust of a low-pressure- ratio fan eongine. i-or the extanrv-lly blown Clap concept,
the exhaust Jet impinges on several flaps which redirect most of thu flow dovnwt-z n)ut allow some air to
pass thr-ugh slots and spread over the upper flkp surface. For the upper surfnw, b Moving3 concept showns
here, tjie flow would attach to the upper surface of the wing and be tuw- d uovc~trd with the aid of
several flaps.

The principal sources of the turbulent pressure fluctuations vh generate dynamtic loads on these
high-lift iling systems are the Jet exhaust including upstream ',%rrl- cc and turbd..ent aixing and boundary
layers on the wing and flap surfaces. Since the flaps operate at high ingles of attack during6 landing
approach, 'separated flow may also occuir. As s result of the diversity or configurations and operating
conditions, these sources of pressure fluctuations occur in various comb'~ations as shown in Figure 2.

For the externally blown flap, tha lover surface -if the wing and the flauts are exposed to the turbu-
lenit mixing region of the jet. If the flakps are sufficiently- cior- to tl4 t ot, -Xli t inte.' t 'rt or ttiv
fif'1Ap 0v11. be Impingedl by the jet coxe. Ltiow over the Vlapsi may 1beccme se--rrted producing locallred
regions of intense fluctuating prersures.

For the conventionally blow £lsxp iw,: some upper sarface blowlne cowsigumrtlorsv the Jet cot-c 4ttaews
to the upper surface or the wing and flapsl producing a regioln of relAtively ' v tmrhulonce diretly- in
co~itnct with the surfasce. If thoe. co regioni tominnvtes 1Otr seoputx-toz) thy Cr e "urfae raheal of'
the trailing edge, as say oceu en a su5fflclentlylnaly h itprincitesraewl eess.
to ak d~fferent typt Of flo Awich ereletinjleatee I nvolves s gITIN.f'ttt tsigte'- rbuec e
7bTe tratl Ing edg~e 1 tacqt i s t-ho interfaeo between A biotxmliar. - iaL$cr Clewo. Ant, 0 vsr 'ttxr rgIn. 'All
trasitten in flow regimea at this; point may t-4. a lgniltea t Ource Of flzuctuatiaeg l'xvzi,.

Thuso aitch ottIV he h1;-.Ift wing eccp au ak nu Mbr o0' totc.sOf t'rbu*ot _VTC-A*rV N4QUctatin

rto..arel Isi ewTirtA bvznr#a 1#an~ti- sudrtalgo easca*ddtnck pten sacheve

Zho r fel I hI uh r s 1.L vt-- a fluid Jtl 1Axi 4-i a Aol rtfe V1 t tov as a 'V.,je
VCwexw ythe, flkw 1,1idli rl-i Njah-ils% wttil firq vetI Jntti aring Arg-ec' -Me lupiS't$. The

':Vh

taiewd in e hse so V1 the nrI1 T %#10 wail t1tfw evs prtnrss0'1 Vy wtrletvxan i~s~

* -. Att 'I4 hi havrt wi'riat n oncr vtth Thet "M or -ee kA't"W~ sipn-xr~ t t 4 '' dc .ir.Th44dfli

VMIRVcxetii i M resrgal'O FftLAPrs4 4lu-hts~sd itM51p'erisc ttn

it!tII~ttlY waniW FLItazt ff272 1 'r* I!O t' fA T1*

tertsgo the fistcM-t' flaps4 we-i tleta at angles or 41y isl 6t' ar~tvd,~tevo;,4 t-r

rtlip. It-tg' weOre odwilcutis 'Wt Xv1' . 1e Mah tutira <% s\;p zV, is, 1.0,s 2. % hreIANhsu~r

afl'7.1s i, 97 vtttI?. in-',nod4A. v 1011$ rebctrk- 4isel onv Ohme Chfav*tr of t

*Vie I P -'t0lcIr

Th.e chord ci' VI-< first afA, s!ne-m r1%pis ig C''il itl bI In- I aA :t.sK a 1 in.), r tutvl- 1

As ;!s'evn Iti fiSrre 4$ n ine s-axfae prkztrsrC ? de-ev-efl itAI h flqOp 1Vn-I.r' -wr'4 tcir
to Vmeauefxclt gsf-t rresree.Anareleottu k-a Opnted el-witr thea feromS flayto z.'mar'
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The model is constructed of heavy gage sheet metal. The flap skin panels, supporti.!r*b structure,
and skin nLuunting brackets aire 0.25 cm (009 In.) steel plate. The accclerometer wa:s placed wit' -) the
zc._.. flap about one-third chord bac'k from the leading edge on one of the outer akin mounting brackets.

.gThe teats described here were conducted at the Lewis Research Cente- by R. G. Dc:z:ch, W. J. Kreir, nfL.)
W. A. Olsen as part of NASA's STOIJ technolo~r development program. Further description of the test arrange-
ment and the results of nolst meas urements are given in Reference 12.

Surface Pressure Intensities

The distribution of thy values of the fluctuating pressure coef; icient over tha flaps i0 4hown ii
Fi1gure 5 . Thes, values are tho root-mean-square values of surface pressure normalized to the dynamic
pressure q calzulated from core jet exit velocity and ambient density. This type of normalit-ation with
respect to dynamic pressurxe has beer. used (for examtple, In Refs. 10, 13, 14, and 15 ) for various types of
flowr Thduced fluctuating loads. Although measurements of the local oynemic pressutre and local slt to pros-
sue at cauh transducer would have provild further Insight into the detailed development of the flow
field, these qunnities were not me&ared. Therefore, It was 'xerive-dent to c the aiuple ;oulztc

A 1 based on jet exit dynAmic pressure which !is compatible with other resea!rc1hers.

Values of the fluctuating pressure coefficient rem-tined essentially constant for all four jet wlos-Ittes
at any transdncer with the exception of the one transduWcer near the leadiog edge on the lowet, 8urface of *Ibe
second flatp. .At this transducer, the value o.' the fluo2turiting, pressure coefficient rini&;d from 0.066 a.
core Jet Mach number ci' 0, 52 to0.126 &t a Match number of 1.09. - This behavlor may result from the impinge-
wiot of the core of inner jet on the leading-edge portion of the secind M.nP.

The lowest vakiuee of' tefuctuating press'are coeffilcient, and, hanoc, the dyntmic surface loads; er
otitatned oni tho upper illto of the firsit flapy And in the slot between tha, first frand wing. Thse highet.

% ~~valued oc-curred in thf region of the ir-insnoent of the core !eot. Te preaerure on the kipper s1urfac ofa tite.
secnd flap near the teAdtn , esij~v i-3 cccav'arabie to the press.ure -or% the qvler:slde t-f thfe flaps tredt ly
exposed to) the Jet ixhAust. Thia I& prottAbly -At resul~t of turbulentt f 1aw thrusY., the 01l. btwteen rla
UmnotVAIlc4 vmines \.. the rvot-mCefl-sqQare piressurea (tre Ivvn fto- ee'~ ir. %Z-14 I-

The surface prvssure tkrLrMrhrcerc vare soe-dto hive lint ewttivityr Sc, acdrtc. oevr -
-tui-on Cof thechete fusottont for the acearcerav e rby osre- U-,,FJ vs hWin tgtfl-

ortdegeeof co*rreLatlon. h, c it isz eoacd's tt ?Ixpr ylbrat.Q*is h1144 b~i rliat ettec 'o
press4urv men sreus

The !flucttatngpr-a-e it efti Ie -. t C%~ue o C lapst 'ivrv tac*,PA Wictt 'luetwatn pesur

astirt*11W t-1ova ?elap, awdin tr 'en rtn 41W ia,'r b 1-1en itl ~IN, tit YiAr <.h tm

'O Id t~ itl 'ii -t 0i44sk5-t , Vi ,V0w t.A1,ot -471ay Ig0 wokIAI Uf -

~i.

-I4 All threeo wttnr prme ththe* 414tioe 1!-em tetv nlt. #Akf a to the tt4n4tsd tur At wit w

it# Val jet w4h bt lkwrfel hge ~ s~s e lie

A-s.-sr $mrfae Prnrr hncr

P1 Wr* 97 Vtt t'r.octr% ha-we t#&a nion, &atiaol wlth rtxpeot tko -Va *;UVzra Ibe- kltvtsla preqa-uro. This ttek

th &pernfe at et~rgegeadte wrn fir', 1"11-4 ngiec 4.0 nra t.0 t.%t
ft the' leer tis-N-,:*C ite Mtilt.r &4#* i2 ttse flrit flp lis' the tn-rvr vale attV

tw-tattraAta r.tewttrrtIasarrte bifrqt g.e *±t2 at if te Ia:
t ~t~ awt)o' .0,a at h wvtera tiressv ta %eekzotl Wiint't 1M.e $AItr otawfrr

4Vm-t a tth ar M41cid la z 0 ty'IItAV4 mhr k-A l f a.4X

4M~nts tmttwr It.t and tt~ vAtfat~I Th p tmak-seun vluesof *celtatrtt5  ~ nrir 1i n tet*:sm -. ttpV *St IM~I t th
etreldtah tteaerti octurrS,* fThu.le vuue, m0 U.'ruti4 wIrlt th tCC&1t*O~1$ lzrs*t. The
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measured acceleration include& the response produced by the jet impingement loads just discussed and pose1-
(i: bly menhanical vibration tranmitted to the model through the ground support and pylon beten the novzle

and wing.

The measured accelerations range from 4 g's at the lowest Mach number of 0.52 to 64 g's at the highest - -

-:,ch number of 1.09. Since the accelerometer is mounted on a heavy bracket used to attach the outer skin
to a rib support, these accelerations are occurring at a very substantial structural member. The potential
for vibration induced damage on the light flight-weight construction at high engine power settings is evident.

Also shown in the figure as a straight dashed line arbttraxrily drawn between the data points is b i' M4
power law. It is se- that tie easured values follow this trend oulte well. Since this is an e=irlcallly
determined ralatiozr iAp for a very limited amount of data, considerable caution is required in trying to
extrapolate these .-esults to other Mach numbers on this configuration or to other configurations.

Figure 9 shows one-third-octave band power spectra, ja(f), of the acceleration. These suectra are
normalized by the square of the acce)eration of gravity and the 8th power of the jet Mach number. Tbis
latter factor is based on the variation of ars with Mach number shown in Figure 8. The spectra collapse
quite well at frequenciez above abotut 100 Hz and clearly selarate at lower frequencies where the lower jet
R rb. numbers are associated with relatively larger amounts of low-frequency vibration. All four spectra
havc peaks at trequencies of xO, 400, 60, and !CWO Hz, Since the frequencles at which these peaks occur
are independent of jet exit velocity, they are presumably associated with sme structural frequencies of

* be model.

PREDITY0N OF RX8PONRS TO VIAP LOADS

Predicting the response of a structure to applied leads asing modal theory requires & kncdlege of the
!gad distribution and frequency content. For randomly applied loads, such as jet impingment surtae pros-
sures, this information is contained in the cross power spectral density.

The way in which the cross power spectral density of the loading entors into calculation. of structural
Xi Re'c 6 aAohr

response can be seen from the following equation wh ch hai been derived by Po.wll, Refereno. lv, aM oee I
for the response of beas, plate*, and slells to randaA loads,

In. or.er to cilculate the nvr rsittal d uity of the dl.plscmenew, fl o mst erlatc, a doble-
-. itarlt'ttigthe cr sf. poxvvr sp ctral dvfsalty 14 the rand=c apyp' ed 0a0ie, OU.'Pja, cnd t.he corrVal

* doe~~, C . nse*qcutly, ao trmatable satmaicC rer0tta*no (r ,etju) - 4" t deztr&4e for ,

-tro p wr qepetral ibevsty hveen aA.i I . .tulet.. .iUry Im y.r.,

* *.ase4 oCjr rsos etltttAKtrtc .A fttller ei4zof thy 'cpct of g lavi AnetA. to w'll

move tv i'e r. cr.tr-  d"01,ty .. the t1§ti1.$ p rr .n rZ:$e wall We -A
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TABLS 1. R=T-NRAR-AWE VALUES OF SRAC PBESUR

CONVENTIONAL JET FLAP EXTERNALLY BLOWN FLAP

DUCTING.

.... .....AUGMENTOR WiNG UPPER SURFACE BLOWING

Figure 1. High-lift wing concepts.

HIGH LIFT WINGS

MIXING

AMPINTCENNT

Figure 2. Sources of turbulent pressure fluctuations.
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Figure 3. Externally blown flan model.

WING CHORD LINE

FIRST FLAP
600

-~ CORE NOZZLE

SEON FLA BYPASS
SECOND FLAP - SURFACE PRESSURE NZL

TRANS DUCER

ACCELEROMETER
Figure h.Test setup and in:3trunientation.

MEASURED VAI.UES OF P /

0.008.
0.003

0.056 0.053 0.0150.063 --

0. 32 0,066 -0.126Il

Figure Fluatinttg prousure ~ t on an externtily blown t'lnp
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Figure 7. Power spectra of 5umfacj pressure.
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Figure 8. Root-mean-square values of acceleration.
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SURFACE PRESSURE FLUCTUATIONS FROM JET IMPINGEMENT
ON AN INCLINED FL.AT PLATE

S by4

R.Westley, J.H.Woolley and P.Brosseau
Structures -and Materials Laboratory
National Aeronautical Establishment
National Research Council of Canada
Ottawa KIA OR6, .anada

SUMMARY
More complete information on jet impingement pressure fluctuations is

required by the structural designer of STOL aircraft that use externally blown flaps.

This paper describes an experiment in which the surface pressure fluctuations on a
flatplae wre easredwhe animpinging cold air jet was blown at the plate with

various speeds, inclination angles, and separation distances. The paper presents
data on the surface sound pressure levels and their spectra.

SYMBOLS 
.i

Ap root mean square pressure fluctuation on plate at (X, Y)"V

aambient pressure
p jet stagnation pressure.

D jet diameterfnw

h distance between nozzle and plate along j axi po.nt

Sandilar distance between jet axis and plate

X, Y rectangular coordinates on plate surface (origin at jet axi. with OX i
in downstream direction.

S.P.L. sound pressure level, 0 lg . 2

distance upstream along plate axis of flow attachme nt iota

e radial distanceh a g w sr ei"t

s 0 rNTRODUCTION

The object of this investigation was to extnd the data on the arodynamc

fleu ucations ymesuiche scurfacer arsolsur fe oven an latr plete whinen the

Some limited u j exist on fully developed wall Jets, but in most pra(c al

applications the problem is omplicated by an i ninn jo gement region which is "
dominated by the local conditions in the jetandan outfkt impingement rsgioa which isdominated by the developed wall let. .. .i.

2~ ~ Dt * XE~~TLAPRTSAD S~ o impingcen trestr rguishon ine toseti in Fgemen are importnta

in aircraft design applications where the jetexhaust strikes parts of.the aircraft
structno oandf STL airc aft with externallyblown ias, is a topical
example jet impingement ate one in wted a woodn eght sngutre llae n.oun i.severe random loads. ,..

The present investigation extends data on impingement surface pressure

fluctutosbmernthe surface pressure fieculdon wvere mese w at lt e wlhe m te
vcdnse iclioptons a n. diamcet of an impinging whot were ied with rog tivf

operation conditions.

the jot impingement test rig is shown in section in Fig. I and, in a g ,nioral -
photograph in Fig. 2.

Dry comprossnd air, at a temperatlire of approximatel.y 70 F, was supplied ?tt

various selected stagnation pressures, p, between 16 psea and 32 pias. to aicntratonSetion and to a parallel nozzl with a circular oxitof.intenial diameter, 0, of 2.27 in.

_ < " Theo impingement plate coni~ssted of a wooden rectangular plate, 90 in. X 60 in. iX
1 in. which, was mounted on an adjustable supporting frame that alloved the selection of

Svarious values of the impingemnt distance, h,. and imp. nqenwnt ana1e" 0.

The surface pressure fluctuations were measurd with twok flush mounted
condenser mierophones, k in. diameter - B. K.4136, which werefitted with protective
grids .and. supported by rubber sleeves in 3/8 in. diater holes distr:ibuted over the

piate's surface. 17
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The overall and 1/3 octave sound pressure levels were recorded at various
points along the plate's centreline, Y/D = 0, for plate separation distances of h/D 3
and 12, and over the whole of the plate for h/D = 6. The nozzle operating pressure
ratios 0 wee 0p/p 126 ' 1.54, 1.96 and 2.24, and the plate inclination angles were

gurac flo iuiato are shw2n2hkopoiepotgah

Flow directions on the surface of the plate were made visible by an oil

3.1 Surface flow visualisation (Fig. 4-6)

of ig.4, an 6 or henozzle pressure ratio, p/PA =2.24. One notes a flow
attch~nt oit wichi§upstream of the plate'S origin by a distance, 6 = 0.OD for

0 =90 , 0.5D for 0 -l5, n .9D for a = 22 with impingement distance of h/fl = 6.
As the impingement distance increases to h/B 12, t ese values of 6 increase to 0.OD,
0.85D and 3.20 respectively for a 90 , 45 and 22k .it will be noted that the
nurface flow diverges in approximately straight lines from the attachment point and
that it terminates on the upstream side in a zero shear region of -approximately
parabolic shape.

3.2 Sound pressure level contours over plate (Fig. 4-~6)

The overall sound pressure level gonto~rs on th8 plate are shown at 5 db
intervals for the three flap angles, a0 90 , 45 and 22h , for the impingement spacing
h/b - 6, and nozzle pressure ratio, P/PA = 2.24, in Fig. 4, 5 and 6 respectively. The
sound pressure level contours are synnetric about the origin for the no~rmal impingement
of =90 and become progressively extended in the gownstream direction and laterally

Ncontracted as the flap angle is decreased to 0= 2g . The 150 db contour sxtends
along the longitudina~ axis to X/D = 74 for 0 =90 , to X/D =12 for 0 45 and to
X/D - Ph for 0 -22k Laterally, the 150 db contour contracts from Yip = 7 for
0 -90 , to Y/D =6 for 0 45 , and to Y/D=-4 3 4 for 0r 22h In general, for the
impingement spacing of h/fl 6, two maxima sound Rressure level points occur along the
longitudinal axis and converge as 0 approaches 90

169 db and 167 db at X/D -1/3 and + 4h for 0 - 2A
174 db and 167 db at X/D~ - -1/3 and + 3 - for 0 450
177 db at X/D -0 for 0 -90 0

3.3 Sound pressure levels along centreline -effect of 0(rig,. 7-9)

*The sound pressure levels along the contreline are shown in Fig. 7-9 for the
- -- impingement spacings, of h/D. - 3, 6 and 12 respectively. Dlouble iaxima appear at X/D

±14 for the smallest impingement spacing of h/D - 3 for 0 90 , while at the largest
impingement spacing of h/D - 12, the upstream maxima for 0 -2240. and 450 have

diminished to inflexions in the curves leaving a single maximum at the-origin or
upstream region. In general, it will be noted that the downstream sound pressure
levels decroase,.And that the upstream sound pressr levels increase 'With increase of
the flap angle, 0. These results appear to be consistent with the theory thait the
impiniing jet aicts effectively as a free jet until the streamt is clotic to the. inner
impingement. area. -This, implies that the initial flow conditi~ons at the innor
impingement regii would be closaly relad to those found in the potenti.&l core# te
surrounding free- shear reg ion or the fully developed jet flow whon tho ispingument
plate was removed.

Soun r2 rsure levels ialong centrel.ino o ~ff et pf- h/D (Fig. 10- 12)

The sound pressure levels along the contreline for impingument spacings of
h/Di 3, .6 and 12 are compared iii Fig, 10-12 for the various flap a ngles. The Mont
sigraificant observation is -that the ovorall sound pressure levels appear to be almost
iidependent of values of the impingemnt spacingzi, h/fl. - 3, 6 and 12, for the wall
jet regions that. arS downstreami of the igner impingemeait area, i.~ approximately

X/D 24 for 8 90 ,X/D > 6 for D. - 45 and X/D > 9 for 0 22 .

3.5 Pate of.. chan'ge of- soundf prssuze level alonU centroline -offcLt of X/D (rig. 13-15)

-The overall sound pressure levals for h/fl 3, 6 ..nd 12 are plotted ayainst
the centralitte dintance, X/D, on a lgitdescale in Pig-. 1.-15. In thie fully
developed wall jet regiona the slopes of the curves appxoach approxirmteiy -12 db to
-14 db Per each doubling of the axial diotance, X/10, Thun. for theue regioins, the
root mean square sound pressure, Ap, is .approsximately inv"-vely proportiottal to the
square of the radial distance from the origia,

i.e. A
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3.6 Sound pressure levels along the centreline for various nozzle pressure ratios.
(Fig. 16-2 3)

The nozzle pressure ratios of P/PA = 1.26, l.54, 1.96 and 2.24 were chosen to
cover a range of jet speeds from M = 0.40 to M = 1.14. Theae centreline distributisns
of sound pressure levels a~e shown in Fig. 16-18 for 0 90 , Fig. 19-21 for 8 = 45,
and Fig. 22-23 for 0 22 . The sound pressure levels increase with increase ofpressure ratio, The rate of increase is generally independent of the position alongthe centreline, although there appears to be a tendency for the increase to be less in

t the inner impiagement area. The shapes of the curves of the sound pressure leveldistributions which were observed for P/PA -2.24 are generally preserved to the
lowest nozzle pressure ratio.

3.7 variation of sound pressure level with nozzle excesreue rai.(Fig. 24-26) .
(PThe sound pressure levels are plotted against the excess nozzle pressurerati .~A) on a logarithmic scale, for various positions along the centreline for

an inpinge~ent spacing h/D 6 in Fig. 24-26. Generally, the rate of increase of sound
pressure level, is approxim'ately 6 db per doubling of the excess nozzle pressure ratio,

/1) - PA).
i. e. APa- PA

0 3.8 1/3 octave sound prussure level spaectra. (Fig. 27-34)

The 1/3 octave spectra of the sound pressure levels at various distancea
along the plate centreline gre plotted for 0 90 in Fig. 27-29, for 0 45 in
Fig. 30-32, and for 0 = 22h in Fig. 33-34,

*One would expect the plate surface -spectra in the innor impingement areas* tok; reflect the frequency distributions of the prkssura fluctuationb, found at the end of
the jet, i.e. two free shear layers and a potential core for h/l)u 3, two coalescingshear layers for h/u 6, and developed jot flow for..h/D -12. The disturbances in
the inner impingetwnt area will be deflected and convectedi along thaepiate, and at the..4same time a fully developed-wall jot with high shear in the inner boundary--nd low
shear in the outer free shear layer will begin to establish itself. -

- A typical spectrum oi the developing wall jet is shown in Fig. 28 for U/0 6a 0 P/PA tR2 i24 at the point X/l '- 6. 9 and in narked A I) C 0 R P. Theportion
-- A 8 covers-a% flat'or silowly rising low frequency portion of the s~oqtrw~t ovo-r 6 C-thespectra rises rupidly at approximately C dbprotv orahaMxItAoma ~oe h
-- middle- frequency band C D Uie spectra "alls 9radually i rates between 0 wid 3 db per

X. octavoi a second break point is reachod at 0 and the spac~rum fal; Moro apidly oneo
- -- - - more., In so"e cases, a high fraquancy pwkk develops at P. Sitil-ar pe-alku wnro noted

in th - upmtreau arcau that have broken contours in Vig' . - and 6, and the pl nJ11foam layer shownh in Fig.. I was. titted to ro4ueo- po,!I We flalnge reflections of these.--
-Upatream- high froquancy cotapomouts,-

oupriseonst of Fin. 27, 28 and 29 fdr B0 90" d h/D. 3, 6 wi 12 indicate
that, apart from 9/P * 0 jind 1*,- the apactra a re very %imil,-r at. sizilar Va Iukis o.f
-X/b and hance 'largely inoapaudeint of the iopingemont. distaeve.

A featuro of tha r-pactra in Pig.2- i-a that Vith d~croase of X/OY theMdxirfum movem alongA the cur'? C Cl C2# %4hich-in am oxtension of a C, and that olio9*neral c ur ve which aprxmately inel1;dou th, ax ira -niheuwrd slapO*# 1 C, of
the mpoctra caiv b$ * pl~ed to all &ho figures. The offett. -of lcroasintg kto flap
angle from w-.90 trtrugh 0 22S is -to gener-ally in. ,( th-o m-xim=- C, to * tqhar
sound -resao-t- 1evOle and to higher r nco.Thus it appears that the yeaT jet
spectra are only weakly dupefidont on the jet to wall ivpit.9emnt diatanee. It is
likely thlt. majori featurpt of tho spectra may he tr-Aa ormed to nmieo4Iform
by the Use of the -doasntr-cao plate aild plixte inclinu-tion angle -

- .9 -tpnqnn 3Aorac1Lr 
-- in -u~ iota (rg 3)

impingin far-was sic. knv lite in potora hs of an ip'igi' ng joh s Pi.
indicate~~~~~~~~~~~~~fr -htanwtp fsokcl a efndi'ete uan~ork suprsn

neis. te sbhiof cas , 4 hou c e impeo rc e uptoarleflo-the s onv
faear tok n erat wiha instabpiity outves prpgatinv dwthetos Durt's tfr oieelr nt
tt* hai ttr arcreech tones h"isokcll verob Idsinuisabe tafdig thve sh-ocke
call oisteo ifineets plat nd the spetrea flane onte aoze. he nin e
iompingingemeta so c.l aplear e ahor iophs o ant dFocngget -oee Fih . 3r)o
iloieate that nazl atei or f o alelenLth terval. in tir * i-f it. Am P o
Jea nthe ugenen cae hshock calls Move ovardapthears in the spectr wav nd( n i. Ye
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phenomenon has been noted, particularly at subsonic jet nozzle prgssure ratios forB = 90 h/D = 3, but it may appear to a limited extent at 0 45 , h/D = 3 or8 90, hi/D = 6. It therefore appears that this new type of shock cell screechphenomenon is not limited to over or under expanded sapersonic jets.
Impingement screech is highly dependent on reflecting surfaces close to orupstream of the jet and care should be taken in model tests to simulate 3uch surfaces.

4.0 CONCLUSIONS

(1) An experimental investigation has been completed ot the surface pressure. fluctuations on a flat plate model which was being struck by at, impinging cold air jetof diameter D = 2.27 in. lile nozzle was placed at distances of h/D = 3, 6 4nd 12 from( the impingement plate whose inclination was varied through angles of 0 a 90u, 456 to
22h . The nozzle's pressure ratio was varied from 1.26 to 2.24

(2) The flat plate may be divided into an inner impingement area which bad
pressure fluctuating conditions similar to those found within the impinging jet, whilethe remainder of the surface of the plate developed pressure fluctuation characteristic
of a developed wall jet,

(3) The inner. impingement area contained a typical maximum sound pressure level
of 177 db for 0 =.00 at the nozzle pressure ratio of 2.24.

7 (4) The root mean square pressure fluctuations in the developed "all jet areaswore insensitive to the nozzleos separation distance from toe impingment plate, were
inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the qentre of the pl ao, andwere directly prorienal to the-exctes nozzle pressure ratio.

(5) The longitudinal *stenr of the 150 db sou9d pressure leve.l contpr on t4hplate for 6 was typically,./D - .K/ .) 0 f XB 1Z -for A , 45 utd a 16 "_or. - -- ,.+ The lateral extent was: y/n s7 for -90 , Y/ 9 *6 fcr V 450.
aedYi _4 for.B 2t

(4) one third ceta~vo souxv' roisrex level Spectra have icen4 prsateil Mat
although COM.Ple,. peaapable of being partly re duced to a andaeonltr
u Sing pl-Ate coi4iOV:a1tlp491e.II1::.:+ . + . . J.. . t : .na : ..... c .& . .. ts..,~..... --n.ti~ ..tn. ..

. . -. 0pn ha ,-si the Meq4 o . ..re Qk- ; ft.v rlecn a .urface during thu.
eetynaic.t~slng4ff~fe ~i~'t~ ita.The diacovory may have iapotat

aplcai n nthe' olari-fiqtiuo the, ~c~i of shook oil. sceeCh.o- fl-K3. I Wrm .: -- Aj'd i"Otflltf tO, d.etaa-inin,. chditi.... .+ ~ -.. -., " -. .... + i .++ . . . - -, .. - . - l. l onulat-., :.."
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SESqSOi% 1 DISCUSSION - LOADING ACTIONS

In reply to a question as to whether the relative phase of the reflected wave had been taken into
account, Dr. Scholten said that they had zed the autocorrelation function of ch.e total pressure at
each point and then transformed this to get pressure spectra. The effect of the directiviry of the
fan noise c,mponent was also included. Dr. Scholten was asked if there had been any failures of the
structure at an early stage in the prototype development. He replied that as the prototype had not
been designed for a large number of flying hours an extensive programe of acoustic fatigue develop-
mant work was not considered necessary before the prototype flew. There. were some failures in the
conventional skin-stringer design of the engine pads. They had used the earlier prediction methods

_ but the acoustic pressure levels were higher than predicted by the free field -ethod. The loads

,  here are very difficult to estimate because of the very near field effects and also the hydrodynamic
pressures. It was partly duc to these dif~iculties that the work reported in this paper was done.

Mr. Lansing was asked if there had been any measurements of dynamic hinge moments on the model
flaps. He replied that these had not yet been done. In answer to another question he gtated that
'Koolite' pressure transducers had been used. Mr. Coo added that these were of the semivodctor
strain gauge type whose si;e varied down to 50 thousandths in, The le'vels of acceleration mesured
on the model would nor be representative' of a real flight structure. The model had 'been made of

-V : thick steel plate but even in this heavy structure t-e acceleration levels were-very high. Tempera-
ture measurements had been-made on a ha-li scale tvdel at N.A.S.A. Ames. The half scale madel engine
in this test had tot been truly representative of the full scale engine. In the model tests the
region of imingmnt of the hot core jet had given rise to higher temperatures a the model flap
than had been aticipated. 1The estimated ammunt ot mixing with the cold by pass flow iust not have

- -.".- been fully achieve. It is not yet knoni whether a similar problem vould arise on the full scale.
Sconfiguration. .

.. In reply to a question on the decails of his presire measurew.nts, Mr. Wegtley saW that he
: -. had -tried to use microhonts with their diaphrag flu-*h to the plate surface. This was satis-

I faetory outsi e a rajdlu of about two jot diamters from the centre of ipara of the.jet., At
closer cziteagks.- fine dust -particles in the flw were s vfi.nt t. break the diaphra.. Is was
Sridel., theirefr, to tAke the rosurents-a with the sttdard grid in pl.Ace 4yr the micpiw.ne
dlaphrAMr. R,- des -not think ithat this has ans siit oifoect on t~i r.- e1t, It wa-1 also
st"ad hat thn..umA ufcc s dtw. a rroctions farte of the -t.~auysd ov t l Ma r Iad a Ueng wh edi -hi W.ese the inlo rquny'no

0csure it the flow on th* alcrdrtones)ensitivity. 4-. CGe 0enti ou t o th#pvetra had bevin

- .ae i . of the ...c.orhon -.Vt. - . . .tly . ..ee.of

. for 0 low- te 0C.., ..-
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PRESSURE-FLUCTUATION INPUTS AND RESPONSE OF PANELS
UNDERLYING A'ITACIIED AND SEPARATED SUPERSONIC

TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYERS

by

Charles F. Ce
Chief. Aeronautical Structures Bruah

and
Wet J. Chyu, Scientist

Ames Research Center, NASA. Moffett Field, California 94035, USA

I The paper summarizes results of an inve--*r-tiom of surface prossute fiuctuAttwts and responise of panels
underlying attached and separated turbuleat boun dary layers and shock ael tNS msReerhCne.Etn

SV ewgie tests- of a large assortnient of axltynintric and t-wo-dimenstonal models bhave bWen conduced at trrsenson ad
5 ~supersonie Mach numbers to 3.6 to study the p resur fields.Asetdfedde(l pnshaeentsedt

Itaoh numbers from 1. 6 to 3. 6 in attached and complotofy separated. flow fields mnd also ill miNed flow With a step,
induced shock wave ociflatxmon the panels. The ast-face preesure Ituctuaticos are described in wrat o* -rd
bead ree spectral density, we) spatial correlatIott inormouttii. The) effectiees m I prnt'yor eing th
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gxx) coordinate referring to location on 0 angle of cone frustum or wedge
the panel

* yix~tP correlation cot bftolont

1 11 0a~~ mode shape funcition of the panel

mnode shape function of a pael with unit
X/Ygt2) normalized coordinates referring to dimensions

location on the panel
W' angular frequency

6 boundary layer thickness
w natural frequency of the otth moacd

8' displacement boundary layer thickness a
0Phase single of cress spectral density
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layer is now feasible. Anialytical integration In nlosod for,,-s are not necessary, since numerical integras an can be
carried out with no C' ;ebt4lo simplification of the integrand. This digital-eoznputer-oriented approach bzv Oe follow-
Ing additional advantages over an analytical soproach: (1) The tran,:parency of the problem is pftserved, as very
often the physics of tho problem is lost amongst a groat length of closed-form mathematicul. formulae;, (2) turo
developments are simplifteu as toe basic eemupue& p...r~can be anodifi-A to, desorib dilloetfl flow fields ends/r

With the deficiencies in both. the input and response problem& In mind, a research prograrA ha been under-
tae tNASA, Ames Research Center, to improve the statis$tical description of the random pressure fluctuations

underlying attached and separated turbulent boundary layers and shock waves; and. to Improve the analytical capability
for computation of the displacement and strain of realistic panel structurbs when excited by each of these flow fields.
The hwes-tigatlis~ cd pressure fluctuation Inputs, and response have spaned the suL ionic, transonic, and supersonic
speed ranges up to a Mach number of 3. 5.

Sketches of models used for the investigation of pressure-fluctuation Inputs are shown in FUg. 1. The
basic configurations were 0. 0508 i andi 0,.264 mn diantator egive cylir-lers and the Armea 9- by 1-foot a 9- bit 7-toot
supersonic wind tunnel (SWVT) w~sto investigate attached turbulent boundary-layers. Cone frustuma a!head of ax4-
symmetric rings and two-dimeonsional wodg !s of different height to& areyofage froma 1S' * 94'wr added

jto the cyinde.rs and wails to investigate regions of -separated flow and shtck waves. The dtfforent model sires? and
tunnel walls provided large variations of the thietesses oft both tlia attached and separated boundary layers to lInait'-
&,gate scaling relationships to establish the must effective parameteris Cor aoadibnsleonaliration of the siressure fluc-tun'-
Liens.. The thickneoss of attached boundary layers. for example. varied from approszlmately 024-16 a.o the 0.058n

* di~Oameter model to 0M5 a oxi the windl-tunnel wall. Separatied-flow leng thtalof 45' frusttus an a 0.032 i
high 45' wedge. varied from 0. 041 wn toO0. 89 rn.
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kPanel diplacements were measured with non--
contctig cpactane pobe tht, oul beretDtely posi-

tioned todifferent panel coordinate positions. A steady-state
cavity pressure was carefully maintained at wall static
pressuxre at the atreaxawise radpoint near the lower edge of
the panels for all test conditions.,

C The anialyses of all the results of the pressure
- ktuctuatl ; and panwl response investigations are not comt-

plete. However, a large amiount of data have been amassed
for attached and separated flows at supersonic speeds, and
therefore these data and the corresponding panel response
measurements and awslysOQ are fir subject od this paper.

2PRESSLJRZFLUCTUATION INPUTS

2. 1 Broadband Characteristics

The atirfaco-presutre fluctuations. measured in
k'attached flow on the wals of Antos wind tuntels are s5hown

In Fig. 3 atort; with comparative data f ront a fow other
utwatgattas. he dta presented are constdored by t.e

Nauthors toroteilyrpektthbrabninnite
of the pressure fQ luctuts, ifW/q.. for the Much wenwber
range f rvit I) to 3 S. MNfy i119x0 data points could ho added

/ to' -; figw ',from, other earlilavelgtes hut the
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reduced-froquency parameters Investigated were: f6 /U , f6*/U f s /u' f(S -x)/U, P5/U, and
0 0 . 5

It became evident early in the invedtigetion that there was no reduced-freqtuency or spectral -density
parameter that was the most effective for scaling the data from the many models, particularly for separated flow,
for the full range of frequencies considered. (Certain characterlatcr~ of the pressure fluctuations were found to bedifferent within different ranges of reduced frequencies.) It was clear 1owever, that the parameters P5/U and
f(SO - Ap5)U involving local boundary-layer thicknt-s or flow-separation dimensions and local velocity we~'e best for
scaling frequencies in sepa -ated flew. L s paper, since both attached aad aeiparated boundary layers are considered,
the nondimensionalizatloa of spectra are illustrated in terms of f 6/U. The data used for the response computatonlare
also presented in terms of f6/U. since the local velcity In. the separated region is frequently not avai1 TIle and also
since differences in scating with U vs U. are relatively minor. Also minor differences were found In the effuctive-
nass of free--stream versus local dynamic pressure for scaling the spectral density; therefore, the choice has been
made in favor of the more conveniently avaiiable q..

Local boundary layer thicknesses used for scaling the pressure -fluctuation data were based on mreasure-
k ments of boundary-layer profiles for all the attached-flow teet caseu and on profiles mieasured within the sepa.,atod

*flow region on the d = 0.254 m, h 0. 0508 m, P 450 model. The separated-flow boundary tayer measurements are-
shol,.n in Fig. 6 to illustrate that the tnoundary-layer growth rearward from the separation point was sufficiently lineur

to allow a siunple linear interpolation of local boundary-
6 *45* h.* .o~m layer thickness. Local boundary-layer thicknesses in.

10 M S, M eparated flow were therefoee estimated for all the mnoduls
1. .20A f - rom the relationship ..6 =60 + h (S5  x 8)/S

0 Z.0 .1935 5

8-8 01 2.5 .15 1'_ hfs _x) 7I1pical--soalig-of spectral measurements
ha8+ obtained enl the different models at M =2. 0 is illustrated

in Fig. 7. The spectrum selected for each model repre-
sents an approximate mean of fron. 10 to 20 measuremants,

c j and in most of the separated flow cases ths, mean spectrum
1.0 ..6 .w.2s olbtained near the center of the sepa :ted flow region.

The closeness of fit of the spectra seale6 by the reduced
Figure 6. Boundary-layer thickness frequency parameter f6/U (Fig. 7) illustkrates about the

of separated flow, best attainable collapse of data. Most of the separated,
flow results fit withir a factor-nf -two spread on.the nieall-

squared speotral density scale. This is considered a good fit of random dynamic data obtained on so many different
models, and indicates relattve indepeildence of the pressure -fluctuation characteristics on geometry,

ATTACHED FLOW SEPARATED. FLOW

Mo 2.0 M0O2 M2.0

D,mn 8,m
o.254 .0152 * 4

o -s D, n) 0h, m 8,m

-0 .254 30 .720:

A'54 45 .0254 0234 1
54 45 .0508 .0284

z,54 45 .0762 .0384
1.)6 0- 101 45 .2032 113 4

~ ""*~ 254 90 .0508 .0373
e.254 90 .0762 4409

1(- io- 102 01 .0 10-L 4L4  10-3 U1L.LL~L±L--.-~d1

On/u f&/U

Figuro 7. Scaling of POW,. spect.a.

2.2.2 Mach INumber Sfet fPwrbcr

Th3 variation of power spectra in attaa hed and ooparated flows between Mach nunileri of 1. 6 and 3. 5 is
ah1own In DFig. 8. Luac!- of those spectra represents anl Qverage of freon 10 to 20 spectra measu.red on a rigid plate
installed in Cie I 'panel -response" teait fixiture in the walls of the Ames 9- by V-foot SWT and 8- by 7-foot SW'1'. Those
data formn the basis of the representation of the excitation spectru used for panal responsea calcul-ations. Note that
the data aro nalImenslonalized by fro, -stream velocity.

Tiw~ power spectra for attached flow generally ars very similar for all Mach nunibers with tho excoption of
4 a slightly lov.'er meaured spectrumi at M 3. There is a reasonably oneistent trend at low reduced frequencies,
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ATTACHED FLOW SEPARATED FLOW

M M

1. .122 .188
2. 11;.0 . 8

----- 2. j09----- Z5 18

- 3,0. .122 3.0 .8

,L'. 3.5 135 " --- 3.5 .211

102 10F, 1.0 10 lo05 IT2 Ci-l .0 10I

'N ~ Figure S. Variation of power sectra with Mach number.

W6U < 0. 0.5, that indicates a reduction in spectrum level with increasing Mach number. These variations F'iould be
taken lightly, however, because of redu~ced statistical ac curacy of analysis at the lower'frequencies. In contrast with
the attached flow case the power spectra me2asured in the aeparated flow show a very consistent variation with Mach
number. The spectral levels decrea,,o with increasing Mach nr..:aber at f8/UJ. < 0.3 and increase with inicreasing
Mach number at f6/U. > 0.3. The- ; results illustrate the separction of frequency regimes at f6/U. - 0,3, In each
regime the pressure fluctuatiun6 are dependent upon different phenomena, The surface pressuriz measuremento in the-
lower frequency region are mainly sensitive to the transmitted fluid fluctuat.n in the torbulent oIw of the scparated
boondary layer, the radiated energy is negligible. In the iiigher.frequency region, -it is believed that the surface pres-
sure fluctuations are strongly influenced by an eddy Mach wave radiation plinoxnena. This phenomena was investigated

currently In progress by Dr. Richard D. Rechtien of the University of Missouri, Rollo, Missouri, (NASA-Ames Grant)
indicates a dependence of these data on Mach~ m~ave radiation.

2. j Spatial Correlation of Pressure Fluctuations

Chyu and flanly (ref. 4) presented some data ATTACHED*
from-, this investigation that showed the power and cross ,m8'm
spectra and space-time correlations of fluctuating pres- Ref.3i 0. 030TEFGR
sures underlying the supersonic att~ched bou dary layer 0 2.0

on the 0. 254-in diameter ogive cylinder and the separrted 4,8*. 1.66 0 4.0
boundary layer ahead of the 0. C5 -8-m high !rustum. .05 . 48.0.6.5 .0
Amorg other things, they investlgateu dhe co- and quad- 18~ 506.0
speciral density and coherence as functions of a wave nuni- -8

bar parameter Q4
1 /Uc(f) Illustrative coherence functions C;"s

art) shown in Fig. 9. The results indicate a similarity .4 /1.8
between the coherence measurements in attached and 2 -

separated flow at supersonic Mach numbers, but only If 0 -.OE.. -

the velocity term is t;0,(f). The use of convection velocitySEATDinstead of free-stream velocity Is necessary, since forSEA TD
143080separated flow, UJc(f) varies significantly with frequency. 0

The general trends of the data are also similar to the .8 -:
dubeonic-flow measurements by Bull (ref. 11). It can be .8~f ~5o 4.04
seen that the envelope of the coherence functions for vani- h: .50508 6.45
ous spatial distances 9/*decreases oxnonentlily with SS- .00396 t, 36
loerbaoing frequency, however, the envelope unfortunately .
represents the cohereice only at high frequencies.

Chyu arnd Au-Yang (ref. 12) used B~ull's c/if
coherence data to represent the subsonic attached-
boundary-layer spatial correlation for application to the
response (omputation. The fact that the coherence func- Figure 9. Longitudinal coherence of pressure
tions do not collapse complicates the vmpirical expression fluctuations.3



of corl adtherefore, a different approah bas -wore recently been inestia-Wc. AR suggested by Robtiefi
the normalized incdunto 3ih~soroqa tepectral densities- Pi-A;, flnorm,~ for availamAe or selected transducer spacings
have been curve-fitted to the'evoneatinO function !(, 1 20  e by the method of least aquares to obtain a non-
(IMensional attenuation -coefficient funcrtion 4 Typcal moduli of t:%e cross-spectral densities of the pressure
fluct;W&sine.3'separ-ated flow that were -used for-the oval cation of the attenuat':n coefficient are shown in Fig. 10.

*Figure 11 shows ti6:attenuation -coefficient !unction ri4eured in separated flow on the 0. 254-mn diameter
m~odel with the 0. 0508-mn high 45* frustum shoitldar to Illustrate its efferot.'venests of describing spatial correlation,

* *<--h~ funtion Is shown to be reasonably independent of the number of moduli, the transducer sliacing, or the reference

area of the sepaated flosw region where the measurements were obtained. It appears that the attelaultion coefficlet
locration slvihtl kt tihe rv fitting.e athe lretindce ta h lw srltvl haoeeswti e lite

decresed ighe fpaucies a were used in the analysis. The variation is
considered insignificant, however, In light of the estate of the art of the stzuetural part of the problem of rpredicting
response to random turbulence. Attenuation coefficients e-btalned from transducer arrays criarkted longitudinally,

X.. diagonally, and witeraily to the free-stream flow indicate that !ha decay of correlated tuAbulence wa;; Independent of
orientation at f 8/U Z 0.0M' T'he imedoniant turiydlence is therefore nonconvective at the lower frequencies, and con-
tours of equal spatial etorrelation would be circular, At f 6/U > 0. 3 the attenuation cefficients were progressively
lower as the aagularlit of the trinsdtocer ori entation ili! ged from lateral to longitudinal, indicating extended correla-

*tion in the direction oi .. re-atream. Clow.

Mg2. Ds254 8~9' h.O~~m x/h'.?~NUMBER OF MODULI

-. 125 CX6/h 2.75

10 - .125,.25,.375,.50

V~l -;[ -. I25,.2.5,5 50.625,J5,LO

* ~ l------ 125.5,.75,.50 -

1.0REFERENCE LOCAIIN

XS/h

2.60

0.1 .LLU LLI _LLJwLLL L W I ILLIJ.WLII - ,LI I1li 1i

l.O~ 1 /h..5 icORIENTATION TO STREAM
0__ LONGITUDINAL

0 0 % 0.LATERAL
0.1 0 DIG0A0 1.0

103 I02 117 -11 fs/u

Figure 11. Attenuation coefficients measured on the
Figure 10. Variation of normalized crass spectra, 0. 254-rn diamneter model In the region

with longitudinal spacing of transducers of separated flow, hi 0. 0608 ma,
in separated flow. 0 45".

A comnparison of longitudinal attenuation coeff icient func 'tions obtained on the different models in separated
flow is -shown in F Ig. 12 to 11(ustrate the effectivainess of a 6 for scatling for separated fliow. The results indicate that
the nondimensiontdlzed attenuation coefficients were in relatively good agreement, showing a total spread between all

-the curves of generally iless than a factor of two.

Typical Iongitudinal attenuation coefficients at Mach ni.nbere f rom 1. 6 to 3.56 are shown in F~g. 13 for both
attached and separated flow on the wind tunnel walls. As with the spectra (2?lg. 8) the iseparated flow data show a more
consistent variation with Machi number than the attachiid flow data, particularly at the lower frequencies. The resuilts
show that the pressure fluctuations in attached flow wore most highly oorrolated'at f6/U% Fu 0.4;,wherega, In separated
flow the miaximum correlatton. occurred at the lowest frequencies. The dips In separated flow t.8curves; in the fre-
quenoy x-sne 0. 3 < f6/UJ, < 1. 3 indieate Increased correlation that Is believed to result from the Mach wave radiation
phenomena discussed in connection with the observed Mach number effects on power spectra,
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-I M 2.5 , 45 °  2.4 Phase Anles ofC

102  D. m h, rn 8, m The convection of turbulence in attached and
.0508 .0102 .0056 separated boundary layers results in an angle of phase
.254 .0254 .0138 between spatially correlated components of pressure. Since
.254 .0506. .02.4 this phase angle can result in matching of panel flexural

!0 ......... 2032 .1056 waves and pressure waves and thus cause an enhancement
of response, it is necessary that it be accounted for in

i alb e sponse computations. Convection of the surf ace-pressure

fluctuations can be studied directly in terms of convection
1.0z ----------- velocities or in terms of the phase angles of the cross

spectra. The broadband convection velocity derived from

a. fspace-tlme correlations is the most convenient descrtiton

1 of convection characteristics for attached'.low, but Chyu

-2 10_1_ 1.0 to and Hanly (ref. 4) showed that it is inappropriate for
T4 f 8/u separated flow since convection velocities vary with

Figure 12. Scaling of attenuation coefficients. frequency.

ATTACHED FLOW SEPARATED FLOW

D~w 0zoo 0890 ° h=,2032m

M 8, m M 8, m

1.6 .122 /--- 1.7 .188.o2.0 ./
1 I- 2.5 .109 ------ 2.5 .185

3.0 .122,, 3.0 .203
345 .135 . . . 3.5 .211 "

1. L"% , /, . /aI

0- 3 10-2 ;- 1 1.0 10 10
3  10 2  O1 1.0 10

f B/uo iS/u,0

Figure 13. Effect of Mach number on longitudinal attenuation coefficients.

Typical phase angles that result from convection of the turbulence in separated flow are shown in Fig. 14.
The data were obtained on the 0, 254-rn diameter model with axisymmetric flow mid show the effects of the angular

orientation of a transducer array to the free-stream flow
direction. At low froquencies, f < 300 Hz, the phase angles

T d32 - M 0 2.0 =45 h.508m were c zero for all angular orientations. A zero phase angle

indicates a zero or !,nfinite speed of convection of the pres-So LONGITUDINALI

) o DIAGONAL / sure fluctuations between two points, as would exist with a
0 2 4 - o LATERAL q/C 0 stationary pulsating bubble or for normal incidence of an

- Cb acoustic radiation process. The equivalent of the pulsating
09 bubble could occur if the turbulence Is related to fore-and-

E: I ¢i aft oaillutions of the detached shock wave. The phase-

16 - angle measurements generally indicate an absence of lateral
convection in the Separated flow over the full range of fre-

quencies investigated. This result was evidenced by the
near zer'o itteral measurements and by the agieement
between long~tudinat and diagonal measurements of 0/1
(phase angle per meter of longitudinal component ot trans-" L duoer spacing).

S0 2.5 Narrow-Band Convection Velocities
I I I IL i LIlL .1 J I ILull I I III-Iif

10 102 103 104 105  When significant phase angles are measured,
f they can be converted to convection velocities, as defined

by 360 f 4/0), and thus reveal the narrow-band convec-
Figure 14, Typioal phase angles of cross spectra of tion chaiacteristics of the turbulence, Figure 15 shows that

presvure fluctuations underlying on the 0. .546-m diameter model, the convection velocities
separated flow, of the preosure field in separated flow varied from a mini-

mum of approximately 0 2 U at f 6/U 0. 6 to a plateau
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TRANSDUCER SPACING near 0.8 U at f6/U z 0. 8. The variation of convection
Mco2.0 h..0508 x,/h.2.75 speed with frequency infers that the predominant turbulence

1.0 rh av different frequencies between 0.03 < f6/U < 0.8 is gen-
t .\ . .... .1 2 erated at different levels of the boundary layer ranging from

.25 slightly above the zero velocity line to the free-shear layer.L\\ " ' ' '- ....037 Upstream convection was not detected between points within

Lu-...iu. .j. u_ .... - .62 the separated flow region. The turbulent eddies generated
0.. - - 25 in the reverse flow region apparently contribute little to

1.00 the wall-pressure fluctuations. With the exception of the
REFERENCE LOCATION low frequency region of f/U < 0. 06, the convection

1.0[- F -  
Me,2.0 h=.08 C1/h'.375 velocities were relatively unaffected by transducer spacing

xs/h x2 /h or reference location. It is also shown that they can be
-... 2.75 0 effectively scaled by the reduced frequency parameter f6/U.
--I- 2.75 .375

. C ...----- 2.62 0
0 2.J2 0 Representative narrow-band convection velocities

FRUSTUM- SHOULDER HEIGHT in attached and separated flows on the walls of the 9- by 7-foot
Me'= 2.0 Sw'r and 8- by 7-foot SWT at the location of the panel response

.0h / test fixture are shown In Fig. 16. It can be seen that for
h, m0 0 2.95 f.OO attached flow there was no significant variation in the ratio

--. 0102 2.95 100
-----. .0254 3.06 100 of convection velocity to free-stream velocity

.0508 2.75 .50 (Uc(f)/U= n 0.75) with frequency or Mach number, The

0_u _ --..0762 2.00 .67 variation of convection velocity with frequency in separated.2  10-1 .0 10o-1-2032 2.27 .50
10. I /u flow was previously discussed in connection with Fig. 15.

This variation with frequency was relatively unaffected by
Figure 15. Typical narrow-band convection velocities. MRch number at f6/U. < 0. 6. The plateau values of

nearly constant Uo/U. at f6/U, > 1. 0, however,, varied
inversely with Mach number (with the exception of the M. = 3. 5 data) so that the absolute convection velocity, U.,
was nearly constant. The convection velocity in this plateau region varied from approximately 354 m/sec (1150 fps)
at M. = 1. 7 to 366 m/sec (1200 fps) at Mo. = 3. 0. The reduced frequencies where the beginning of the plateau occurs
can be identified with changes in the chracteristics of the power spectra and attenuation coefficients.

ATTACHED FLOW SEPARATED FLOW

D, o Dze 8-90o h..2032 m

M 8, m M 8,m
1.6 .122 1.7 .188

2.0 .110 .... 2.0 .185
-------- 2.5 .109 -------- 2.5 .185

1,0 .-.... 3.0 .122 ..... 3.0 .208
.... 3.5 ,135 r .... 3. ,211

9 - ------ -

0 - ,. \
, ^ P , X?

10-2 L0- . 10 10"2 10-I 1.0 10
fB/uOD fB/Uw)

Figure 16. Variation of narrow-band convection velocities with Mach number.

2. 6 Representation of Surface-Pressure Fluctuations

The fundamental information needed to deseribe the excitation of a structure underlying a turbulent flow is

the cross spectral density of the fluctuating pressures.

.- In a homogeneous turbulence the cross spectra can be expressed in the form

S ti 4 , ) - 1 /U(

whoe W) is the cross correlation coefficient between two points separated by distanco J1 and In the
x and x2 dre-ions. Experimental data have also shown that the correlation coefficient can be separated in coor-
dinates asiollows:

,°, a'. u 0. W)I (0, )f (2)

p 'I 2 P

I, I 4j3 ,,PPP



where 0, "))1 e0, = -1,413 and 1,0-(0, 42- W~l ex -22
~:' *p

The convection velocity U. is related to the phase angle 0 of the cross spectral density of the fluctuating pressure by
U0 a' 360 f~1/0. For this investigation, it has been chosen to represent U. in terms of 0 since U. varies significantlyj with f for separated flow and since 0 - 0*, U0 - a*. It should also be noted that 0/4, Is an Independent function of f
and is therefore not scaled by a reduced frequency paravs~ter.

To derive expressions that represent the selected functions used to describe the fluctuating pres~sures in
supersonic attached and separated turbulent boundary layers, the large amount of experimental data previously dia-
cussed have been averag~i at each test Macb number (1. 6, 2. 0, 2. 5, 3. 0, 3. 5) and approximate means of the envelopes
of these data have beea curve-fitted as shown in Fig. 17.

ATTACHED FLOW 16<Moc35SEPARATED FLOW
POWER SPECTRAL DENSITY

EMPIRICAL

000

ATTENUATION COEFFICIENT

100

,'~ PHASE ANGLE
24 - 24I

N16 - 16[

1O~10' I 0 10" 1O O 10

Figure 17. Represeatation of surface-pressure fluctuations.



The empirical formulae that express the power spectrum, attenuation coefficients, and phase ai~les for
attached and separated flows are as follows:

a) For attached flow

Power Spectrum

2 2 3 4 5()
( -12. 470 -0. 639x -0. 269X + 0.015X + 0.017x +0. 002x (3

Attenuation Coefficients

2 3 4 S
S8exp (0. 060 +0. 04 x +0.3Ox -0.02Sx3 - 0.02Ox4 - 0.002x51 (4)

2 3 4 5
a8erp [2. 163 + 1. 291x +0. 262x -0.132x 0. 0.4Sx -0. 0033x ()

Ase Ange

2 3 4 5
0A, 39.37 t115.14 + 131.99x+ 69.89x + 18. a4x + 2.44x + O0.12X3 deg/m, (8)

.V b) For separated flow

Power Spectrum

2 2 3 4
G-,q 6 exp t-8.094 - 1.239x - 0.295x -0.0x U .14 0. 001xi . (7)

Attanuathoii Coefficients

2 3 S4 5at 6 axp 1. 03 i+ 0. 668x +0.645x +O0.270x +0. 04x +0.002x')

o 8 -eaxp [1.79)7 + 1.23974+ 0.536X2  .2 0.O12c (9)

r ha Angle

2 3 4
1-l39.37 t9O.54+ 80.28x 60.47x + 15. G9x + 2. su + 0.31 3(0

Where for both a) and b) abo.e x - log (f 6/U~,

S. MFSPONSE OF FLAT CLAMPED-EDOE PANELS

1 ehod of nalysls

The displacemen9ft wO ,t) of a vibrating panel
(Wig, 1%~, is assumed to obey tho 'lassoal thin plate

Ut'

where x~and B are constants Wn independent in the .. ~.- -...... '7
present analYg1$. It i# assunud further that. w(j,t) can
be expsnded In term~s of Ou (1) as. followst

* w. t) W~q()() (12) Figure 18, Schuumatc it panel wjh flow Oxoitution.

Her 00 i asumd t beprpery orxnizied adorblin coordinates, I~e.

and

a'-' (14)



It can be shown that for a panel with clamped edges Om takes on difierant forms according to whether m is even.
or odd:

j) Ifm is odd,*(X)a.A covL3+coh( j)1)

where yare the roots of the equationA

and2

m~SflV/2

b) if i is even.

fltA j M t 2 i~ 2

where y are thle roots of the equation
jm

t n t n

A;A

whra a2

Dl itII t

jb The lWcoriasMsalo h La~ra~ougo i

-: rn0 %(t) ~+ Cat)+ K(tuf(it

Ite

A

-hemvoW to cirbnodlos fatorforboth structAural tnd visosdnl-It #vtAa r.reuc W
-ut b masurd exporluwtlW. ThV Fourlor transferni at hLS04 b
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~ where

a 2
.5-- k a

Equations (12) &Wd (18) together give

WL ,W) -zH(W)F, 1()%* me)

'tbe displacement powor-epeowal density is related to t,(& ) by

%(Wd ~ r WT*SWW~J)C1

where WIs the truncated Fourier treneioria of w. Equations (17), (18), (20). &Wd (f1) together give the displace-
aent power spectral density in the form.

8dty' t4y2 0 +H<~ F'P

mints 2 Lintd

2 2

ilit

vpaSIn()i~ .0 Owj d4SdY Irrr4eov

\f f

h( q)YjI4s~ i' 4 ~ if w. rOWd

U 0 Ii+ rex 44

are thu aorrnkIad Vfoaect)Op Mlch'os. owrnsd by £q#., (1) WAn (18a) *t L reoleed by unity. The

Pt rf 6"*rtutalIy Shum to be red to thd OA4 4" M &*In~flty Ol the ttlaairg Ptnhnre in A bomNOWAott
4,L~ m0"obDtoeapceby

The Strain In x, and x , Ultou of arnhzur$Acat reAte to tbe displacinat w by

aKAxWF AL6A
'1 A



where

r 2
1 ex1  2  ax

Iare the cw'vaturas in x, and x2directions. The strain spectrum can he& obtained by

S T-W Ti

whore isL the truncated Fourier L asform of in Eq. (27). and can be eapreasod byI a4
.4 Cx W) H H(W)F (w)$1

anda

a a2

whOre

C2

ity

+2, 4100

Fqkcigttoos t-3O) togthtar with Owe a lrus4Ui for t ts. (1$) wWs (16) gvv tho atroalus tvwer spdxcrum

St -X f AME 411 U 1 1j,,10- F~ (-A

Pt~t MW r(a

COW ji W. i4*sY ire riteals 3F It hilvitO(ig

;4 rol' V.WkeIn lcg4*-tt, sto a tbwm s Ix- siptosuheuii prtd4w

N aid iW nMUC4 flow With 0a eheit wsve ~tk dtlt ORx 04e 4;100'e The vvposaf Ia OA the Wi41 htpa-svutw gj5
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ON 1
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;4, was r*eo%*%I pnor to W tnmit ilu the insI'Ati of Criagjo~w N A&SC~ dc h ~f
;:.1 7h-t wererOAS conne oiO-0 Mftftant WOla Cieorisiml-22 :3
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into the Interior of the structure (cavity) and Into the exterior flow field. Although the development (by Dowell, ref. 17)
of an analytical method for the determination of the aerodynaic damping part of the loss factor Is In progress, the
present state of u-L requires that u, must be estimated from experience or measured experimentally.

The loss factors used for the comiputations of panel response as presented In this paper have been measured
-~ .. ~from the autocorrekttioas of tiie response-time histories for the specific panels of Interest. Representative loss-factor

measurenmts for a 0. 3048-mn long, 0. 22t0-rn wide by 0. 00235-rn thick magnesium. panel are shown in Fig. 19 for both
* attached and separated flows. The results indicate that only

ATTACHED FLOW SEPARATED FLOW the damping of the first mode is significantly higher than the
* z-. .3040m 12-0.2256m d -oj)0255m damping of all other modes. The first miode damping was

qa,'2170N/M 2  slightly higher In separated flow than in attached flow, but
.05r MODE I all other modes were relatively unaffected by the flow condi-

0 -5 tion. The effects of Mach number are not viearly defined
0 2-I 460 although it is evident that the effects are not large for tho
O3C'O . K range of Mach numbers investigated. It is expected that the

0 damping would increase significantly for the attached flow
"a 0_ case atI. 24 M . , uhlstein (ref. 18) has shown total-

* O05 system-damping measurements in attached flow at Much
{ Ru nbers between 1. 1 and 1. 4 that decrease a full decade

- although for a much thinner boundary layer relative to the.

I M 3 4 I panel length, are consisteat with the results in Fig. !9.

~~. 3. 2.2 Displacemeont floase
Figure 19. Damping of the panel/air-stream sse

in trms61 ossfacor.Illustrative mueasurements Awl compulations of
the power-spectral densities U1 displacement of the

0. 0,0 -rg thick Panel are shown in Fi1g. 201 for Ma, 2 .5. Measurements are Qhown for the probet locations Indicated
in the Inset panel s-ketches. Corresptxiding computations for the samne locations are shown only for ile peak- displace-
meats at meoasured resonance frequencies.. The computer prograo computes thet complete spectrumn, hut this has bee

~~->* ~~ oitted to simpl~fy the figures. The results show s1ilar treinds between attgAched. andl searatedflwintersoe
4~2-.of most modes as a fun-ction of freuenc~y. The first mode prodomlitated the disploceraent, as would No expecoted. The.

relative displuewentat between attached s Ad. separated flIows are in thei san proptoruo as the Input spectra (Fig. 17).
*-Thu.. the spatial correlatten dtfiorences4 twewlen attached axd sepa3ratedi flowsA hgvc only a*sOtle influence on the

responim characteiiiAo. It wa~s originally planned to preetlgItdn)ndltraaeowssaafutint
- rsequency- to illustrate spatial correlation e~wcta, hut thesi resultsweire 1,ot available in) time to ho Iicluded 10 the pzlpcr

thcoarison#01 beween umasured ad cokpeted dIsplacment spectral donsitias At rcvemaco gvenrally.
a hows sinitlar ltvias with frequi~acy with tho conmruiod dieplmet.01ila [rein abut two tV ten times higher than the sinai-
too ist'nen. lhog h c mivv r -suel re o sied god and w ithin stae (4 avl foir adem ~xitsE-

As.. henanttflf'nS~ JtII~nnit.theawilsms 1 0 -.pQS -naF nvsia alwsyt hcipes for hotter Agrec"ITnn, 1140 irst

4 supicions are usually direted tius-arc-hing Vor U0otnpottODA orror*. InI this 6Aik, the lorntputcr pmitracA wovtesnm
* spctra hAve bee rv Ntcrly cheOeked. As A esetl.tecrprhe iaue pcr ae enotie yiye
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ACCURATE FINITE ELEME.NT MODELLING OF FLAT AND CURVED STIPFENED PANEL S

by I -
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Three different stiffener models have been evaluated
for use in studying the dynamics of stiffened plates. The
more exact, 'complete' beam finite element seems to work well,
although the ad-hoe, T-beam approach gives nearly the same
results. Both analyses over predict the predominately stiffener
modes. The 'simple' beam element underestimates a number of
frequencies and 5:h:uld probably not be used, A rectangular
cylindrical shell finite element has been derived and it has
been used to study the dynamics of singly curved stiffened
panels. The major effect of curvature is to increase the
lowest frequencies and to broaden the banded nature of the
result:,. Higher frequencies are little affected by changes in
curvature.

1.0 INTRODUCTION

The dynamic analysis of stiffened structures continies to be the subject of
considerable research effort. Many techniques for predicting natu'al frequencies and
moae shapes have been formulated; notably the trAnsfer matrix approach [Ref. 1-3], the
wave approach [Ref. 4,5], the "exact" approach [Ref. 6,7] and the finite element approach
[Ref. 8-22].

The finit- element method is the most general approach, since there are no
restrictions on sha~e or boundary conditions. The accuracy of the method depends apoi
the precision of the elements adopted and upon the number of elements used; these sources
of error are well understood and there are adequate guidelines available to ensure
accurate solutions. Clear guidelines do not exist however for choosing the type of
stiffener element to be utilized and, more importantly, ':.e method to be employed for
linking the stiffener elements to the plate elements. This paper investigates various
stiffener models id assesses their relative merits. As well, the effects of curvature
on- stiffened plate vibrations is briefly explored.

2,0 FINITE ELEMENT MODELLING OF STIFFENED PLATES

2.1 Literature Review

Lindberg and Olson [8) carried out one of the earliest stiffened plate finite

element dynamic analyses. They used non-conforming plate elements, assumed there was no
stiffener bending and used a simple torsional beam element with warping accounted for
approximately. All in-plane motion was neglected.

More recently, Yurkovich et al. [9] employed a non-conforming, non-convergingtriangular plate bending element together with a beam element that included bending torsion

and warping effects. They concluded that warping has a significant effect on frequencies
when open section stiffeners are used. Rudder :10] has carried out a detailed analysis of
a general, thin-walled, open-section stiffener element including all bending, torsion and
warping effects. This stiffener is linked to a modified conforming plate element.
Unfortunately, all in-plane motion is neglected, so the in-plane displacements of the beam
along the connect line are constrained to be zero.

Olson and Lindberg [11-13] have made a second study of a 5-bay stiffened panel.
They used high-precision, conforming, triangular plate eleuents and accounted for beam
bending in two directions plus beam torsion. They neglected beam warping, since their
stiffener cross-section was solid and rectangular. In-plane motions were again neglected.
Olson and Hazell [143 found that this analysis was not suitable for all stiffened plates,
since the stiffener bending did not account for the added stiffness of the plate material
adjacent to the stiffeners. This effect was accounted for in an ad-hoc manner, following
Timoshenko and Goodier [15], by calculating the beam bending moment of inertia for an
equivalent T-beam.

In all the above, in-plane displacements have been neglected, even t *h the
eccentric stiffeners provide coupling between in-plane and out-of-plane displacuilents. For
static solutions of stiffened plates [16-22], where solutions are much less costly, the
in-plane stiffness of the plate is generally included. Stiffener finite elements have beet,
obtained in two ways; firstly, by defining the beam stiffness matrix about its centroid
and then shifting the axis to the connect line via a transformation [21] or secondly, by
defining the strain energy of the beam element with respect to the connect line.



- 2.2 Models Employed in This Stid;,
- i  Three finite element wodels are considered in this paper, the ,z.mplel model

proposed by Olson arl Lindberg, [11-1-] the ad-hoc, T-becm approach used by Olson andHazell [14] and a new 'complete' appoach developed herein. All three models employ
rectangular conforming finite elements to model the plate portions of the structure.
These elements -23] are based upon an out-of-plane displacement function containing acomplete quartic polynomial flus higher order terms and In-plane displacement functionscontaining complete cubic polynomials plus higher order terms. The generalized coordinates* for each element are the normal displacemant, ito two first derivatives plus its three* second derivatives at each corner plus the two in-plane displacements and their two firstderivatives at each corner.for a total of 48 degrees of freedom. A suitable equating ofgeneralized coordinates at adjacent element modes provides conti.nuity of displacements
-Ind normal slope between uhe elements. When In-plan motior Is neglected, ony the-bending part of the element stiffness matrix Is used. These elements are fully compatible
with the triangular elements used earlier, ll-14].

The 'simple' bean element model of Olson and Lindberg is depicted in Fig. 1 wherethe coordinate system is defined through the centroid of the rectangular stiffener. Thenormal displacement is taken as a quintic polynomial and the rotation is assumed to becubic to permit the beam .and plate finite elements to be linked together in a conforming
- fashion. In-plane displacements are neglected. The generalized cocrdinates used at eachend are the deflection and its first two derivatives In the direction of the bea plus therotation and it-, first derivative, Equating these variables wivh the corresponding ones
on an adjacent plate element provides continuity of bending deflections everywhere between
the two elements. The strain energy expression for the beam element is

£j 9. ~ .2 £,
x i 2 zz~ F? ()

2 y~ y 8J yy yo o 0
where Ixx bh /12, is the bending inertia about the x-x axis, J Is the torsion constant,

* defined approximately-[24] as
3  4

= b 64~bl ,h1(2- -~ s-.tanh!2
1? 5

for a beam of rectangular cross-section and Izz : hb 3/12 the area moment of inertia about
the z-z axis.

The kinetic energy is simply

T w P~9~ wdy +.d (3)
2f 2 0 0

where lo Jh(b2+4h )/12 is the rotational moment of inertia about the point 0 in Fig. 1.The strain energy of warping is neglected but could easily be incorporated by-adding to
Eq. (1).

k
ECw r

Uwarp - 2CJ y dy (4)
2- O

-- -- -- where Cws is the warping constant.

This model has two major defects; firstly in-plane motions are neglected andsecondly the out-of-plane stiffness of the beam will inevitably be underestimated.

Olson and Hazell [']' modified this model by choosing an ad-hoc bending stiff-ness for the beam and attached plate, following Ref. [151. This approach defines theeffective bending moment of inertia of the stiffener as that of a T-beam where the armsof the T are portions of the adjacent plates, some 9% of the stiffener length in width.
This ad-hoc bending stiffness was used as 1xx in Eq. (1).

VThe third model considered in this paper includes the effects of the in-planemotions and the subsequent coupling between axial, bending and rotational displacementsin the beam. Consiuer the beam shown in Fig. 2, where the coordinate system passes throughthe connection point at the top of the beam. To match the cubic in-plane displacementsand rotation, and the quintic out-of-plane displacement of the plate element, w is chosen
-to be a quintic polynomial, while u, v and € are chosen to be cubic. Then the strain

energy expression for the element becomes

K!A E2 2.2. 222 f 1 0 u-
00 0 00

El zh2  Z Elzz h f2
+ f- y dy ,---- u= ¢yy dy (5)1 yo0 0
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where Ixxo = bh3/3 is the bending moment of inertia aboat the connection line and A is
the cross-sectional area of the stiffener. If all in-p'ane moents of inertia are to be
neglected (to reduce the subsequent eigenvalue problem size), the kinetic energy remain.-

that of E,.° (3). The above derivation holds only for symmetrical stiffeners; in veneral
there would be complete coupling between u, v, w and .

The beam and plate elements of all three models are linkeo similar fashion.
Care is taken to ensure continuity between elements sc that a conforming finite element
model is obtained. The finite width of the stiffener is also accounted for. Complete
details of linkage, may be found in Ref. [11-13].

In all cases studied herein, in-plane Inertias are neglected. This permits a
reduction of eigenvalue problem size by the use of matrix partitioning without the
introduction of any further approximation.

3.0 FLAT PLATE EXA.MPLE PROBLEM

The flat, five-bay stiffened panel shown in Fig. 3 was analyzed using all three
-models. This is the same panel previously studied by Olson and Lindberg [11-131 and good

exoerime-tal results are available. Only one quarter of the plate had to be analyzed since
the tot, -oblem wa broken down into four sub-problems by invoking the double symmetry
of the p em. The finite element grid used in this analysis is also shown in Fig. 3.
The prope. .es of the plate are as follows:

L = 21", W ", t = 0.050", b = 0.25", h =0.50",

1E = 107 psi, p = 3.000262 lb sec2/in 4 , v 0.3.

The frequency r -'-- of this enalysis are given in Table I, together with the
t theoretical and analytical results of Ref. [11-13]. For the 'simple' model, the results

of this analysis and that of Ref, [11-13] are very close. The results found using tri-
angular plate bending elements are slightly higher than those found using rectangular
plate bending elements since rectangular elements impose fewer donstraints on total

'energy.

The results found using the 'simple' representation are qolte good, although
there is a tendency for the predicted frequency bands to be smaller than the experimentally
found ones. As well, several modes are under predicted, contrary to the expected over
prediction of a conforming model. This is especially true for the predominantly stiffener
bending modes 11-14 and confirms that the bending stiffness cf this model is under-
estimated,

The results of the T-Ueam, ad-hoc model and the 'complete' model are remarkably
close to each other. In general, the results using these models are slightly higher than
those found using the 'simple' model and the width of each band of frequencies is some-
what larger. Hence they are closer to the experimental results. For the predominately
stiffener bending modes 11-14 (and to a lesser extent for modes such as 20-24 with a fair
amount of predicted stiffener bending), the 'complete' model over predicts the frequencies
(w.r.t. experimental results) by approximately 15%. The reason for such large differences,
as explained in Section 3.1, is that the experimental boundary conditions are not
completely rigid and the beam element used in the 7omplete' model is very sensitive to
small variations in the rotational restraint of the boundary condition.

The first few mode shapes found with the 'simple' representation and the
'complete' model are given in :i. 4. The mode shapes predicted with the 'complete' model
are much more realistic than tLose of the 'simple' model, confirming that the 'complete'
model works well. The moie shapes found using the ad-hoc model are similar to those
found using the 'complete' -Lael.

3.1 Effect of Rotational Restraint on Beam Stiffeners

It is impossible to construct an infinitely rigid clamped boundary condition
because of the finite modulus of elasticity of any clamping material. The effect of this
finite modulus has been studied by Lindberg [25) and by Matusz et al. [26]. The rotational
edge constraint for a beam may be expressed in non-dimensional form as

El 6(6- ; a (6)

L2

and Matusz et al. have shown that 2 2,262 L2 /bh for a half plane support and = 1.579
L,2 /bh for a quarter plane support. As well, they have shown that a finite support must
be at least five times the depth of the beam or plate before it can he considered
'infinite'. Lindberg has found a similar result for the rotational restraint of a half
plane and also indicates that a typical experimental value for this rotational restraint
is 1/2 to 1/3 of the theoret' al value. 'ypically this finite rotational restraint causes
a reduction in natural frequ..ncies of some 1-4%. 4 A

To establish the effect of boundary conditions for this particular cas", the
dynamics of a stringer alone with varying rotational end constraints was studied, using
both 'simple', uncoupled beam elements and, 'complete', coupled beam elements. Four
finite elements were used to model the beam and the first ',wo vertical bending and two D
lateral bending modes are presented in Fig. 5. For clamped boundary conditions, ( )
the two sets of natural frequencies are neorly the same (except for the second lateral

, I R



bending mode). The 'simply supported' boundary conditions (in the vertical direction)
A differ however, so a difference in the vertical bending frequencies predicted by the two

models is found.

Most interestingly, however, the 'complete' model is much more sensitive to a
slight reduction in the vertical rotational restraint at the boundaries than the simple
v!del, For example, for 1 : 1160, the theoretical limit of Eq. (6), the vertical bending
£ ' fce es predicted by the 'simple' model have dropped an expected 0.7% but the
fqsnaies predicted by the 'complete' model have dropped 2.6%. For a value of 400,
a iealltic experimental value [25], the frequencies predicted by the 'simple' model are
lower by 2% while those predicted by the 'complete' model are 7>

The boundary of the experimental model is quite massive, but it is still only
I" thick by 4" wide. Since the stiffeners are 0.5" deep, it is clear that the experimental
boundary condition does not approach the theoretical best limit. It is for this reason
that the finite element results of the 'complete' model (Table I) are considerably higher
than'the experimental results for the predominately stiffener modes.

? I 4.0 ANALYSIS OF CURVED STIFFENED PLATES

Many stiffened aircraft structures are curved in one direction. At present, the
only analysis methods available are the transfer matrix approach [1,273 and finite element
methods, The transfer matrix method is quite cumbersome and only limited results have
been presented.

For this study the flat plate element used herein is converted into a rectangular
cylindrical shell finite element following thi theory of Ref, [27]. This element remains

A compatible with the triangular element of Ref.. [27). The 'cdmplete' stiffener model
derivea in Section 2 is used to model stiffeners placed along the generators of a
cylindrical shell. The analysis of a stiffened cylindrical shell then proceeds following
Section 2, with one modification made before linking beam and shell elements together.
The x-component of the rotation vector of the shell is defined as -wx + u/R while it is
simply -, or -wx for the beam. Hence a simple transformation must be applied to transform
the local degrees of freedom of the beam element to match those of the shell element.
This transformation is not given here but is similar to that used in Ref. [28].

vi 4.1 Curved Models Studied

i I The geometry of the five-bay panel of Section 3 was selected for study with two
different radii of curvature, R = 40" and R = 20". A finite element grid similar to that
for Section 2 was used and full use of symmetry was made. Again in-plane inertia was
neglected so that matrix partitioning could be used to reduce eigenvalue problem sizes.

The frequency results for these two cases are given in Table II and partially
plotted in Fig. 6. As expected, the addition of the curvature affects only the lowest
modes. Many of the higher modes, especially the stiffener modes remain virtually unchanged.
However, since the lowest modes tend to be the most critical ones, it is significant that
the banded nature of the frequencies tends to broaden as the radius of curvature is
decreased. The first few mode shapes for these curved models are plotted in Fig. 4. There
is little change in these mode shapes, even though the natural frequencies have risen
significantly.

27 . 4.2 Comparison with Data Sheets

The AGARD Acoustic Fatigue oata Shects [29] give methods for estimating the
natural frequencies of both flat periodic skin-stringer structures and simple singly-
curved plates. The predictions for the three plates studied herein are also given in
Table Ii. It is interesting to see that the finite element results are generally bracketed
by the data sheet results.

5.0 CONCLUDING REMARKS

Three different stiffener models have been evaluated for use in studying the
dynamics of stiffened plates. The more exact, 'complete' beam finite element sevns to
work well, although the ad-hoc, T-beam approach gives nearly the same results. Both
analyses over predict the predominately stiffener modes. The mode shapes predicted by
these io models are more realistic than those predicted by the 'simple' beam element.
The 'simple' beam element also underestimqtes a number of frequencies and should probably
not be L'ed.

A rectangular cylindrical shell finite element has been derived and it has been
used to study the dynamics of' singly curved stiffened panels. The major effect of
curvature is to increase tie lowest frequencies and to broaden the banded nature of the
results. Higher frequencies are little affected by changes in curvature. Curvature
appears to have little effect on the mode shapes.
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ITABLE I: Comparison of Frequencies for Flat Five-Bay Panel
Ref. 11-13

S Symmetry Experiment Theory 'Simple' Ad-Hoc 'Complete'
Mode x y (Hz) (Hz) Theory T-Beam Theory

(Hz) (Hz) (Hz)

1 1
1 S 5 609 623.50 616.9 620.2 620.0
2 A S 634 630.98 626.2 639.1 640.0
3 S S 651 638.65 636.0 663.2 665,9
4 A S 669 673.78 670,7 689.2 691.8
5 s s 682 673.79 670.7 691.6 695.4

1 2
6 S A 897 915.47 905.8 906.3 906.1
7 A A 910 920.53 911.4 913.3 913,2
8 S A 917 926.71 918.4 922.2 922.3
9 A A 928 935.04 926.8 930.2 930.3

10 S A 945 935.35 927.3 931.7 932.0
1 Stiffener Bending

11 A S 1175 1160.8 1156.0 1445.6 1497.7
12 S S 1245 1210.5 1203.8 1467,6 1508,2
13 A S 1330 1288.4 1276.6 1503.2 1522.0
14 S S 1429 1394.6 1388.9 1622.6 1651.3

1 3
15 S S 1324 1329.3 1303.9 1303.8 1303.7
! !6 S S 1333 1332.5 1306.8 1310.6 1310.8
17 A S 1345 1333.0 1308.6 1306.8 1306.8
18 S S 1350 1338.2 1313.3 1315.0 1315.2
19 A 5 1375 1340.8 1319.6 1314,2 1314.11

2 1-8
20 A S 1604 1606.6 i'82.7 1628.9 1651.5
21 S S 1674 1748.5 1725.0 1909.5 1998.9
22 A S 1982 1924.3 1897.6 2050.2 2114.5
23 S S 2185 2107.7 2075.7 2218.7 2270.4
24 A S 2353 2258.6 2220.1 2370.0 2413.7

1 4
25 S A 1909 1913.1 1878.5 1878,6 1878.4
26 A A 1923 1914.3 1880.4 1880.7 1880.6
27 S A 1940 1915.6 1882.7 1883.4 L383.4
28 A A 1968 1917,5 1885.0 1885.7 1885.7
29 S A 1985 1917.6 1885.3 1886.3 1886.3

2 2
30 A A 1968 2102.6 1999.9 2Q06.1 2005.5
31 S A I92 2104.0 2004.2 2027.0 2027,3
32 A A 2020 2105.3 2008.4 2053.0 2054.6

$ 33 S A 2034 2173.9 2060.7 2083.7 2085.1
34 A A 2055 2173.9 2060.7 2085.6 2087.4

.i
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TABLE II: Curvature Effects Upon Frequences of Five-Bay Stiffened Panels

FINITE ELEMENT RESULTS DATA SHEET RESULTS

Single Panel Bounds

Flat Stiffened Flat
Symmetry Plate R 40"1 R =20" Flat Plate R - 40", H - 201"

Mode x y (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) Plate (Hz) (Hz) (Hz) (Hz)

1 S S 620.1 666.0 781.9 590 Simply Supported
2 A S 640.1 707.6 868.7 620 363 430 510
3 S S 665.9 782.5 1034.5 660 Clamped
11 A S 691.9 900.0 1292.3 690 725 1060 1530
5 S S 695.4 986.8 1486.0 700

1 2
6 3 A 906.1 1007.1 12511.7 750
7 A A 913.2 1040.4 1337.6 770 Simply Supported

8 S A 922.41 1089.6 1160.5 810 580 770 1020
9 \ A 930.4 1138.3 1585.1 840 Clamped

10 A 932.0 1158.2 1637.9 850 940 1260 1680

1 Stiffener Bending
11 A S 1497.7 1487.6 1501..
12 S S 1508.2 1507.6 1537.9
13 A 8 1522.0 1528.8 1582.0
14 S s 1651.3 1657.6 1700.1

1 3
15 S S 1303.7 1424.3 1732.1
16 A S 1306.8 1441.8 1778.5 Simply Supported
17 S S 1310.8 1464.8 1839.6 943 1220 1520
18 A S 131P.4 1485.0 1895.3 Clamped
19 S S 1315.2 1492.8 1916.0 1320 1640 2020

20 A 5 1651.5 1655,0 1676.8 1580
21 S S 1998.9 2004.8 2066.4 1670 Simply Supported
22 A S 2114.5 2116.4 2137.6 1780 1230 1360 1360

23 9 S 2270.4 2273.3 2292.7 1870 Clamped
24 A S 24113.7 24125.9 24151.7 1910 1890 20410 2070

4
25 S A 1878.A 2001.9 2329.1. ..i

26 A A 1880.6 2012.9 2361.9 Simply Supported27 S A 1883,4 2026 5 2402.5 1450 1750 203)0
28 A A 1885.7 2037.5' 2435.8 Clamped.i i

29 S A 1886.3 2o41.3 2448.1 1870 -2870 3139-:

22
30 A A 2005.5 2022.8 2074.8 1910

31 3 A 2027.3 2049.3 2118.0 2000 Simply Supported
32 A A 20.54.6 2078.3 151.7 2100 1450 1610 1670
33 S A 2085.2 2110.4 2188.5 2190 Clamped "
34 A A .2087.4 2112.3 2190.5 2220 2100 2280 2350

1< ._
I ~j
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have baen experienced in aircraft usage (fairings) where shallow integral stiffening has effectively
* been introduced by chemically etching pockets in thick skins.

Of course the advent of nunerically controlled tape machining lessens the practical problem of
introducing bulbed stiffeners. If sufficiently enhanced stiffening ii realised then the dynamical
behaviour will revert to tha type observed with fabricated configurationn (z.g. reference 6). However,
the damp'ng of an integrally machin.ed structure is low due to the few attachments re*iuired, and skin
and substructure resonse may still be substqntialo In practice there may also be other reasons for
avoiding enhanced stl.'fning. For example, if a doubly curved panel is required, sizeable forming
stresses are likely to 'a incurred. Such forming stresses can produce a serious reduction in the
fatigue life. This ii dealt with in section 3.3.

3, Th EVOLUTION OF STUGTUrAL DESIGN GUIDES

3,1 GEI ZRAL ,E.,UTidiENTb. As with most acoustic fati, oblems a detailed analysis of the
structural dynamics and fatigue behaviour involves a largc _uoiber of parameters. A thorough analytical
solution is therefore intractable. For example, there are the usual evaluation difficulties c ociated
with the determination of modal characteristic., joint acceptance properties and fatigue lives.

In order to produce design guides one needs to establish .e simplest model, which will provide
-sessments of dynamic stresa and stress reversal accumulation to appropriate engineering accuracy, and

compile reliable fatigue data. In the following sections these requirements are reviewed and the topics
of a detailed study, which is currently in progress, are highlighted.

3.2 DYNAMIC SThESS PREDICTION. A;. suggested in figure 1, the response is likely to be multimodal.
Attempts have and are being made to produce theoretical models which will describe this behaviour, in
particular, using transfer matrix and finite element methods (e.g. references l.5.7). Currently such
methods consider the dynamic properties of the plank alone, its periphery being restrained from vertical
mov.ment. Such approaches have obvious limitations aa an easy lasign aid and there are the latent
hazards of ill ccnditioning, computer storage overflow, etc. when marked changes in configuration are
considered, In parallel with theee studies attempts continue with simpler configurations which it is
hoped may provide workable models. It is with these this review provid,s examples.

The simplest is a single degree of free'dom configuration as suggested by Clarkson for flat planks
K (reference 8) and further stud' d by Arcas (reference 9), Here a hayleigh-Ritz approach is adopted and

used to examine the behaviour if a single skin-stiffener bay. The assumed mode shape represents the
deformation under a uniform p'essure loading.

A similar approach has been used to examine a corresponding configuration having shallow curvature
(reference 3). Frief details of the theoretical model. are indicated in figure 5, Comparisons have been
made with experimental data derived from siren arml jet noise response tests carried out with a doubly
curved panel (the curve'ture was slight in the stiffener direction). The specimen was a multiple skin-
stiffener-frame combination. Its dimensions varied and a typical range is qnoted in figure 2. In
addition, at one stage of the testing, the frame pitch was halved by the incorporation of intermediate
frames (giving effectively an eleven inch pitch).

' Initial application of the curved model with either simply supported or fully fixed boundaries at

the frame locations did not produce satisfactor- results particularly as the trend was contrary to
expectations when the frame pitch was increased (figure 6)r It was felt that due to curvature effects
associated with over predominance of the panel "bre-thing mode" the plote eige restraint at the
stiffener boundary was more pronounced than would occur in a typical multi-hay configuration (figur,i 5).

* As a result, Walker (reference 3) carried out an examination of the fle~ural mode of an eight bay system
using a transfer matrix analysis which appears to confirm this ,:ypnthesis. The effect of frame bay
variation on the modal frequency in both instances is shown in figure 7. Since ihe lerror was
associated only with radius tends in The strain energy expression attempts were made to vary this
parameter and the result is also shown in figure 7. For the stiffener bay configuration conrtdered, an
'effective radius' could in fact be er tablished.

The results of using this effective radius to determine the dynamic stress are presented in
figure 8. It is immediately apparent that a more realistic assesmnent of the stress is now realised as
the frame pitch is increased. The predictions of the refined me~hod have again been compared with the
test data. In this instance a mean of the simply supported and ful:L fixed mode stress predictions
have beu,, used in the canparison which Js shown in figure 9, It is evident . hat an enhanced correlaton
has been realised which is in fact comparable with those obtained for other forms of' structure by
Clarkson and Arcas. This is demonstrated by the statistical assessment given in figure 10 which

- I 
follows the rp,roach suggested by Aroas in reference 9. Probability distributions based on an assumed
normal density are ompored.

A number of additional features are o,, possible interest in assess~ng the adequacy of the model of
the curved configuration:

On averag,, stiffener stresses were overe.timated by 65% between frames and underestimated by 4N,
in the i.oini.' of fre 's.

Skin stresses were underestbnatea by 25% betwean frames, this figure increased to 960A adjacent to
frames.

it seems likely that stresses ad 'ient to frw.es a i influenced by frame flexure.

Using the nredaninant frequency observad in the measurements rather than the predicted freqjuency
was found to have little effect o,' the correlation.
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Th, tast panel mes to sme extent laccing in. aymmetey (a feature not uncomaon in airoraf.
Construction). Thiz may have tended to break up the modal pattern of the type shown in figure 1. For
structures of a ftzlly repetitive nature a IeeE, enoraging result might be obtained.

These initial findings suggest that a single degree of freedom mode' can be used for stre~a
pzvdiction in a desaign analysis for a limited range of structural dimnnsiona. It seems likely that
modificationa to the mode±L may be req~uired for different rv~gimes of the structural Parameters.
Obriously coirrelation with teal. data for a wider range of atructural parameters iA required (Ond
section 3.)

None of the approaches considered permits examination of the influence of tvie tiub stzcture in any
detail. E~xamples of' the importance of this a-spect c.re to be fmzrid in references 10 and 11. In
reference 10 Abrahamson and Olaxiceon have exanined the coupled rib tnd pl&.k. vibration of box structurea.

Limited test evidenice suggests that tbore .v~y be stroniger coupl-d fraiae and stifeed1i
zvibrations with machined plank formats than occurs with ~.~epnigconvztional constructions. In

order to examine6 theoretically the iiportaLca4 of frame vibratio-, Lnveketigatioas have cirxmrijsced whero the
machined plank is treated aa an orthotropio pit.-t (ref'eraznce 3). This &sstzsption is basad oa the platc-
like be-haviour described earliker4 The ooarsenin,&: f the plaak dtacrlption permita a more detailed
examination of the frame behaviour in aP~elih~t aa~ss It 'man the fiather iidvat that, in a
nunsber of cases under consideraiz, ion of the joint aooeptqnce properties may'be evaluate4 ran-'
programmes already avalaable, for cylinder and pler., =edos.

A particular exaxqple iR -briefly corktidered in .setion 4. It is intended to axtend this *pyroaola to
a more general conisideraticn of the i:Sluence of frame design..

.3 FATIG4J DiTA. A certain amoint of fatigue data has been compiled fron ad hoc siren t,-sta and
'Ecupon tests in which the ipeiiwens are subjected to nsa row bend lading provided by 4vlececro mechanical
vibration exciters. These coupons'have beem of tii* types as shcvmi in f~igure 11. They ar, subje~oted to
zero mean stress (oxcept for any locked-in stresses associate-d with the manufaetring procqes>, All. the'quoted infonstton has been dlerived for type RR 58&aaterial.

Those Investigations have established to tenitative bounding curves (figure 12). n,,o upper bound.
is for structural regions having no stress- concertt -ne, The lover 1'ound lts, for st ictt.rea onttiwing
substantial looked in stresses inwaurred during the forrmipg prootmN. The. ",ffects o ti'.sse. can usually be
reduced by local shot peening or 8trea rel.ieving. It is thought th,&t result_- for -onfl ,i-tions
dntaining stress concentrations (e.g. riveted *io~nts) should lie nearer to> the upper loun4 -

I t is-apparent frm these curves that, if by ctretul 4esiv-n saie -ranufactir uniWastross
concentrations are avoided, this type of donatruotion -en withstand higher dynamio stresset; than its
fabricated counterpArt (e.g. an aliowable threshold stress might be 3,CXXJ Lb/irts r.m~s, as against
2.0O00 Lb/ins5 in converptional strucrtures),

- A~rSP..T " USPOSEAND)FTI4 P.EDICTl0NS LEADING TO M~UCTW'AJL ])SIGh GU1DBS. In Cnder to
*provide more general data on the response an! fatigue behaviour of machined plankts a nmbuer of test

panels have been fabriouted containiing a rangeof structural dimrensions. by the use of typlnal aircraft
* stru3turel stabiiity oriteria-a set-of panels has been eevised Mhich 3n the Luein are repres-srtative of

confgurtiob-fundIspreactice. By subsequentij incorpoorating intermwediate fresiTes on certain
speimes i hr. eenpo tib e dynurhereic n the rpnge of the paaetr to rovide i-L 93 - -

Thesse -,Ane.Ls whior are currently i 'cr test -are listed in the- table beLow. itoch paneol hbas 3e nn
skin-stif Vener -basys, tw * i fa n peripheral supportik frwpmee. TheyA -(:ntu'o n 9

- - - Tabliv- .ruotural Test Pant, n~po s nhes) -

Panel Numn'ber- - 3 4 5 67 a

-CC uIVtu 40~ 5769 s W 7.-
Prame Pitch 20 20 P 0 20 20 1n0 01

- ~~ohb ,25 5~5 3.5 4020 10 5 40 4.0
Stringer-g ~ ~Stringer 01
Thtioaneas, t 011 018 0.08 5 0.085 0.0b5 0.085, o06 ObS 085 00085

Hleight, d 1.0 0,7 0,' 0,7 0.5 0.5 0.7 0.5 0.5

M hoku.ass, h 0.07 0,07 0.057 0,057 0.057 U.057 0,057 0,057 0,057
Stability

- -- Ooanto Paniel 6 is deri'ed Prim, 5 and Panel 9 f rom 9 by addition of intetmedis te framesf



The basic pze ls (; e, excltetirg Vhe intermiediate fr-wme variants) have been aubjeotea +tc Jetnoise response test in *:-.ich oxea-,2e strain raeasurements were talcen aitd th>- t3.ociatod stru,itur*l
noise levels and spatia correlations recordud,

N hesin~noe Ust-4, w ich Zasv* czencvd, are tc- be6 conducted on P.ll the paxels, la the mzaih thesewill concentrate or, tUe ftnsuency ragtons o greatest interest *a dcttyried f-an the theore4ticial
sttAies and the jet noise te.

-This ia toc 1* folow d by salot acoustic f'.tigua testa or. a 6olection o*' thene panels. The oiespectrun wl"U be zhaped to v=- ize- similar atx-Lctural rezajonse -- aracceriztivs as obseryed in the jetnoise ts~ts. Purthez fatigue daUta re bc-InF raaliei itrc ctupon testze Pf the type described insctsi3.3. Scme studie 43f- the- ef.,ete of at-ress -7inertrttions and lockedA i rtresea due to the
P resence Of ati,.aciznnts Rae ihte.Ad using the coafguration showr In figure 1L

* ~On o'omple;icn. of these ie-vettgations. it is expec trd to urnderatn h yai behqcu a
incurred in practive, The existing or modified theoretical mtodels i:an thtun be used with ,rootar
confidalnce inA dsign ialF8es.

* Tha dstaiied fatigue datpe ierived for L.9.3 ma.terial -vi-1 fons an important refereace for future~~ fatigue aeeaet. Thetse Pesults should ais0 shed acme light en the aosibl& differencsraie
in fatigue reswilts frcoi multimsode and single mode r4f responae tests.

4. F- LAi'Ire- LiETHODS FOR4 ETI~NG S~INUCTURZ8E

4.' . -'ikL !ACWK(UC!UND. Aa with any ',ther Tons of ocns rucoti',- thexv is always the risk that
* unexpected-acouetic fatigue prob2 ems -mill arise during the service lift of an aircraft. These willrt'~iro rariedial meas5uren 'which can be applied qui'klyV and sit-h the minimi~m of disruption to the* existing structure,.

Artificiial damning --eatments have rarely been used &a an integral part of primary structure due toreservoations cona 'n-Aig their resistance to creep, cocaination, temperature variations and other* 15 I-tr, o er, -Bri application e-s an additirsai. secondary item preaents fewer hazards. Work at'loutspo. uriv6ersity '0'g references 1- and 2) )-As c; naikier A a rnbar-? damping treatments in thW a4ategor,-, . -no .if there technique.4 invaving the usc Of a conscrained %'yer has recently been tried outwith '(mw f the te,:t panels. refe.-red to b" -eerntion -3.4 -1d Lsore- interiM findings are referred to by Waofsi 'oamsplt of' at potent.~el poaliative, TI.ejs ., c-rcrbed in twoction 4.2.

* . T7he other rmere. frequent ly jxperienced approach i e to ens~~the looal structural stiLfnss at the&xpense-, of a wvlght penalty. .* revitably ttk-re is a nee(! to establish a minimum weight confi~uration.* An example of' ctrernt work for imc Atnod ploanks is swmaarised in section 4.3.

4.2" -'U 'USE OF A CONSTRAINED DAYPlNG; LRYER. The technique makes use of a damiped sandwich beam wiihl*in) atvached to the f-ee edges of the stiffeners in the middle of the frame bay (figuire 13). Most of the*damping is thought to came from the shearing deformations associated with lateral displacements of the
stiffener edges. The shearing deformation associated with flexure of the beem is probably secondary,.*Detailed investigations are being conducted by Coots (reftrences 2,12) who~ supplied the beams for thetout in quistion. No attempt was made to optimise the beam configuration (it is thought that stifferfaice plates might increase the efficiency of the damper) which was placed across the centres of thethree f'ramee bays of panel 7 (see section 3.Q).

The ;a-ii wass !bjected to frequency response tests with and without the beams in situ, the strainlevels being recorded at a number of stations. Figure 13 shlows an average curve for the ratio of thestress before und after treatmert. It is apparent that tha greatest damping occurs at the lowerfrequencies where, although th( panel and stiffeners are primarily bending, sizeabl relative movementsof the stiffeners maj be incurred. At the hieher frequencies predominantly torsional motion of thestiffeners can arise. If these are in antiphase then energy dissipation cam occur.

The success of the method dependr on the modes of vibration likely to cause failures, The panel*bendling modes are usually of importarce,

4,3 APPLICATIOV OF INTEWMIATE FRAME, iesults from siren and jet noise tests carried out on a*fuselage specimen have indicated t' t the, introduction of' intermediate frames reduces the plank stressesby bets-en 30. and 5C~l depending ol. the measurement location. Initial studie asing the theoreticalmodel shoivn in figure 14 have indicatmd a similar reduction for modes involving frame flex~ure. Resultsfor the frame twisting mode are not yot available,.

5, ZMFCTS OF NOISE ON ClACK PROPAGATION-

Vyste'natio experimental studies of the propagation of cracks by noise have been restricted in themain to those in fi. t uniform plates either unloaded or subjectcl.1 to uniaxial or biaxial loadssimulating cabin proonurisation stresses (1Nrferencei 13,14). -fat comparatively littlt wik has beencarried out to examine the: effects of adjacent fulbrioated st:

Attempts have been made to relate these results to the practical aircraft configuration end therebyforecast propagation rates in conjunction with 'fail-aafe' invest ig tiona., This topic is the subject offurther appraipal by Kirkcby (reference i5) whose tentative findings suggest that on occasiogs noisoindkioed propagation might be of ooniarable !Aportanae with that induced by the quasi-static forbes thatnoniially define the loading environmnt.t As far as 'he author is aware such aspects have not been, thesubject of study in the case of machined structure and at this stage -one 00n only cosoiecture potentia
problems,
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The application of machined ab -acture can irgely obviate tha regions of stress concentration
found in convantional riveted structure. Thin iclurlas the eliml-lation a~c3XP nd other sharp
radii and the redaction of the rsnber of rivets and th~L- holyn ar-, to on. T-o k&U1crn ow 'edunAnt'
structure is eliminated Ruch as backing xr~gies. 7Thui 12: "fa-alite terms the rnachira'a confi nrstioa has
tha deiite avantage that sources of crack ! 3sation arec favor,

However, cnuce d& A&Uc has been initiated for s-y !.'easan, lnoba4ing thw affe_-ta of non-acotustic
aourcess the mm'istanc* to orack propagation appoaru to be- les&. Thr are f'eeer ~o icrack
stoppers and luss redundant structure to offer an altcztative loidpath. Poritely*., i the case of
*ing and fin structures taore i.9 ti. s, hio-. degree of r-edu uIAdt z.tructre and in the potentially
sensitive area of leas redun'lowy, viz the p essuriaed fuasciage structure, the noise levels are usually
sizeably lower,

A criterion f'rcm a fail-safe approtch night be that the structure should be capable of oarzr'ing
load whilet containing a crack not readily observed by visual means and that it should not grow to
catastrophic proportions between major aircraft inispectiona, Such a crack might be scome six to ten
inches in length depen~ting'on its location. This t ngth~ night be reached more quickly than normally
envisaged from quasi-static lead effects. The directioizality of the crack path and its ability to
circumnavigate potential cruck stoppers may be modified by the noise loading, Figures 1,2 and 3
provide &=ie indication of possible damage characterittics. Crack growth beyond a ten no ltngth has
been considered, With some machined plank structuress the configuration will not necessarily be
sufficiently ftdetansd" and can therefore still respond in a resonant fashion to the acoustic excitation.

In order to assess the Importance of these features a test programme has cosnced. The
importance of sequential noise and quasi-static loads (pressurisation, gust, landing loads, etc.) on
crack growth is to be examined in a siren using a biaxial loading rig and specimen configuration as
shovin In figure 15. This rig has recently been calibrated and the first crack propagation tests are
about to oon.ence.

At a later stage it is intended to conduct tests on a pressure shell specimen containing typical
planks and substrvucture. Again a sequential loading will be applied, the nciac being supplied by
peripherally mounted sirens. This test will allow such features as the effects of curvature and
substructure to be studie,&. It will also permit an examination of the effects of noise on extensively
cracked panels (e.g. crack -length -10 inches).

Ad hoc tests are proceeding on miscellaneous specimens to establish the rate and !irectional
behaviour of cracking in various structural configurations. This work is aimed pri .Ly at
maintenance and reliability aspects and includes testing of repair schemes.

6. FIAL RNUIRKS

This paper has reviewed the facets of acoustic fatigue related to typical lighit alloy machined
plank structures.

Some methods of stress prediction which avoid many of the complicating features asociated With
response to noise have been considered. An example related to curved plankts han been compared with test
data with encouraging results, Such methods appeir to have good potential t,'it require further
ratification.

The limited fatigue data that are available irdicate that if care is taken during design andI
manufacture this form of structure has advantages over eqL~valent fabricated structures in tsrrss of

s6al'-life' criteria.

A damping treatm~ent which does not affect the strength of the main structure and vwhich could be
* readily introduced as a modification to an existing structure has been the-Caubject o~f an initial

Oxamination. Results are-quite promising and warrant further study.

Possible problc: is abacciated~ with crack propagation due to noise have been d ssAssed and current
investigations outlined.

A series of theoretioel and experimental 4nvestigations which are proceeding are expected to
greAtly aox-ist inthe comipllation of design guide*.
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ASSaUmad o3s-hotropio plate 5train enera expression used in Raleigh-Ritz nAslysis:

f L+ co( ~Cw

-2 t 4 DA (

4

Expressions for the bending and twisting energies of the frame are derived from
a method which is effectively an extension of the expressions of Galletly and
Miller as given in references 16 and 17.

Moden for the model mentioned in section 4.3 assume the main frames provide fully-

fixed boundary conditions. Two types of mode are considered involving either
bending or twisting of the intermediate frame:

- '. ..

I' )V
#7-4

F'or 'repetitive' strutures Galletly (referenoe 16) has suggested suitable cylinder
mode shapes which are ourrently being used for more genera '

. inveatigations.

FIG,14. APPLICATIONS CF AN ORTHOTROPIC PLATE MODEL FOR COUPLED FRAME, - PLATE MODES
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Lo recherche expdrim~entale de la tenue des structures d 'avion lai fatigue acoustique eat d~licate. * o
r~ussite n6cessite Is connaissanco de principes de base quliJ. eat ndcesseire d t appliquer avec discerneL ent h cheque
as spdcifique.

L'objeotii' de cette communication est l'expos6 des donn~es de base qu'ii eat ndcossaire de connaitre, et
des couditionn dlessais qulil faut choisir pour us traitoment correct du probl~ne.

Los doniies de base sont-

- les sources d'excitation
- lea conditions de vol
- lea zones critiques do l'avion

dosquelles ddcoulent lee conditions d 'essais
- type d'essais

-nivsaa d'excit-tion
-spectre d'excitation
durde de l'essai

-ddfinition des 6prouvettes
-cholz des rnoyens d'essais
-processus dVesse

I. SCOMAIRE

Les exoitutions acoustiques do niveaux 61evds engendrent dens lea zones d'avion qui lea aubiseent, des
rvponees dyr-miques plus ou isoina importantes, suivant la conception, la nature et lea oaract6riatiques d'emortia-
sem-nt des structures aollicitdea.

Ce phdnombne, stil ntest pris en considdration, peut provoquer des dommages allant de la simple orique
lddtdrioration rapids d'un 616ssnt (gouverne par example).

"ur des pikces simples, certaines m6thodes thdoriques permet tent d' 4valuer d 'use iaxd~re satisfaisante
la r~sistasce h la fatiguxe sonors. 1l Woen eat pas de ~Ame su~r des ensembles aussi complexes que des structures
d'avion.

Dena s conditions, le plus s~r moyan 'investigation eat

L E X PE R I N E N T AT 1I0N"

L)objectif de cette communication eat V'expoad dos princips do bae qui rdgissest us bonne rdalisation.

2. VUE SXIIOPTIQUE DU PROBUI8 -

Le traitament du problbms izsplique Ia connaissance des informations suivaxites

DONINEE3 DE BASE

- sources d'exoitation
- conditions de vol
- zones critiques do l'arion

dlotL ddcoulent

CONDITIONS DIESSAIS

-type diessais
- iveau d 4 exoitation
-spectre dlezoitation
-dur4o do l'essai
-ddfinition des diprouvttos
-ohoix des moyena dlessain
-proossu d'osis
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3. DOMfES DE BASK
SOURC= D'EXCITATION

montdo e excitations qui influenoent 14 tenue en fatigue acoustique des structures previennent principals-
meatdo euxsourcesI

-le bruit de jet

- lea 6couleaiente a6rodynamiques tourbillona
couches limitos

Coo excitations peuvout 6tre 6valudos par cal.,-l, ou miou?, mesur6ea su~r avion, bane d'esaai ou rsaquette.

Leo sources secondaires coae Ie conditionnoment dlair, lea altornatours, etc ... posent des problhmea
loeaux don, l'dtuds ot Ie traitment ns sent pas oxpos6s iet.

B. CONDITIONS DE VOL BTl ZONE CRITIQUES DiE L'AYION

1A carniaissance de 116volution des excitations en fonction de 1k trajeotoire eat indispensable. Cl'eat
elle qul persist de ddfinir

- Ie niveau global d' excitation
- lea temsip dtexposition h ui niveau doand
- lea zones critiques de Ilavion.

Elle permet 6galeaiont, done certains cas, de ddfiair une douivalence heures d'easais -heures do vol.

A titre dlexenple, la figure I donne pour le can de "CONCORDE"

- uno schdmatisation do cos excitations sur une trajectoire type
- une reprdsontation des zones do Itavioa respectivonont int~rossl~es par ohaque excitation.

Pour ce cas spdcifique, les trois sources dleoeitatiens ant des influences variables

a) is champ de pressina sonoros cr66 par Io jet des rdactours a des effets partioulirement eansi;16,lj
pendant le'q points fixes, le d6collage, 1' attorrissags ot la miss en reverse des rdaotouro * Lee zones do at. m'-tb?~
plus particuli~rement affoctdes sent colles; situ~es au aivoau et en arrihre des tuybres.

b) la ceuche limits turbulente agit pendant teute I& dux'6e do la oroisibre.' principalement aur lo-
fuselage.

o) Io teurbillon do bard d'attaque a des effete comptables aeuidyer-t.-P.1 poda asvoeh nds i,--
*dence. Seulo Ia voiluro eat- iafluena6e par ce ph6nombne.

4. CONDITIONS D'ESSAIS

A. TYPE DIESSAIS

Deux grandes familles d' easais sent 4 coniddrer -

- leaeossais a4loctifs
*- lea essais qualificatifa

* oLea essaias aleotifs ant pour but la cesparaison dos diffdrantes conceptions struoturalea ou 114tude
dparam~trs partiouliors, 118 no demandont pas una oonnaissAn1ce parfaite des sources d'oxoitation. Celles-0i

ainsi quo lea temps d' ossais, peuvont 8tre ohoisis arbitrairesent, tout en restant.0aeondant dans Aos limites
accoptablos do similitude,

Lea ossais qualificatifs doivont permottro lestimation do 1a -414 on fqigue ;tnoutique d't416monts
* r4els ou d'4prouvettes repr6sontatives, an tenant corapte au maximum des ondbitiors alozoitation do Ilavion 4tudk6.

* B. NIVEAUX DVOXITATION

Esaais edletifs Ila finalitd de oos essis eat d iobtenir la rupture des 6prouvottoo. Tine adthodd
consists h ohoisir un niveau do bruit supdrieur h oolui mour6 ou& ostim6 our lavion int6ros. 064ralement, Us
nibeau global do 6 dB supdrieur au niveau rdel oat ohoisi, 00 qui so traduit par une ultiplication "or deux envi-
ron dos contraintes dyrnamiques.

Uno autre rn4thode eansiato h effectunr H heuree dlessais au nivoau rdol N
H heures desais ian niveau .... N + 3 dB
Hi houres dlossults tun ivoau ,... N + 6 dB

Elle permet do corner d'uno aianibsrt plus fine quo dana le oss prdoddsnt, Ilinitiution doe doraise.

D autras combinaisons sent possiblos. W'art do 1 'opdrimeontatour eat juotomout do ohoisir ia iseilleure
en focinen don qualitdo esoomptdos do s structures.

Essais quaifioatifs pour oea easais, il eat soubaitablo do ohoisir cause nivoau global. d 'excitation
Is maximum attozint ou osomptd au oourm do la mission typo do lavicn oonaiddr4. Comoe on vorra plus loin, ii. sera
aloe n6cessaire d'dtublir une relation entre lea temps d'eabaia ot los temps do vol.

C. SPECTRE D'EXCITATION

Essaios Adictirs t pour caon aaiy, il oat reocauand6 do reproduire Is spectre dlezoitation rdei, Cola
nlost puis toujours possible. A ddfe'it, un specotre h niveau sensibleaiont constant dana la gams. den frdqueceea des
rdsonanoe don struotures 6tudie eat acceptable.

BEssais qulificatifse s la oonnaisounoo du spectre d'oxcitation dana I& ronG intdresade do Ilaion at
as reproduction la plus ±'idble possible par lea oyon d' ossais, sent~ Indiapensablea 4 14 bonne repr~aatativWt
do 1l exp~rimentation. surtout ai 1 'analyve montro quo le spectve eat rice an frdquoaoes discr~tes.
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D. PUREE DE L ES&A

Essais adlectife lea essais sont conduits en g4ndral, jusquIh rupture des 6prouvettes, ce qul iiv
fr~quement. -tant donnfS lea conditions sdv~res al~xqtielles olles sont sotisos. Si Ia rupture no se prodn't pL.s
et si les contraintea dynamiques mosurfies en cours d'essais sont relativemont stables, il at peti prohuable qu-, des

~~' dommages se produisent aprbs cent heucres diendurrnco, Cette limite peout Stre raisonnablement fix~e paur des essals
aglectifa.

Esaais qualifieatifs :le problbme eat plus oomlexe, car il slagit de fiior tine vie en fatigue acecs-
tique do is structuare acceptable en exploitation. Tout r~sids dama l'dquivalence heures dtessais - he,,res 'Ci vol.
Pour certains avions, ola oat relativement facile h d~finfr. Prenons par oxemplo Ie oas du CCNCORDE tit reportons-,
nous h la figure 1.* Cette image niontre quo pendant le point fixe et Ie ddcollage, soit 1 minute environ, il existe
des prossions sonores de plus de 15 dB, supfiieures h cellos engendr~es aui cours den autres configurations de vul..

Les ontraintos dynamiques dues aux excitations acoustiques sont faiblos par rapport aux contraintes
statiques. Ellba s ait--AAL aui voisinage de in limite de fatigue du matdriau. 1l en d~coule quo de.- utructures
ddfinies poour ri.saster h dot. pressions al~atoires de niveau N ne soot pratiquemont pas affeotdoe par des niverAux
de 1C (i. !Lufrieurs.

Dlo4, pour CONCORDE, l'6quivalenoe

- 1 minute d'essai avec nivoati do bruit global correspondent aui r6gime max r6acteur = I Itl

- 1 heure d'essai avec rxiieau de bruit global correspondent aui r6gime max r~actour = -60 vole

- 400 heures d' eaaai avec, niveati do bruit global correspondant eau r4gime max r6acteur e .4OOO vols,
soit Ia vie do l'avion, facteur de dispersion non compris.

Pour d'autres types d'avion, o4i lea diffdrentea sources d'excitation ont des niveaux du mgme od e.-
ltdquivalence eat beaucoup plus difficilo 6tablir. Par exemple, pour CARAVELLE, il nta pas 4 possible de
r~aliser h priori, tine 4quivalencc I"essais jet-noise -heures do vol'. Celle-ci n's Pu 8tre eatim~e qutt- post~riori
on 6tabliesant tine relation entre los domningea relevds our tin certain nombro d'4l1raents d'avions en service, et
ceux c.6tectds sur lea 6ldments oililaires essay6a IL la fatigue sonore. Cette 4quivalence varie d'aiileurs d'tin
elgment & tin autre. Ulle 6tait par exetople de

i H d Iessai .-- 55 heures do vol stur le snumon do plan fixe
I H d Ieasai i' 10 houres do vol sur 1e vu.let do profondeur

DUFIRITION DM~ '.ROMUVb

M, hasais sdlectifs :les 6protivttes doivent 8tre la copie fidble des solutions structurulos 6tud16es.
IA. moitnbre d6tail a son importance. Lours dimensions dovront 8tre su±'fisantos pour obtenir des r~ponoes dynamiques
rijalintes. 3i 1lastructure 6tudi~e coisporte des cadres et lisses fonnent mailings, 116prouvette devra. en po,9Bder
plu(.-Urs, afin d'filiminer lea conditions limites Gt do no considrer pour Ilexploitation des r6sultats, quo lee
ma,.Iles ,ntrale,-.. 'k comparaitfon do diff~rentes solutions structuralos o'eat vraiment probanto que si lea dproiu
vfjtes d6 i:bacun des typos 6tuidi6s ont des masses tinitaires 4quivalentes.-

,sais qualificatifs les 6prouvottos soront, si possible, des 616ments "grandeur" (gouvornepar
ftmap),-do miu&ro h no pats n6rliger los formes propros dlensomtle, aur lesqutelles s superpoaent lea vi*brations
d,.4 maillon, A ddfstit t6ldwenta r~ils, choimir toujours des 6prouvettes dont lea dimensions lea plus grandos poa-.
miblos, ooront compatibles aveo l'installation d'eosas.

F. Moms,$ PIV.AkIS
Pliii)exw* isyons d'essaie peuvont Otre utilis4s ooase source dlexoitationt

-a,6aoto=r t pour simulor tin bruit do jot, la source dlexoitation la plus r6aliote eat.' bion ar, le
rdaoteur idollavicn'4tudxd. (19 typo d'tinstallation bien quo s6duisant, pr6aente cepondant des inoonv~flionts, t pniz?
d''chat et~iflentrotien 9lovf~a, limitation do nivonti do bruit, souplesse d'utilisation, oto

b,) gg-ridratours do bruit A haut niveauu sonore tcoo t$idrateuro pormottent do rdaliner ien laborixt,,re
2 do weblancen acoustiquos h nivoati sonoro 6ilaM, simulant aussi bien 1-1i spootree do bruit des jotai quo coux &48s

gootaom'iat oA'rodynAmiquee tourbillonnairos, Quel quo soit le gdrateur utiliag sirbuo, hAtit-parlour, etc *.
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~ - la chabre lyeat 6tre entibraent r6verb~rante ou comportor one terminnison absorbante,
- lee t-uonels & ondes progressives saint ooatitu~s par une partie servant de cbaznbre d'exp~rimentation

suivie dune deuxibine partiea bsorbante.

Les dimensions des chambres et tunnels eaofl variab~les. Lea niveaux sanores d~pendent des dimensiona et
du g6nerateur.

Coanigur,4tions dlessais

-Pour lesaessais aooustiqus plusieurs aonftiguratious pouv.nt 8tre adoptdes.

a incidence ;Iormale

bWincidence rasante

c)chambre r~verb~rante 
7

* 4~ouon-'ioidonoq nrrale idn cotto oocfiguration, 116prouvotte foxm, tobaisment le pavilion ot U
invat 'dr 'rouvotte pour dwsoon4itions donu~ee du gdnhaiteur. Cfti a pourtani' wn ±noon6niont eajour

dais loait qu'uno Aonanoe duo au oouplago struoturo-pavillon pout s produiro.

l'±Lioldonee raswite : 1h, la poasibiliW do oouplWg n'existo plua mis Is rouforaoont des preewlova
cat 3upprtd. )eu niveau" tsont WIf~rour do 5 4x 6 dB3 aux prdoA&Iento.

la olmznre r*vrbdrante dans oetts contigurtion, lo bruit "doto 1'dprouvetto an inoidence al4-
1,ox*..Pour doc nocibroux twil~adoions do VAkronautiquo, oet 0 Gou'igumrto a oplsr41a

Come on lo voit, ohaqua solution pr.~eento aantaoa et ddtautto.
0 1 'eat I1A oxptdrientateur do bias onnotro son inatallation pour an attnuor Xom inuonaits 4

.e5 tirr Is maimum d 'avantagoo.

I * proconsus olasaique d 'un oaa oit~seat le eulvunt1

- resi do r*~eommno
- ossai do rdpons.
- esmi d adumace

Q) essa± do r6oo t oat esa3 it pour but do ddI'isr lo oooportsmout dynainiquo do U a ttoture

- riquonoas do rhaonaxooa,

dont 14 connateoaano eat trba utile, 4a bw~oup do~ ots, polo ozpliqUm~or-V~riU% 4@6 do=4asa qbtowx 4L acn r
do 1,sUia d'eivdurioo.

b) essai do rdporine l 'dprouvotto eat pUode dam l ohgbmp amnore d'un rdaotaur do I1vion 4tudii. S*
> tpMition par rapport h Is aouroo dQ bruit oot &uontiqauo A cello oaccpdo 8ur -xlon oar la atnioture Inr,*msde.

u n etcro, piao4 quolques-ontlmbtrob . a struoture, aurogiatro Is bruit doot 11'wuilys
pornot do ddI'inir le spectre d'exaitation
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SESSION 2 DISCUSSION - R.ONSE OF STP.CTURES

Mr. Coe was asked several questions relating to the analysis techniques and instrumentation which
he had used. He replied that the excitation spectra had been analysed on a hybrid svstem. It vas
essentially an analogue system incorporriting true integration to give the required stati.stical
accuracy. Digital control logic was used to .hange the integration time, feequency bandwidth, and
to control the centre frequency stepp' ;. TM bandwidth was increased from 2 Hiz at low frequencies
t 8o Hz at 20,000 Hz. The output was in digital form. The strain data wete analysed on the
General Radio Time Data System. Smoothing wa not used so that the absolute magnitude of the peaks
in the spectra could be estimated more accura.ely. The overalt strain levels were measured
independently and found to agree with the integrate spectra to withi; 201

Dr. Lindberg was asked several questions about the co,.;,4t.,eio.:l tr-cedres which he had useJ.
He replied that he had considered four sob cases of sy~retry with di fferent boundary conditions in
order to obtain all the lower order modes. He had negected irplane inertias. Matrix cooensa-
tion and aigenvalue economiters. had beet. used to redoce the problem down to about 50 degrees of
freedom. The running time on the TIM '11h0/61 machine wzas in the range 3 to 7 minutes with the
eigenvalue extraction procedure taking up most of the time. No aivantage had been taken of the
repetitive nature of the structure to reduce the number of degrees of freedom. A sub structure
analysis could have been used to give some, saving in computer time but this could not give the tie
savings of the Wittrick method or .the wove probagation method of or, Mead. Hie had not yet don.e zan
calculations necessary to detenrine the effect of curva ture on the rode shapes but he did nut think
that anything dramatic .oul.d happen. Questioned on detail.s of his repreaentation, Dr. Lindberg
replied that he had used a T beam re-presentation of the stringer. Ite had included 9X of the w-idth
of the panel aith thv flAnge of the T. be:, and found that this gve good agreeMt tth the
experimental results, Hie also said that he had not yot made any estmatio." or measureenuts of
stres response, 4r. Bayerdorer refemrod to the 'Mnier vork ,hich sh,.wed that the ratio of
stress in the skin atcthe middle of the) stringedr and frae attachment lihes changes very slpdoif e caly

:ith curvatur , Dr. llndberg had not yet tdied this effect.
r-.. aton, w aske~d if he had c-am9rjd the tructural eff-ciencies of built up and h-e.ee.

*tructrP- d*Aigned to resit aeotoutic fatigue. Hie replied that the choic. had bon don on the
basis of design tov sitatic load't rather hakn 4cousti fati-guo.

)Hr. MVIsrby qGetiYe 'I)t~v thil philosophly of thre quelilicatliui testing d-tesi in 'Che
p415t. The ttst titmes ua*A d. pot a,*eae to alloW Fbr *catct in fatige Rformn qirGa
tplied that he had t.st.d .t highe t.lVe leVelad d ri

Ooeene n the poibility of into ertn beotwn the itto~etturil vibration 1Ml fluid flow 4t
transone spQds. Thi could .. akue a uchf Aie v
airrat passed through the. ktAnic flight ro~ioo,

Ii
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DESIGN DATA FOR ACOUSTIC FATIGUE

by

'~L '-~A.G.R. Thomson and R.F. Lambert

Engineering Sciences Data Unit Ltd

251-239 Regent Straet, London WIR 7AD

SUMMARY

The W~ARD) Cooperative Project ont Acoustic Fatigue Data Sheets is described and
the itoms prepared under Phase I of he Project are discussed with particular
reference to their basis and derivation. Aretes where adcutional research is needau
to imprrwe the data Ctheets are highlighted. An Appendix give* a derivation of

* simplified equations used, in the drata sheets for estimating the natural frequencies
of horaycomb panels.

I .INTRODUCTION

This paper describes thoe coustic fatigue data sheets prepared by ESIt1 under the
AGAUD Cooporative Project on Aousotic Eatiduu flata Sheet.. and "eplifics some points of
their history and technical basis.

The k~ngcinoeriivg Sciences Dat-ck Unit of thea ioyal Aeronautic-at Sooi~vty has for many
yearn produced evalunted dafta 'for use in manty fielqs of' ongiasrixie detien, incluidin4
aircrwift fAtigue. 11taring this~ period a techniquo of preai gatoia~ed~g
datA and methods 1%4A bioon developed vhsrot-b; a permisnenct technical *tAff vork vith the.
guidance 'avid advitce of 6pocioitat voltintorly Vpkcin mtt rtoips d.riswti frw-e induistrv,
'eeivrsitttta aiid reseettvch o*tstbiialuamttt. mit- tochnitque Is& tdesliluod tq en1*UV@ a trr
40k (o 1 :-0J t 0that tieo topics4 chooser for datot s--st trattioit 4re roloyvant to design
rlorv-s'J. both in con1tent andf iethod ofesvtto. ln the Aotvod t pr sented sz-s

tec;~ el v'ecren atitht elevant eknd up'-to-"e4.te z'ao<'-,h ivtrettnadpreyttrl
experence is folly t4400 iveto ac-e.,tuint iW th' iv j aa la trh# Lal'oz'titlw thtus

producedIs prasetad iv:A frlM aimed! tc eitttesti ,~-ti neesr
4ot.$tl. 4fnd fetteiptiti' to4 cZaoe the ttull NMIetea ra0 -1' 4001@0 t'A.rtblael but

* . Jev
4

ftifl$ out litnitat "its tho v414ditr or the 4-t V44r 0 m~tau

4t L'EVELnM01 T Of 'it A.,AV"' Ct-OEAATIV PHO~tCV21 QC AC it FTtU IAASt

* acotustic Vavl~pe A* pArt -of th vet. Vo; atetklsliro4 ecisntctwetee ftigeta
beod P#0l Otartotd iluthe0 lOWS. The doolekty'sVatL u 4cdt* atr Pludyi tha

proviklad thavt the ".0e~4 ist 0-1 te~a' t01o tav-ith pi-odirat 141 their' heavy
preLO~taw # Of veru A-41 eiloMftg~e riie AnrIvl the lA..A-~sl

* Fatigu~e paftol tuag fsmed vt cav+tv Outt tho Ittksi

* Vht procedure: for deelget it opeet hti to aceusltit V44ait V#4 en%-ir0JS4

to dot* siteet *re'mut ht ZWOstie Of th a- enlo47%e0 t the@ shQa0ed M10a Ii'i VFure I
-citnsjc atr -dell rotztli~ro *041 O~e~~sioaa ib by eathod0 Vch bed. by

* datal shee0t (4mt. A Wpatternl o"nt-gtiki lasfyn suitable "ato stieet ftatoieiol Into
eae r other- of the CeiloVi;ng tAtgcVrl0Vks.

10S itOSe~.cee rssr evl 0 it 4et nos

* ic iAe.S. Acostic ?AtiCxO Valini drew 'up a pvrrwan of 4ata Aheet W(olt 01t thorns
lines ar.4Aalteeesgli F'-114 Staff 06tidt.t At t'hit time, provide gmach aaisttance f(oeM

:rdivee to th04~ e~ts n hwrd Voe-k of tbs Ac-oust it Vat'-Atee Vane) an itn.ti
grouep or eleven Data Itiens vats jiretsared. approved by the* fatigooe Ctteoc aced issued
in 3w-wt two yeca from thie origil-al suigestloi tor tc,8 work. A furtheor tue.. iteaso
weore lesned ak r.O"G later.

At thle useso ties,, the AGARTP Stniittereu and )tatcrials Panevl hai been croncernev with
atiti Pe In ecous8tic fatriue sinCe A960 t'nid had icin'edkv con-vldrabsl. woectems Its
coordifttig avid evicaurag-tag sate. tic fatio raaernvarch in tis- ~IO Nations, by 196A
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the ar.el's Specialist Group on Design in Acoustic Fatigue, unzier the Chair. s3 of.
the Pa!el's Coordinato- in Acoustic Fatigue, Professor B.L. Clarkson. w21N ab e to
report during the 28th Panel Meeting in Dayton the identification of six subject areas
in which sufficient -e.:"arch results had been accumulated of a suitable kind to warrant
their immediate consolidation and presentation in design data sheet form.

Arising from this a project was initiated under which ESDU agreed to revise and
extend the existing data sheets with the support and collaboration of AGARD. The
project was to be managed by a collaborative structure as shown in Figure 2 and was to
be carried out in two phases.

The subjects chosen for the first phase of the project were

(a) Jet noise near field prediction

(b) Stress response of t'lat stiffened panels

(c) Stress response of curved stiff,)ne-" panels

(d) Natural freque., ies of flat and curved "neycomb panels

(e) Stress response of honeycomb panels

(f) Eandon S-N curves for light alloys

•D;a .hezt,3 on the tirqt. hree of these were issued as AGADograph-162 Part 1 in
May 1972, and the remainder have been completed and are scheduled for publication in
the Autumn of 1972. The desf:'.! informalion arising from Phase I is discussed in the
foll%,wing sections.

3. NEAR-FIELD JET NOISE ESTIMATION

-.veral methods of estimation of near-field jet noise were already available and
a choice from these was made in the light of a comparison (Reference 16) of the
predictive accuracy of four of the most widely used techniques. The near-field noise
coitcurs predicted by each rethod were compared with results from recent full scale
a.-d hot mv li tests repref entative of current-tecnnology engil es. The comparison was
w;ade on the basis of both sitape of the contours, judged subjectively, and the magnitude
of the noise levels.

Two of the methods, namely the existing R.AeS. data sheet method and the method
developed by H.E. Plumblee at Lockheed-Georgia which were devaloped in the late 1960s,

gave significantly better predictions, not surprisingly, thao methods developed a
decade earlier at WADC and Rolls-Royce. The R.AeS. method gave good predictions
p4-rtlcularly at low ax.al distance from the jet nozzle, and gav contour shapes in
closer aiD'eaent with tite test results than Plumblce'u method and did not require the
use of a computer for the rredictions. Accordingly the existing R.Ae.S. method was
amrnded, to indicate its limitations more thoroughly, and adopted for the AGARD data
sheets in Section 2 Reference I.

l However it is considered that Plumblee's method could be further developed to
. ve significantly bsttsr predti'ttc . than the othc .,,thods examined as it is more
soundly based theoretically, ard has considerable flexibility in varying tile
coefficients in the basic equations used. One line of development that has been

suggnsted is to modify the method to use an extended or multiple source rather thati a
po'nt sour e.e

*he R.Ae.S. method Is empirically basud on a set of reference near-field noise
contodrs and spectra compounded at a datum jet velocity and density using measurenitnts
available in 1967 from several different engines. The reference levels thus obtained
,re corrected for the actual jet velocity using a space and velocity dependent velocity
Lndox derived empirically and given in graphical form. A correction for jet temperature
is made by way of jet density in th:3 usual way. Further corrections are suggested for
ro r-,f si 'ons from adjacent surfacis. The apectrum shapes are assumed to vary axially
but ..tL radially.

The li-sthod allows calculation of spectrum levels at a given point in the near
field veoy quickly un'l with acceptable accuracy but it would be useful to supplement
if at a later date with a computer program to give the complete field. Further work
is required to improve the accuracy of prediction under reheat conditions.

4. NATURAL FHEUENCIES OF' SKIN-STRINGER PANELS

ln a preliminary estimate of stresses in the skin of acoustically excited skin-
.tringer panels it is normally sufficient to consider vibration only in the 'stringer-
bending' mode of toe complete panel, in which individual plates may be assumed to
vibrate in their funamnotal fixed-edge mode. However interpretation of experimental
resulte, or more completo anetysis of' skin-ltringer panels calls for a detailed know-
ledgte of the froquoncies of Lhe many modes of vibration of the complete panel, for
example those shown in Figure 3. The calculation of these modes in the general case

)[: 'q.-
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is arduous, but fortunately many examples or panels in aircraft structures may be
regarded as periodic, i.e. consisting of a "ide-by-side assemblage of identical plate/
stiffener elements. in this case the calculations can be considerably simplified,
using a wave approach, as shown by Mead and Sen Gupta (Reference 4). This method has
been adapted into data sheet form in Section 3i of Reference 1, employing a modified
form of presentation of the design curves which avoids the need for graphical

Cconstruction inherent in the source references.

The design curves in the data sheet were computed by ESDU using the University of
London Atlas computer.

5. NAIURAL FREqUENCIES OF SINGI.Y-CUIIVED PANELS

Section 4 of Reference 1 gives a method of calculating the natural frequencies
of rectangular singly-curved plates with simply-supported or fully fixed edges.

For the simply-supported case, the natural frequencies are obtained from the
exact solution of the simplified equation of motion given by Flgge (Reference 6).
In simplifying the equations of motion the panels are considered to be thin and shallow
and shear deflection and rotory inertia terms are neglected.

Webster's double power series method is used for the fixed edge case. The method
of solution, based on the Rayl.eigh-Ritz method, is described in Reference 7. The
accuracy of the solution depends on the number of terms used in the power series and
this is generally limited by the computer store available aid computing costs. It is
further limited by the fact that the equations may become ill-conditioned as the
nu.nber of terms is increased. The design cuives in Reference 1 were computed by ESDU
using a progra. provided by Nottingham Univer-sity-whizh was mcdified to run on the
University of London Atlas computer. The number of terms used in the power series was
increased (generally up to four terms in each direction) until the change in predicted

*- frequency was small enough to be insignificant for general design purposes.

As fixed-edge plate mode shapes do not have definable numbers of half-waves in
the two principal orthogonal directions, "modes are identified by the symmetry or anti-
symmetry in each of the principal directions across the panel. Representative computed
mode shapes are illustrated in the data sheet in the foim shown in Vigure 4-

6. STIFFENED PANEL STRESS RESPONSE TO ACOUSTIC LOADING

Design data in Section 5 of Reference 1, giving root mean square stresses in
stiffened panels, are based on a simple unimodal response theory. It is assumed that
the .individual prates in the panel vibrate predominantly in their fundamental fixed-
edge mode. This restricts the usi of the data to panels where the stiffeners are
sufficiently rigid in bending to give approximately fixed-edge conditions for individual
plates. It is further assumed that the pressure is uniform and in phase over the whole
of an individual plate, and that the spectrum level of acoustic pressure is constant
over the frequency range close to the fundamental natural frequency of the panel.

'rhe r.m.s. stress at the middle of the rivet-line along the longer edge is
obtained directly from a nomograph. The strese at the ,&vet line was chosen as the
reference stress because failures generally originate at that position and it usually

corresponds with, or is sufficiertly close to, the failure line p.sition at which S rms-N
A data are available from coupon tests for life estimation.

Guidance is given on applying a factor to obtain approximate root mean square
N. stresses in the case of control surfaces, and other box-type structuresp where two

plater are joined by ribs. It: is intended to extend the method to such structures
using a more refined approach in Phase 2 of the Cooperative Project.

The accuracy of the method was assessed by comparison with the limited available
measured data, using a typical value of structural damping ratio of 0,017. For flat

! panels the estimated stress values were within a factor of two either way of the
4 Imeasured values, but for curved panels the data tended to overestimate stress.

A comparison of estimated r.nd measured rivet line stresses for aircraft tallplanes
- and control surfaces showed that for root mean square stresses below i00 MN/m2 the

predictive accuracy is of the same order as found for flat panels. Above this stress
level the theory tends to underestimate the measured stresses. In estimating the box
structure stresses the panels were assumed to be flat since curvature was small and
varied over the panel surface.

7* RANDOM LOADING S-N CURVES FOR ALUMINIUM ALLOYS

The random loading S-N data given in Section 1 of Reference 2 are a oompilatlon
r,C available experimental results obtained from reversed bending tests on coupon
specimnls 'ubjooted to narrow band random loading. Because of the limited amount of
data available a meaningful statistical analysis is not possible. Data are grouped

;C according to specimen type, riet type and material specification and a least-squares
line is drawn through each set of data.
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The only data available in sufficient quantity for guidance in deoign against
acoustic fatigue are from reversed bending tests about a zero mean stress. In the
absence of test data it is recommended that allowances for variation of mean stress
be made using constant amplitude fatigue data replacing alternating stress \ lues by
root moan square values. Data for correction for mean stress variation for constant
a mplitude loading may be found in Reference 6.

Only test data for aluminium-copper alloys has been included in the AGARDograph.
Some data were available for aluminium-zinc alloys (D.T.D. 657 and 7075) but were not
included as these materials have poor crack propagation properties, compared with
aluminium-copper alloys, which make them generally less suitable for use in an
acoustic environment, although the life to first crack in these aluminium-zinc alloys
is similar to that for aluai.um-copper alloys.

Some data from push-pull tests were available (References 7 and 8) but these also
were not included. A comparison between reversed bending arc! push-pull data did not
show the expected --end of lower lives, at a given stress level for the push-pull
tests. This trend was expected since in axial oading tests the volume of material
stressed to a maximum is much greater than in reversed bending tests, hence there is
a higher probability of a flaw being present in the highly stressed region.

Data are given in the AGARDograph for three types of specimen, representative of
sheet alloy in bending without stress concentration, riveted-skin joints and rib-flange

" connections.

During the initial stages of data correlation for riveted-skin specimens the
reference stress was taken at the rivet line. Because of different types of
construction, and consequent differences in stress concentration factors in. the rivet

* area, it was not possible to obtain agreement between results from different test
facilities by this method ind it was found necessary to use the stress at the failure
line as the reference stress.

When comparing random loading S-N data from different sources, differences in
testing technique contribute to considerable scatter. One of these differences is in
the definition of failure which is usually detected by changes in resonant frequency
and damping; A further difference is in the definition of number cycles to failure
which may be the number of positive peaks or the total number of zero crossings with

a positive slope or, in narrow-band tests, the product of the test specimen resonant
frequency and the time to failure.

In rand m vibration fatigue testE the applied load spectrum-is truncated to a
prescribed factor of the r.m.s. The stress truncation level for data pe'esented in
the AGARDograph varied between -3 and ±4-.5 times the root mean square value. This
range accounts for some of the scatter and perhaps much of the discrepancy between
results from different laboratories. Further work in quantifying the effect -appears

R K - to be necessary.

Eecause of the scatter in test results and possible differences in test methods
it would be useful to check to what extent the test facilities and test technique
affects the scatter in data. This could be done by testing a number of specimens,
made by one manufacturer to a standard specification from the same batch of materlal,
in each test facility.

8. NATURAL FREQUENCIES OF SANDWICH PANELS

Section 2 of Reference 2 gives graphs and a momograph for estimating the naturai
frequencies of flat or curved sandwich panels with cores of zero flexural stiffness.
For practical purposes cores of honeycomb, expanded plastic, end-grain balsa etc. can

Q be regarded as having zero flexural stiffness, and the data have been derived with
honeycomb cores primarily in mind. The data were based on Jacobson's work (Reference
11), but.some simplifications and extensions were made that warrant further explanation
her*. Details are given in Appendix A. The rather complicated equations obtained by
Jacobson (Equations 16, 17 and 18 of Reference 8) for the natural frequency of a simply-
supported curved sandwich panel, in which the face plates carries all the bending
moment andan orthotropic core carries all the shear load, can be b-Loken down to the
forms

f . fuC C2 + C3C4  /(.

where f is the natural frequency of the sandwich panel and f is a referenceu

natural frequency, taken as that of a solid panel of the same density and Young's
modulus as the sandwich panel face plates and of thickness equal to the distance
between the mid-planes of the face plates. The factor C1 is a function of core and

faoeplate thicknesses and densities and takes account of the differences in stiffness
and density of the sandwich panel and the reference model. The parameter C2  takes

account of the shear flexibility of the sandwich panel, while C is a function of
3

aspect ratio in a curved panel and C a function of the curvature.4



Broken down into this form, the frequency f can be obtained from existing data

sheets, while C1 , C2 , C3 and C4  can each be presentod in simple graphical form

and the frequency of the sandwich panel thus obtained from Equation 8.1.

The method of prediction for i.Lat panels has been validated for aluminium alloy
honeycomb panels using experimental data by Ballentine (Reference 12). The comparison
between calculated and measured frequencies is shown in Figure 5. The panels tested
had reduced thickness edges, and in calculat4i6 the frequencies it was assumed that
the edges were simply-supported at the attachment lines. The finite rotational
stiffness at the edges can account for the general slight underestimate of frequency.
Taking the ratio of bending atiffneases at the edge and at the full section (for
panels of similar design) as a measure of rotational restraint at the edges# Figure 6
shows the effect of rotational rostraint quite distinctly. Nevertheless the results

do confirm that it is sufficiently accurate for design purposes to assume simple-
support conditions nt the edges of honeycomb panels with reduce thickness edges unlessheavy doublers are used at ti edges or the face-plates are abnoreally thick compared

wih the panel depth.

It may be noted from Figure 5 that the frequencies in the (1,2) mode are '1-
distinctly underestimated compared with thore in the (2,1) mode4 Examination of the
individual test results suggests that the effect of core orthotropy may be insuffic-
iently accounted for in the theory e.g. experimental frequenciea for the (2,l) and
(1,2) modes in a given square panel differed more than could be explained by the
difference between shear moduli in the two directions. This point may warrant further
investigation when very accurate estimates of natural frequency are required but the
diasce)anoies are not though to be significant in the context of acoustic fatigue life
estimr..tion.

9. SANDWICH PANEL STRESS RESPONSE TO ACOUSTIC LOADING

Design data for the stress response of sandwich panels under the action of jet
noise given in Section 3 of Reference 2 are also based on Jacobson's work (Reference
11). In this theory unimodal response is assumed. Other basic assumptions are-
uniform spectral density of acoustic pressure over the panel, facing plates of equal
thiokness, shallow curvature and simply-supported edge conditions.

The response mode for both flat and curved panels is taken to be the fundamental
mode having one half wave in each of the principal directions across the panel. The

. unimodal response anstneption restricts the range of applicability of the design data
to-cases where the fundamental frequency is well separated from the higher mode
frequencies. This condition is best satisfied when panels are flat and square.
Further tests are required to determine the accuracy of the theory for p~nels of
aspect ratio greater than 2.0 and for all ranges of panel curvature.

- The data give an estimate of stress at the
panel centre. The stresses at the edges are
dependent on detail design of the edge attach-
ment. For typical panels with reduced thickness
edges there is an additional factor illustrated
in Figure 7 which should be considered when
estimating panel centre stresses..

In the basic theory the panel is assumed W
to be supported at the neutral axis and mid-
plane, or membrane stresses which would occur
if the supports were rigid in the plane of the TYPICAL REDUCED THICKNESS PANEL EDGE
panel are quite negligible for deflections of
the magnitude induced acoustically. However if
the panel is supported rigidly in translation in the rlane of one of the face-plates,
as in the usual panned configuration, Sweers (Reference 13 has suggested that the
situation is quite different. The in-plane stress due to deflection remains insigni-
ficant, but now the outer face plate strain is constrained to zero for supports rigid
in translation. This results in a relief of stress in the centre of the outer face
plate and an increase of stress in the inner face-plate. Experimental evidence for
this effect is conflicting, but it seems clear that the ratio of stresses in the inner
and outer face plates will depend quite strongly on the degree of in-plane restraint
of the support, and this couid account for observed discrepancies between data from
diffefrnt sources.

If this effect really does exist to any marked extent it is important and
deserves furthor investigation.

10. CONCLUSIONS

To date eight data sheets for design against acoustic fatigue have been prepared,
completing Phase 1 of the AGARD Cooperative Project on Acoustic Fatigue Data Sheets.
Work is in hand in the preparation of further design dAta under Phase 2 of the Project
which will deal with
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(a) Wear-field compressor noise prediction

(b) Natural frequencies and stress response of stiffened panels with stringers
I of lw bending stiffness

(c) Nazural frequencies and stress response of box and control surface
z.lructures

(d) Structural damping

(e) Random S-N curves for titanium alloys.

Users of the data are encouraged to advise the Engineering Sciences Data Unit of
their experiences in using the data and to draw attention to any additional information
which may be of value in future extensions and amendments.
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APPENDIX A

DVAIVATION OF SIMPLIFIED EQUATIONS FOR NATURAL FEQUENCIES
OF FLAT HONEYCOMB PANLS

Al. NOTArION [' /

C density factor 6
I c
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A2, FREQUENCY EQUATIONS FOR FLAT PANEL

The well known equation for the natural frequency of a simply-supported flat

rectangular panel neglecting shear defleetions, is
ft 4 /*~~~ m2(lep 2) .(l

Charts for rapid evaluation of this equation are readily available, e.g. in
Reference 14.

In the case of a solid panel of thickness t mht#tf I modulus E. and density
Pf'

For a sandwich panel (with a core rigid in shesar, but or zero flexural stiffness)
of core thickateea h and faceplate thicknes

2(- 2 )(phZff

Hene 1__ 1/2 . i/2

or .,t1(A2)
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and J 4-= 2 Y + (2X/r){ 2p 2 +1-07 r2+,, 2(1_v)]l -(FiT
2 )

where F 2(o)2- 2.l )] alp(li)IThus C! (corresponding to 02 in Equation A3) is a complicated function of
a and T which contains too many variables for presentat-lon in simple graphical

form.

An approximation to C~ was therefore sought and the expression

2 .. s /2Lic2 2iC n2 I2 2114(2G 2 G2bh Ga a

I suggest9d itself intuitively. This can be written in the form

2 r222 1/

ha G J
where 0 Ga (A5)

Equations A4 and A5 are readily presentable in graphical form.

Coprio ofC wt 2 computed for ranges of values of y ,.iand T
and for 0-~ 0)3 showed that 0 2 = Cj within I per cent -ver the range of the

variables covered in Reference 2, Siction 2. AccordinI. this approximation was
adopted in the data sheet.

It should be noted that Jftlobs-.nls equations were derived for the fundamental -mode only (m=n~l in the aprension for p). The validity of extending their use tohighier modes, i.e. takirtp u u an/nib rather than a/b, in Reference 2, Section 2.confirmed by ccmparisor,wi,,.n Ballentine's experimental results as shown in Figure 5
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ESTIMATES OF THE RESPONSE OF BOX rYpE STRUCTURES
Ttl ACOUSTIC LOAD.IIG

by

Brian L. Clarkson
Dilrctor and Professor of Vibration Studies,

Institute of Sound and Vibration Research
University of South&.Vtpon

England

1. INTRODUCTION

In flight vehicle structures, acoustic loading due to jet or racket engines, boundary layer pressure
fluctuation, or separated flow causes high frequency vibration of the surfac. skin structure and also the
internal support members. The design of the internal support structure to withstand this induced
vibration presents considerable d'fficulty becarse of its dependence on the fine detail of the local
design.

In typical configurations, the skin is relatively stiff and the stresses induced by noise are
usually very low. The internal rib structure, however, is relatively light and is prone to acoustic

* fatigue damage. In addition to the lightening holes and stiffeners, the rib often has many small cut
outs to allow the skin stiffeners to pass through. In soe cases the skin stiffeners are attached to
the rib web by means of cleats. The rib structure is thus a very complicated one and often contains
many points of high stress corcentration which can initiate acoustic fatigue failures. Where failures
have occurred in fins or tail-planes, they have usually been in the internal structure or have started.
internally.

When such a structure Is excited by broadband pressures such as jet noise, a complicated form of
vibration takes place. The shins vibrate as interconnected stiffened plates between the ribs and the
internal rib structur- also vibrates. The frequencies of lowest local coupled modes of this structure
are usually in the acoustic frequency range (00 to 1000 Hz). The response spectrum for each component
usually shows several predominant pe~ks, Although the skin must be forcing the ribs to vibrate the
peaks in the skin and rib spectra do not generally coincide in frequency. Naturally there is a coupling
but the predominant peaks ere not the same in the two parts of the strurture. Because of the coupling

A through the ribs, both skins vibrate at about the same level 3ven when the excitation is only applied
*direct to one side.

Acoustic loading on such a structure results in continuously distributed pressures which have a
random time history. Because of the wide frequency range of the forcing pressures, many normal modes
of the structure are excited. The spatial relationship of the pressures (or cross spectrdl density) is
an important parameter in determining which modes of vibration of the structure are predominant in the
response. However in design methods this fine detail of the forcing-function cannot usually be

* included in the.analysis.

This paper reports on a study of the vibration response of the internal ribs of a structure repre-
.enting possible design variants for a tailplane. The test specimen was designed in such a way that the
S ibs could be changed. Thus the effect of different internal designs could be studied experimentally.
A semi empirical method similar to that used in the AGARD Data Sheets on Acoustic Fatigue is proposed and

*. the estimates are compared with the experimental results.

2. DESIGN OF THE TEST SPECIMEN

noise*A multicell box structure, typical of aircraft construction was made and tested In the high intensity_ -- i:.noise facility of the NASA Langley Research Center. The test specimen, shown in Figure 1, was designed to

have relatively stiff boundary members, seven internal ribs and unstiffened skins. The skins were
stiffened locally over the rib flange attachment to increase the rib in-plane bending stiffness. To avoid
the introduction of extra (and indeterminate) damping, the specimen was designed to be tested in a free
free mode.

The design objectives for the specimen were:

1. Major coupled skin-rib modes of vibration in the range 100-500 Hz.

2. Overall free free modes (bending normal to ribs) of the specimen to be higher than 500 Hz
(impracticable to make it much higher than about 500 4z).

3. Overall bending (In-plane bending of ribs) to be higher than 500 Hz (Probably about 700 Hz in this
design).

4. Coincidence effects (matching of sound and vibration wavelengths) should not occur at frequencies
below about 750 Hz.

The r4hs and skins were fastened together by bolts so that a range of rib designs could be tested
in the same ,. ,'all configuration. The first set of ribs were plain unstitfened plates with bent-over
flanges. Later designs in the series included stiffeners, lightening holes, etc. This paper reports
the results of three rib designs.
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Figure 2 shows the specimen installed in the high intensity noise facility at the NASA Langley
Rcsearh Center. The specirnri is suspended by two steel ropes in the wall of the duct carrying the noise.
A light seal between the specimen and the wall is achieve by strips of foam pl..stic. This does not add
any structural restraint to the edges nor increase the damping significantly, The high intensity
travellitg wave sound field in the duct is created by two air modulators. The spectrum of the acoustic
pressures on the specimen is shown in Figure 3. This shows that acoustical energy is present over a
wide frequency range and thus many modes of the structure are excited simultaneously.

The strains induced in the structure were measured by foil strain gauges on the outer surface of
the skins and on one of the centre ribs. Four miniature gauges were placed in the bend radius of thE
rib flange in an attempt to measure the local strains in the region of the attachment of the rib web to
the skin.

The three rib designs tested to date are illustrated in figure 4, and figure 5 shows the strain
*i: gauges installed on rib design no. 2. Figure 6 shows the strain gauge positions on rib designs no. I

and no. 5.

3. ESTIMATION OF RESPONSE LEVELS

A simplified theory is derived on the assumption that the major part of the response results from
the contribution of one predominant mode (see for example reference 2). The tests on full scale structures
have shown that in certain types of structure (usually large skin plates) the response spectrum may only
have one major peak resulting from one modei of vibration. in other structures, such as control surface
skin plating, there may be many peaks in tne response spectrum. Even in this case, however, the simple
theory gives a reasonable estimate of the overall stress level. Nevertheless it-is clearly necessary to
examine the application of the theory in ai wide range of structures to establish the limitations.

3.1 Single Mode Response: Skin Structure

On the assumption that there Is only one significant mode contributing to the response and that the
acoustic pressures are exactly in phase over the section of structure, a simplified-expression for the
root mean square stress in directly excited skin structure can be written as:

° T ;r '" p rl 0o(
where 6 = viscous damping ratio

- fr = frequency of predominant mode

Gp(fr) = spectral density of pressure at frequency fr

o= stress at point of interest due to a uniform static pressure of unit magnitude.

This expression was first derived from the consideration of a single degree of freedom system by
Miles (1). This has been shown to give reasonable estimates of the skin stresses in uniform thickness
and stiffened plate structures (2).

3.2 Application to Control Surfaces: Skins

In the case of control surfaces, two skins are ettached together by ribs and thus both skins and
ribs vibrate because of the mechanical coupling between them. Even whcn the sound pressures are much
greater on one side of the control surface, due to acoustic shielding, the stresses in both skins a.-e
very similar. These types of structure are not so amenable to the simple form of analysis outlined in
section 3.1, as now the energy incident on 'e skin, minus the reflected energy, is absorbed by two
vibrating skiiis and the interconnecting ribs. Consequently, the stress level mlust be less than half
and is possibly about one third of that which would have been induced in a single plate. Making the
assumption that the stress is reduced to one-third of the single plate case the root mean square stress
in the skin is then given by

f G (fr 2  (2)

This generally applies to tailplanes, elevators and flaps.

This method has been found to give reasonable estimates of the skin stresses in control surfaces
.(2) but of course in its simplest form it does not give estimates of the rib stresses. An extension of
the simple procedure has been proposed (3) in which a Rayleigh-Ritz energy analysis is used to obtain
slightly ;.-re realistic values for fr and co in the equation above.

It is assumed that the structure is composed of a large.number of similar bays and hence only one
bay is considered in the analysis as shown in figure 7. Beam functions are used for the terms in the
series expansion in the two orthogonal directions for the face plates and the ribs. Each function in the
series representing the displacement along the line normal to the intersection of the skin and rib is
chosen so as to give continuity of disphicement, slope and bending moment at the junction. The objective
here has been to develop a computer based model which is able to give good estimates of the stresses in
the skin and rib at the junction line. It is therefore essential to have continuity of bending moment
and hence-equilibrium of stresses at this line.
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The displacement functions have been chosen as follows:

w(xy) nlAmXm(x) Yn(y) (3)
mal n=l

where X(x), Y(y)o Z(z) are beam functions '

; x x xx 'k Xm(X) co 6m  - cosh 6 +B sin a + Dmsinh 6m

a m a in m a a(5

z z z
Zm(Z) -cos Cm + cosh 4m + Em sin cm + Gm sinh cm(6)

Y(z) cosh y r CosYr a sin n Yr
...(ref. 4) : '

The fully fixed end beam ftv'ction has been used for Y because it is considered that this is a
closer representation of the fixing conditions at the spars. The series of. values usedsfor y and a
are as given in reference 4.

The boundary conditions at the junction of the skin and rib can now be used to determine the
constants in equations 3 and 4. In addition to displacemenL and slope continuity, there must be moment
equilibrium at the Junctiou,.

The estimates of the natural frequencies and mode shapes can now be obtained by equating the
maximum strain energy with the maximum potential energy in free vibration. The unit stress parameter
o is obtained by equating the work done by unit magnitude static pressure in moving through the dis-
pacement of the mode shape with the maximum strain-energy in the mode.

4. EXPERIMENTAL-RESULTS "

In all cases the response spectra measured by the strain gauges show a multimodal form of response.
Many modes of vibration are contributing to the overall stress at any point in the structure. The three
tests were carried out at 140 dB, 139 dB and 149 dB overall sound pressure levels respectively.. Therefore,
for the purposes of comparison the results have been converted to a level equivalent to 140 dB overall
excitation level on the assumption that the response of the structure is linear in this range. In the
majority of cases two strain gauges are placed in similar positions - one set on the centre line of the
specimen and one set 4 in. away from the cer;re line. Within th2 accuracy of the measurements the
differeace between these two sets of results is not considered to be cignificant. Tables I and 2
summarise the overall stress results for the three test specimens.

Table 1 gives the results for the ,kin strain gauges. This piece of. structure and the gauges are
identical in each of the three tests as only the ribs were changed to construct the second and fifth
specimen. These results show that the two sets of strain gauges are giving similar results and therefore
the average value is used when making generai comparisons. In the second specimen the aterage levels are
about 66% of.those of specimen no. I and in the fifth specimen they are about 47% of speci"!n no. 1.

Table 2 gives the results for the rib strain gauges. In this case specimens no. I and 5 can be
compared directly but in the case of the stiffened design (no. 2) the strain gauge positions are not
directly comparable. Comparisons of average values here is not very useful as this would conceal the
effect of the-differences in detail design features.

The results given in Tables 1 and 2 show that the vibration stress levels are approximately equal

stresses in the centre of the skin panel are some 20% lower than the maximum values. For the unstiffened
ribs, the rib stresses show good consistency between the measurement at different positions and, as was
expected, the highest stresses are in the bend radius, These are about twice the maximum skin stresses.
and 50% higher than the stresses at the centre line of the rib.

The shapes of the stress spectra at different points on the cross section of design no. 1 are
illustrated. in figure 8. These show that the predominant peaks in the skin spectra occur In the fre-
quency range 140 to 200 Hz (max. peak around 164 Hz) with a second group of peaks in the range 200 to
250 Hz. In the rib the maxirum occurs at about 250 Hz. There are other major peaks in the range 210
to 230 Hz and then another group at 150 to 200 Hz corresponding to the skin peaks. Without a much more
detailed examination it is not possible to identify particular modesof vibration from these spectra..

The differences in the response of the three rib designs can be seen more clearly in the spectral

analysis of the response at each gauge position. Typical results for the skin and rib are given in

figures 9, 10 and 11, Figure 9 shows the strain response at the centre of the central skin panel in the
direction normal to the ribs. By chaging the rib structure supporting this skin the response spectra
is changed to the shapes shown in figures 9(b) and 9(c). These ire not drawn to the same scale and



therefore only a comparison of shape can be made. If they. were to be drawn to the same scale the area
of each diagram would be equal to the mean square stress. Figure 10 shows the strain spectra for the
centre of the rib and fioure 11 shows the spectra for the rib bend radius. Figure 10(c) shows the
spectra of the strain at the rivetline in the centre of the stiffener. This spectra has a group of
peaks corresponding to the rib web strain (as shown in figure 10(b)) but also a group of peaks in the
-region 400 to 500 Hz. This latter part of the response is associated with the bending of the stiffener

- itself. In designs 1 and 2 there is no significant' difference in the strains in the bend radii adjacent
to the inner and outer skins but in the case of the damped rib (design no. 5) the strain in the bend
radius adjacent to the directly- excited skin (fig. 11c) is about twice that in the opposite radius
(figure i1d).

The spectra for design no. I show the two regions of main response, i.e. skin: 140 to 200 Hz and
rib: 200 to 250 Hz. Reduction in the rib thickness and the addition of stiffeners (design no. 2) has
moved the rib bend radii peaks downwards in frequency to the range 180 Hz to 220 Hz although the
stiffeners themselves show a major peak in the re i n 400 to 500 Hz.

The spectra show that the overall damping has beer changed by the change in the rib design.
Estimates of the bandwidths of the peaks in the spectra SUgg6,t average damping values as follows:

. Design No. 1 = 0.015 to 0.020
No. 2 . 6 0..025 -

_ .No. 3 s 0.035.

" IThese values will. be used in the estimation procedure.. ,.

5. ESTIMATES OF STRESS LEVELS

The approximate method given in the AGARD Data Sheets on Acoustic Fatigue (5) can be used to esti-
mate the stresses in the skin covers of the box structure. For the-internal structure, the Rayleigh
Ritz method described in section 3.2 can be used. This-latter methpd :also gi.ves..an-alternative estimate
for the skin stresses. - . ..

5.1 AGARD Data Sheet Method

The structural dimensions are:

*.a 33", b = 8", a/b 4.125

t 0.064".

Fundamental natural frequency (edges assumed fully fixed) 220 Hz.

1/3 octave sound pressure level at 200 Hz centre frequency = 126 dB 109.2 dB spectrum level.

Now using the Nomograph

J) t i-"
125; V 0,99; 1.64 mm.

nominal r.m.s. stress at rivet line 650 lbin2

The effect of the outer skin and ribs is to reduce this stress by a factor of 3.

Thus the estimated nominal stress is 217 lb/in 2. F"-

5.2 Rayleigh Ritz Method

In this case we use the basic equation (1) and compute o and fr from the Rayleigh Ritz method,

.:J Computations for a model having the dimensions of the test specimen give results for the stress parameter.
a and the frequency of the first mode (3). When the damping nftho specimen is taken into account, the

appropriate estimates can be made and compared with the'experimental results as follows:

*-- r.ms. stress levels lb/in2  140 dB overall sound pressure level. . .

,,Experimental Estmates
r.m.s. stre" AGARD Rayleigh Ritz Mode 1
average values Data Sheet V r.m,s. stress

_____._____"_"_-:_. rms stress

.. i ~ ~ ~ LO _L. - - , L

Skink c.-:itre .417 -0.017 246 .16
rivet line 321 - 21 87 6.

Rib centre 56 264 17
-
'  bend radius 864 446 29

cont.d..
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.xperimental Estimates
r.m.s. stress AGARD Rayleigh Ritz Mde 1
average values Data Sheet ao  r.m.s. stressrms stress

Design No. 2. ar vu dpr se

Skin centre 315 0.025 203 13
rivet line 186 179 72 5

Rib centre 933 218 14
bend radius 728 368 24

Design No. 5.

Skin centre 194 0.035 171 11
rivet line 148 151 60 4

Rib centre 162 183 12 .

bend radius 605 310 20

.These results show that the AGARD data sheet gives e-timates for the skin rivet lin.s stress which
are within a factor of 2 of the measured stresses. This meuiod in its present form is not able to
predict the stresses in the internal structure. The Rayleigh Ritz method gives estimates for ooe mode.
only; The stress spectra show that many modes of vibration exist in the response and thus these esti-
mates are much lower than the experimental results. To get a realisti, alue, the estimates would have
to be multiplied by the ntmber of modes having significant response. A factor of 15 or so would bring
the estimates into the region of the measurements. Clearly this is an unsatisfactory procedure. One
possibility is to use this method to indicate the ratio of stresses in the ri-b relative to the skin
centre. -The ACARD Data-Sheets could than be used to astimate the skin centre stress.

CONCLUSIONS

The results reported in this paper show that the overall response of box type structures to
a&oustic :oads can be reduced by changes in the internal rib structure.. The skin stresse s can be pre-
dicted by the AGARD Data Sheet method but present estimation methods are inadequate to-predict the effect
of changes in internal structural details.
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TABLE I Overall r.m.s. stress, levels in the skin at 1C~ U!B excitation level

Gauge Design No. 1 Design No. 2 % Design No. 5 %
Position No. stress lb/in2  stress lbin 2 f1 stress lbin 2  of 1,

outer 402 361 227 183 2 4
1650 31 2025661 75 4

inner 10 2938 315 12 19 5 114 122 391 432 175 130

I outer 21 280 196 168 43 118 136* 3924 338 122

52 3 6 225 275 73. 18 1 48

inner 6339 010618

11 outer1 1313611 697 6917 48

10s98 14. 1114gnNo
Ponnero 1o2 stres l3/15 strs 1b/5n stos lb/i2 3

25 40 1 25 489
266 785 73211 4

28 969 -149 7

30163 28 1 988 6 1

18 138 69
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Position of internal rib, ' 8pitch
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(a Rib type Nol l/n
r m .s stress =402 Iii

0 100 200 300 400 500
Frequency Hz

(b) Rib type No 2 29 bI 2

r.m .s stress 29 bn

I 0 100 200 300 400 S00
Frequency Hz

(c) Rib type No5
r .m as stress 189 lb/in

o 100 200 300
Frequency Hz

FIG. 9 SPECTRA OF STRAIN IN SKIN (gouge No 5)
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(a) Rib type No I
r .m .s stress 581 wbrj,

0I 100 200J 00 400 5DFrequency .4z

(b Rib tyeNo 2 (centre of rib web
gouge No 28)

r .m s stess =933 lb/;n 2

~010 Frequency H

Cc )Rib type No 2 over centre of
stiffener, gauge.N*30)

P. r .m .s stress 127 lb/In2

W.-

0 100 200 300 400 500
Frequency Hz

d)Rib type Noi t N
r m s yress 162 lb/in2

0 10 200 3p 400 500

P10.10 SPECTRA OF STRAIN AT MID DEPTH OF RIB (gouge No 30)
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a )Rib type Nol 2
r .rs stress 821 ib/ in

0 ~10 000 0 4O 500*1 Frequency Hz

(b)Rib type No 22r mr .s stress 728 lb/ in

0100 200 300 400 500
Frequency Hz

9

IL (c Rib type No 5
(adjacent to excitation)2

.; sii.sstress =850 Wbin

0 100 200 30400 500 9

F requency Hz

d )Rib type No 5
(opposite side to excitation

r mr s5 stress 432 lb/In

0 10020304050
Frequency Hz

FIG. 11 SPECTRA OF STRAIN IN RIB BEND RADIUS (gouge No 25)
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S.... " -CORRELATION OF SONIC FATIGUE- FAILURES IN LARGE- -
FAN ENGINE DUCTS WITH SIMPLIFIED THEORY -

by-

Jaak Soovere
Lockheed-Cal i forni a Company

Burbank, California 91503, U.S.A.

SSUMMARYI

The nature of the large fan jet engine intake duct noise and its effect on the duct structure are
briefly described. A-simple-semi-empfrical method is developed to predict the stresses in-intake duct
structure induced by fan noise. The predicted stresses at the failure location, show good correlation
with random fatigue data for bending across the rivet line.

L-LST OF' SYMBOLS... .....

a constant . - T- -

b, bB panel width, 'panel' circumferential width -.

-i D . flexural rigidity = Eh3/12(l -'v 2) -- .
d ratio of curved panel to flat panel stiffness Dx/D
E Young's modulus
f frequency, Hz . [
h, .4hel -skin thJckness o f

second nment of area of flat panel, ring

,I second momen' of area through curved panel cross section

k, kR amplitude constant for shell, ring

km •n panel bending wave numbers in the x and y directions respectively

Z ring spacing or panel length
Mn generalized mass

m,n. mode numbers in the x and y directions respectively -
. P generalized force, non dimensional generalized force

R shell radius
uv,w shell modal displacements in the x, y and z directions respectively
.,y,z shell coordinates in the axial, circumferential and radial directions respectively
y distance from the ring neutral axis to the duct skin

constant
. viscous damping coefficient

,.., £, YR strain, ring strain~yR
I- angle subtended by the 'panel'
v Poisson's ratio
.. " mass density' J: '"r '" o stress'" -. "" I:

S~ W, frequency, natural frequency in radians/sec.

1. INTRODUCTION

The advent of the high by-pass ratio turbo-fan engine has been accompanied by a rapid rise'. -.
the noise level produced by the fan inside the engine intake duct. The intake duct noise has reached
en intensity sufficient to produce large dynamic stresses, even in off-resonance intake duct vibration,
.wich exceed the fatigue limit.

Engine intake duct failures, attributed to the high frequency fan noise, havw occurred on many
current aircraft. Little information concerning these failures (1). is available in current literature.
No ahalytical design procedures, that can he applied in the early design stage, have been developed
to eliminate these failures. The complex nature of the fan.nolse.field, varying in its spectral
contenv from engine to engine, indicates that a semi-empirical approach must. be used to describe the
duct structural response, In order to understand the effect of the fan noise on the surrounding
duct trcture, a brief description of the fan noise field is necessary. . ':

2. THE FAN NOISE

The intke duct noise environment is a function of the fan diameter, the fan RPM, the fan blade
tip Mach number and the density of the air. At low fan speeds., the acoustic energy is concentrated
at the fundamentol blade passage frequency and its higher harmonics as illustrated-in Piqure (1 . The.
corresponding nolce field acting On the duct structure, can be vis.alised as the sum of lobed cicum-..
ferentlal pressure patterns, containing a predominant single positive and negative lobe per blade.
These lobes are in phase throughout the length of the .duct and rotate at the fan-RPM- (2, 3).. h -
intensity of.the noise-field decays rapidlywith distance from the r.face.

- r .'.inte si. o.f. h ., 'y, ,-. . ., . , • : . . , W,.,. : - ,,.t ,. : . •. .
uo = w,. : .,. , ...... ., .. . , .,-c ,.:.,, . ..; ,, " ...... ... ;: , "' - .,', ,'' .. . . . .. .. . . - ' ,. . . -. . ..
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When the blade tip speed exceeds Mach 1, shock waves with large crest factors are generated
near the leading edge of the blades. The small differences in the geometry in each of the blades,
produce shocks of unequal strengths, The stronger shocks travel faster than-the weaker shocks. which

- " esults in a progressively irregUla' circumferential pressure'pattern;-spirallingupstream(4) at the
fan RPM. The angle of the spiral increases with blade tip Mach number. The acoustic pressure falls7 1 off initially, within one blade chord with the inverse of the distance from the fan face raised to
the power of one half (4, 5) and thereafter as the. inverse of the distance. In long ducts a further
change in the decay rate is observed, Figure (2).

The spectral content in the fan noise is characterised by discrete frequency spikes at
multiples of the individual blade rotational frequency, commonly re,1rred to as buzz-saw, Figure (3).
Once the blade tip speed exceeds Mach I, propagation becomes possible at frequencies below the
fundamental blade passage frequency. Each of-the buzz:-.aw components has its own critical blade
tip Mach number which must be exceeded if propagation is to take plate. The theoretically predicted
(2, 5) and measured variation of Wiie ciLical blade tip Mach number for each of the buzz-saw
components, are illustrated in Figure (4).

The sp;tral content of the fan noise is dependent not only on the fan RPM but Also on the
variation of the-speed of sound with temperature and, therefore, with altitude. The propagation of-the first few buzz-saw components is only possible at altitude. Because of the differences in blade
geometry from engine to engine, no two egines will have the same spectral content in the fan noise.
If the blade tolerances can be improved, the spectrum level of the buzz-saw components will be._con-
siderably reduced and the noise.enerly will instead be concentrated- in-the. blade passage__frequencv
And~ts higherharmonics. .

3. THE DUCT RESPONSE

The rotating fan pressure field induces a similarly rotating stress field in the duct structure.
The circumferential r.m.s. stresses in both the rings and the shell remain essentially constant
around the circumference of the duct.

The duct shell stress spectrum, in Figure (5), exhibits a similar spectral content to that of
the fan noise, which leads to the conclusion of a forced shell response. A more detaied examination,
however, indicates that some of the buzz-saw stress components are amplif'ied over a small region of
the circumferential mode nunber n. This region occurs in the vicinity of the shell resonances (7, 8)
as illustrated in Figure (6). One or more buzz-saw components will coincide with the shell resonance
at some engine settings, but the engine hunting about these settings would considerably reduce thedwell time on resonance.

The shell response to the fan noise at subsonic tip speed and indeed to the 'clean' engine fan
noise at supersonic fan tip speed, exhibits a similar stress spectrum to that of the fan noise, with
the highest stress occurring at the fundamental blade passage freauency, The duct response. in this
case is forced by the fan noise and is characterised by a very sharp spike in the response spectrum,
Figure (7) and Reference (1).

:I' : I4. SIMPLIFIED SHELL.THEORY

In the discussion following the presentation of Arnold's and Warburton's paper (8) on the
experimental verification of the theory of cylindrical shells, a-simple method of predicting simply-
supported shell frequencies was suggested. It was based on the method for predicting the frequencies
of engine blades with curved cross sections. The stiffness of the blade was computed using the second"
moment of area about the neutral axis drawn through the curved cross section of the blade, Figure (8).
Considering the expression for the frequency of a simply supported flat plate, given by

Sf ~ may p2 A p to, (1)

e, r, +,10

the frequency is seen to be the sum of the two beam.frequencies ir the. x and y directions. it should,
therefore, be possible to predict the frequencies of curved shells oy including the increase in the
stiffness due to curvature, in a 'similar expression.

Szechenyi (9) suggested that the flexural stiffness of integrally stiffened 'panes can be

representeoo by

D a42 2 4
S2xkm Do 2 km kn + Dy kn

where it was assumed that the cross rigidity Oxy,'lies somewhere:between Dx and Dy and can be "
approximatea by

D.xy (ox y) . (2)

Using tesame approach,,the, expression for the friquency of a simply su ported cylindrical shell or
cuve pael ' -"at of a 041ply supported 6thotm'pic flat plate and is given b

V------ : : , • • .. . . ; ' "

"(, ' :; :,.,' :. , ,: .: , . , .. ...... . , i. , , :.. . -, -. . " .: .. .• ". ' ." ." "L .: ..W..

.' .' ' - .".. °-:. - . o ' .':; . . . . ..• .. ' ': / , .. ." " .' .. " . ., . .. .. .,
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I l, Da x~ ,my 2 mlr 2t~~~ +~.ln ~j.4 j)I*

where
Dx Ix 6R2  sin _ '(i e/2

3 +sino 4 sin (e/2) 2()I

X/D is the ratio of the curved panel stiffih.,s to the flat panel stiffness.

The accuracy of this method is illustrated in Figure (9), in which the frequencies predicted by
Equation (3) are compared with those predicted by shell theory (7). Reasonably good agreement is
obtained in the region where the bendi~g strain energy predominates aver the extensional strain energy.
curved panels as the approximate WWIh~ suggested by Szechenyi (9) and Armenakas (10), but it doe;'
result in a simple expression for the stresses in the curved panels and shells.

The equivalent orthotropic pinel surface strain displacement relationships, in the-axial and [

circumferential directions, are given by

ax

(5)

ya

Using the normal mode approach, -and assuming a predominant single mode response, a simply
supported mode shope and harm~onic motion, the maximum panel centre stresses are given by

Ix~~~ 11 2 .

EhI1 + i.)n

-where t1 , the goneralized)~ass a nd P,. the-generalized force, are defined by7-~~ ~ ~: i.. nsbtttn qain )w:,,?y)dA apbth

P* ,:~ (x(y1

On usttt 'Euon s (3) :Anv~ 4fo oh od - e i nnto CO.,rlreion



5. APPLICATION OF THE THEORY

~ Tn using the above theory t' define tha stresses in the engine intake ducts, the formaat of
Equation (8) is retained but the amplitude constant, k, and the curved Dao,?l to fl at panel stiffness
ratio, d, are now determined emprically from strain gauge measurements. In addition, the following
assumptions must be made:

(a) The total displacement of the intake duct structure, is the sum of~ the ring displacement
in which the duct skin acts essentially as an added mass, and the duct skin displacement relative to
the adjacent rings.

(b) The average 'frozen' circumferential wavelength in the duct structure is equal to the
distance between two adjacent blade tips. The effective circumferential 'panel' length bB is
therefore. equal to half this distance,

(c) The small angle of the spiral has a negligible effect on the 'panel' centre stresses.

lb Assumption (b) is impo! .dnt as it defines the magnitude of the circumferential strain in the
duct structure. At subsonic blade tip speed this assumption is justified by the nature of the fan
noise as described in Section 2 and verified by the measured strain data in Figure (7). At super-
sonic blade tip speed, even with relative motion between the individual shocks, the average number of
shocks felt by the structure is still equal to the number of blades. The magnitude of the time
averaged circumferential strain is, therefore, determined by the average frozen circumferential wave
length which is equal to the distance between two Adjacent blade tips.

On introducing the above assumptions into the theory, the axial and the circumferential 'panel'
centre r.m~s. stresses are defined by

{d11  
+ V

1~ (2 B

(9),

ky ba2~ t : b~ 0 + \sd1  (!-)2

R + d B (lO2

and is plotted in Figure (10) against the 'panell a ,ect ratio. The amsl Itude constant. k is
thereafter detei$.td from

713

And is'plotted in. Figur~ il) as a function of di stance from, the fan fAc e. The AMPIAtilde. 'Cons tant
kRfor the rintg% has 'a.0~mi la, variation. with- distante. fro the fan fact but of' a differtot -magntude.

6. COPRELATION OF 'SI4'LE THEORY WITH SKU~L THEORY

Tito shell theory in Reference. (7) gives tin 40110069g srai a dispiecelnt 'dlattiPsh IS.

U

Ih vormepohdiog, stress. stvaln :relatfooshijos are

(13)



E vl.' y = --- --- (e +  vex)
' !!: 'i. I - I -i

1Y 72 x

Considering only the shelf in between the rings, and assuming simply supported edges, the shell mode
shapes are defined by

I IU Cos5nyCos r
- sin DY sinX (4)

= R X

w"= wcos sinx

Combining Equations (12), (13) and (14) and replacing n/R by u/bB, the maximum axial shell stress is
given by

-A 2 z 2 1

it." 1 t + z2 1 1 (.1)

-iY .. :The equivalent expression from the simple theory is
2

: i• On comparing equations (1$) and 06 ) after stituting h/2 for z, it ts oseved thati

+13 zt *2 tv +2215

th pae' set"aio sIlutrtdinf'ue0", herdanmntes" so P. used -."
Thequtialn expd-resscoaat from the shelle theory inPd-rncefg.Td vration te stiffness
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8. CORRELATION-OF PREDICTED STRESSES WITH FAILURE DATA

During the development program, sonic fatigue failures were experienced by the duct, The nature
of the cracks, which, occurred in the skin at the ring rivet lines, indicated the axial stresses to be
the critical stresses. The magnitude of edge stresses at the failure locations were predicted as
described in this parer. Times to failure were converted to cycles of stress by means of time history
plots of representative duct strains. The results are sumarized in Figure (14). An analysis of the
duct strain data shows the instantaneous strain to have a Gaussian density distribution, Figure (15).
This justifies the use of random fatigue data in the design criteria. As can be noted in Figure (14).
the failure stresses predicted by the semi-epirical approach shows good correlation with the randomfatigue curve from Reference (13).
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SESSION 3 DISCUSSION -DESIGN~ METHODS

Mr. Thomson raised the queation of de~'nition of fatigue failure but no one was able to propose
a generally accepted criterion. This point was discussed at some length in th'e general discussion
period. He also drew attention v.- discrepancies in some of the data on the response of honeycotb
panels. One worker had reported that there was a difference in the dynamic stress in the centre of
the two face plates which could be as great as 2.5 to 1. Other workers had not made como-isa..
Members having test prograna s running in the near future agreed to check thiis point and report
back to ESLU They w9uld also attempt to correlate any d frne ihdffrne neg
'close cut' dezsign. -The first set of design data sheets for stiffened panels referred to panels
having stifferters which werc stiff in bending. Although many designers do not use stiffeners
which are weak in ban.iing the!re is ai need for a data sheet on this latter type of construction.
Prov~ding that the stress concentr~tions at the ends of the lighter stiffeners are adequately
treated this type of design can be vex7 efficient.

Mr. Soovere pointed out that -tthe new generation of high bypass ratio engines give different
stress time hiatory patterns in intake stresses from those found in the intake structure of low
bypass ratio engines.' In the earlier generation of engines the spectra do not change~ s,* gnificantly
during flight, but in the new4 high bypass ratio engines there can be higher levels in flight than
aL take off because the fan has a higher speed in fl.Sht. The pre.'sure loading spectra in intake
ducts such as the S duct of the Lockbeed Tristar changes with eltitv. e. This is thought to be due
to-a change in the mode of propagation of sound in the duct.

P I
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EKftERIMRNTALLY DETERMINED DAMPING FACIDRS

by"-

J.A. HAY

Chief Acoustics Ungineer,
British Aircraft Corporation Limitod,

Commercial Aircraft Division,
Brooklands Road,

Weybridge KT13 OSF,
Surrey,

United Kingdom.

SUMIARY'

The degree of d.rmping present in a structure is a
very important parameter in determining the response of the
structure to acoustic excitation. -Unfortunately, the
prediction of the damping present in any particular structure
is not generally possible from theoretical considerations.
Nor, on the other hand, is there very much experimental data
available upon which to base an assessment.

flaring the -last few years, a certain amount of damping . " ;
data has been collected for a variety of structural specimens
testad in the acoustic facilities of the British Aircraft
Corporation.

This paper presents the collection of results obtained,
and compares them for the different categories of structures
tested.

INTRODUCTION

The inharent structural damping is a very important factor in determining the response of a structure
to acoustic excitation. Unfortunately, the magnitude of the damping cannot be relibly predicted, and
there is a- dearth of relevant experimental data.

Over the last six years cr so, a nuvber of structural specimens have been tested in the, acoustic
facilities of the British Aircraft Corporation. From many of these tests it has been possible to extractdata relating to the degree of damping present and, in the absence of better information, this data is
presented here.

D MPING OF STRUCTURES

Danping is responu'Able for energy dissipation during deforrAtion of a material. Thlis energy
dissipation can be achieved in several ways. There can be material damping, slip or friction damping at
joints, or damping due to the environmunt,

if a perfe'tly elastic material is deformed by the application of an external force, the work done
b' the force du ing the deformation is stored in tho material. Vllhen the extenal force is removed, this
stored energy causes the materi-l1 to oscillate about its relaxed position. This is an un-damped system.
In a perfectly plastic material all the work done by the external force i dissipated and no energy is
stored in the material. Hence, removal of the external force leaves the material in its deformed state.
This is a completely damped system. In practice materials are. neither perfectly elastic nor perfectly
plastic, but disploy i th of these proportios to a limlte6 extent. The ratio of the plasticity and
elasticity of a particular material is used to describe the behaviour of the material and is called the
dampng, or loss factor of the material.

In a built-up structure the damping does not solely consis! of materiAl damping. Damping is also
introduced by the interaction of the material with its onvironment. In this category are such things as
friction damping at joint and edges and air damping. The parameter used to describe the damping of a
system is the damping ratio, T10- r--4 f"" 4to -' .I' the f.r,,,a o damping present In a
structure.

IX we consider, for simplicity, a single degree of freedom, domped system undergoing vibration due
to a sinusoidal forcing function, we have an equation of motion:

m + Cx + x P(t)

whore C the viscous damping coefficient.

This coefficiant will takq a value detormined by the properties uf the system undee investigation
and the restraint placei upon the system, We define th, critical value of damping coefficient a_ the
minimm value of coefficient which leads to a non-oscillatory solution io the equation above. This value
will be 2JrM. We then define damping ratio as the ratio of actual dampiug coefficient to the oritical
damping coefficient.
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i.e. Damping ratio: C

Since the circular natural frequency of such a system is defined by the equation

K_ = 2 n
m

- we can re.write the value of critical damping as Crit 2 m~n.

And the damping ratio can similarly be written as

- C
2 Mi.

So, for a viscously damped system, where the damping coo.ficienlt is independent of frequency, the
damping ratio is inversely proportional to frequency.

Fo r a system in which hystoretic damping is predominant, i.e. one in which the energy dissipation
is mainly achieved threugh material defomation and slippage at the joints, an equivalent viscous damping
coefficient can be definod uss

CeQl 6

where at Is a constant Independent of frequency.

For a derivation of this equation see Ref. 2.

The equitton of motion of an hyutcretically damped system can then be written in the form.

Sm+ C x + Xx = F(t)

ani such a system has a damping ratio defined as
= 0

92w21 m 02

ThuA, for a system with hysteresis damping, where the equivalent damping coefficient is inversely

proportional to frequency, the datping ratio is inversely proportional to the square of the frequency.

In practical structu-es the damping will not be wholly viscous but a summation of all forms of
damping. The equation of motion will similarly be more complex, but the definition of damping ratio

remains the ratio o. actual to critical damping, where the critical damping is that for the mode of
Vibration under consideration. The exact calculation of the damping ratio of a structure in therefore
imposReble for several reasons. The exact mode of vibration is unlikely to be known. The effective mass
of the system, its s,,ring rate in any direction, the friction at its Joints and the magnitudes of the
damping coefficients are also generally not known precisely.

Damping ratios are therefore generally obtained empirically. If we plot strain level in the
structira against frequency we get "peaks" at resonant frequencies. Let fo be the frequency of the

V resonance i.e. the frequency at the point of highest atrain. If we take f, and f 2 to be the frequencies,

at which the strain has fallen to 0.707 (1/ 2e), of its maximum value, then we can obtain an approximat~oo
to the dUping ratio by using the formula

dfgx I where df f, f2
2 fo

sDamping ratios can also be obtained by more accurate methods, such as the vector plotting method
of Ref. 1.

s S tivUs takes into account all forms of damping, e.g. visco-elaetic, coulomb, matorial, and all
edge effects and structural restrictions. We therefore, arrive at an overall damping ratio for a structure
or a partiof it, without knowing any of the physical properties or the structure, by analysing the
response in this manner.

Th, specimens considered here are listed in Tables 1(a) to t(o) . They were tested under conditions
of acoustical excitation in "siren channel" facilities of which the channel shown in FIG. I is typical.

x. The amoimens verc placed against the open side of the channel, and excited by travelling sound waves
passing down the channel. Some of the specimens were tested using discrete frequency exitation, and some
using broad band. On some specimens, both types of excitation were used. flowever, most of the data
presented here has been derived from discrete frequency teats.

In obtaining the damping ratios from tlioee rasults, the strain gauge recordings wore analysed in two
ways. The majority of the results given have been derived from the "half power" method described above,

*1 ' but some of them have been obtained b, the "vector plotting" method. For a few cases both methods have
been used and, in order to check how they compare, these have been plotted in FIG, 2. Whilst thers
are differences between the results of the two methods shown in this limited seloaction, there does not
appear ,tu-be any bias towards one method giving consistently higher values than the other. Within the
accv_5e .Pf the two tethods, they uppear to give comparable results.

,:' . .. . : ., -'.: i . ... , ._ . . .. . ,. . . . .. .... v
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RESULTS

The results of the analysis carried out to date are shown, for the various types of structures,
in FIGS. 3 to 9.

The immediate iepression given by this widely scattered data is not faviurable.', However, in the.hope of getting some semblance of order, it is possible to fall back on the theoretical trends outlined*" i
/

above in, for:-.

(i) Viscous damping,.

. iii) Hystaretic damping,

, .1. and, indeed, some of the sets do show a tendency to lower values
'i!.as the frequeni~y increases.

Attempting to fit lines of these two slopes quickly reveals that the former bears some resemblance
to the trend of the results, whilst the latter appears to be too steep. Accordingly, lines of slope
inversely proportional to the frequency were di-awn through each set.

From these, it might be hoped that some consistent differences might evolve for the different types
of structures. For instance, it is generally considered that machined skin structures will have less
damping than rivetted structures with dry joints and th'%t these, in turn, will be more lightly damped than
!rivetted structures incorporating jointing compounds. Regretfully inspection of the results in FIG. 10

vreeals no such consistent variation and it can only be concluded that the scatter in these reaults is
> too large to differentiation for this dort.

So, finally, we can only offer as the best that can be deduced from this data, based on the assumptions
that have been made, the mean line given in FIG. It. This leaves the possibility of the real damping

_ differing by a factor of 3 from this suggested curve, but it is th, best that can be dor- unt il more data
-" -becomes available, or a better analysis can be made. To this end, the existing OaLu is bein re-analysed

and, of course, more data is slowly becoming available from later tests.

wcUNQUSIot45

In the absence of any reliable method for prodicting structural damping, and of suitable experimental
datat such data as exists in B.A.C. from acoustically excited structural specimens has een examined,

It is found that the scatter of this data is very. large, and does not sensibly differentiate between
different types of structure.

However, li the. current sitation where a dearth of data of any sort exists, values of the damping
rstio given by the mean line in FIG. 1i are) suggested for use until bettor d ta ecome.&.& ailAble'
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RI'EED STRUCTURES WI [il VISWl-ELAs-ric SEA LANT (PLAIN SKINS)

SY.%SOL SPECIMEN DETAILS OF' OY4TRUCTION AND METWJD; USED FOR DAMPING RATIOS

R.A9.S. Panels Simple boxes with varying rib pitch and dopth. Material
1, 2, 6 & 7 L72, 0.04811 thick. MU8ahroo.) and countersunk I" rivets.

Thickol seala-it. Damping ratios obtained from plots of
strain versu;s frequency, derived from discrate frequency
testing.

O R.A.e.S. Panels As above, except for use of J.C.5' sealant.
3 and5

Moiel & Light Simiple boxes 42" long 10" -wide ani (;" deep. Materials
Alloy Rivet Skin 2mm. thick W1~01, webs, 10M~ L 72 1000 c/s
Panels 1 & 2 rivets. Vi'tor sealant, Dampiag ratios from discrete

frequency plots.

Roar Fuselage Skin material (2001, thickness 0.036". Frames at 20"
-k Single Curv- nitch.Slnattachmnt with mushroom head rivets. Viton

atir Pael. Ge'lant Dapin raiosfrom vector plots.

Asaoere-skinned with 0,064" thick skin.

Tal plne

AI.E I j 3RUCrURES WITH VISCO-l-LASTIC SRALANT C-VACKIIED SKINS)

- ,SYWWOLI SPKClMEN DKTAILS OF WNSTRUC'rIo' AND METHOD USED FOR TVXMIIN0 RATIOS

12 flay Fin Box Machined skin panels of CM001 0.051" thick rivetted to
4spari and 5 ribs enclosing 12 batys with stringearsC3 ptrallol to sp,.r9a Countertiunk rivets. Viton alat.
Dlaping ritt exi from diserote freq k.r y plots,

9 Bay Fin Box Upa~r fin box. Skin mac? ined,0144 to.074 thickness.S Spsirs and ribs rivetted by cloats and booms. Vit3n
,Sealant. Dninping from rpo4o vecLtor plots.

Wuable Carvu- Three sections of machined (14003-4 skin and stringorm
A jturo Roar rivettod tioether and to six rapr es tnic tk ranoei
SIFunolage Monol riVats. Vite'i Fwulant. W~ming from dus rote

Punel froqueincy plots.

SM30L SPbCIME'N DETAILS OF ONSTRUCrION AN?) MThnOD UgrED 1iOR DAMPING RATIOi

Rear tusolifle Bpzito shin, .004"1 thick, CU001, chowi-*t hod between
frames and atrinijxora to 0.036". Framonsiat. 20" pitch. 6210

W c/o rivets. Viton soalant, W)mpin$ ratios from rooponsod
voctor plots

3 -As above but using mushroom -head rivets,

Aa above but with interltzodidste cli- td franca giving loD"
frame pitch.

*Ass atove but with 2 section mtringers.

Hear (us lage As above but with double curvisturet and incorporating at

Wv Iubt a cuirvature longitudlinal and a circuwaferential akin joint and two
stringer run-outs,

As above but wi th cloated in toraedia to frames giving 10"

pitc~h._



-. ~RIVFI1ED sTgJcTVI2ES WIlI NO SELANT (PLAIN SK(INS)

Syheol, SPECIMN DETAILS OF COlNSTRUCTION AND METHOD USED FOR DAIGPING RA'fOS

Morne1 and Light As panels I and 2 but with~ no sealant in joints,
f Alloy Rivets

WELDED SIBICTURE, *QMaI-KTRM1E SKIN

SYMOL SPECI MEN DETAILS OF ONE1TUCTION A14D MEIHOD USED FOR DAMPING FAC'tRS

PSiea uelae As previous specimen but skin attahmont using spot welding

Y.. lItUCURBS fl4CDWPRATING RIYETS AMD WELDING

SYMBOL SPECIMEN DET'AILS OF OMNSTRUCTION INCtO'QRATINO RIVETS AND WELDING

Intermediate 0 .063" thick, CMO0I skin. 16 IT' section striflgttr, 4Spot7
Fuselage P'anel wolded to skin. Two frume@ rivattid to skin. DAmping

ration from reaponso vector plots.

SYMDL 0RDN. AILS.01 oNTiucriO' AND mvmKD usso Vo R DWIWIM RATIO

Ruadder Wodge Wedge, 86" long, 34' highi tod 5 thick At root. O40OI ohoal-
*tchod skin. Intorior at.ritl, 1A 400 (2024)., 0.3 honby-+ e~livb with 0000~ wall ttiicknoe 5g Adimsive 130. Dow~ing rattos
troms train ftvqqeney plots.

tUddor Udge Av *bo but with~ fliooaagd4o V 096 iadrwive and 0~42

18f eio4oa~
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DESIGN AND SONIC FATIGUE CGHARACTERISTICS OF
COMPOSITE. MATERIAL COMPONNTS
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• and
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_SU 'ARY

This paper consists of a summary of two programs concerned with the:design and acoustic testing
of composite material components. Equations are presented for both a simplified theory ans e more general
-theory in matrix form, for predicting natural frequencies- mode-shapes and stresses in unstiffened and
cross-stiffened advanced composite panels eubjected to a;.oustic loads, Sonic fatigue test results on
simple 8-ply boron-epoxy and 6-ply cross-stiffened graphite-epoxy panel& are described. Thi includes
panel damping values, fatigue life, stress data and a description, where appropriate, of panel- fatigue
failures, Also a series of 72 beam specimens was fatigue tested with shaker excitation to develop S-N
data for various simulated joint configurations. The beams consisted of a graphitv-upoxy or boron-epoxy
material bonded or riveted to a graphite-epoxy or titanium alloy stiffener. S-N data up to 108 cycles
were obtained. Frequencies and strains predicted by the analytical procedures are compared with experi-
mentally measured values.

List of Symbols

D - Flexural rigidity, lb in

1H - Torsional rigidity, lb in

H(00) - Nondimensional frequency response function

K - Generalized stiffness in fundamental mode, lb/in

L - Length of beam, in
M ! Mi  - Generalized mass in the i mode, b sec2/in

M - Generalized mass in the fundamental mode, lb sec 2/in

M°  - Mass per unit area of plate, lb sec 2/in3

N = Life, cycles

S - Strain, in/in

S = Spectral density of pressure, psi'/Hz
p
Sw Spectral density of deflection, in2/Hz

[Z] = Matrix of modal impedances, red/sec
2

a - Edge of rectangular plate parallel to x-axis, in

b - Edge of rectangular plate parallel to y-axis, in

- Extensional strain, in/in

h - rate thickness, in

Po - Amplitude of pressure, psi

t - Time (but t as a superscript means transpose), sec

w -W a Lateral deflection, in

x,y,z - Orthogonal rectilinear coordinates, in

a - Nondimensional beam function parametcr
• , B - Beam functioni parameter, in -

y a Beam function parameter, in-

r - Participation factor, in
2

-Yi w Nondimensional viscous damping factor in i h mode

4 I- Nondimensional viscous damping factor
w Generalized deflection coordinate, in

W 1



B = Nondtmensional beam function parameter

Time, sec

- Clamped-clamped beam function

R - Clamped-clamped beam function

a - Circular frequency, rad/sec

0 - Discrete driving circular frequency, rad/sec
0

L. 1. INTRODUCTION

A gre~at deal of effort over the past several years has been devoted to using fiber reinforced
composite materials in aircraft design. Many materials have been considered but those presently being
emphasized are boron, graphite and glass fibers with epoxy and aluminum matrices, Many of the material
properties required to design structures constructed of composite materials have been investigated and are
available. Design techniques as well as fabrication and manufacturing methods have been and are still
being studied. Some of the advantages of fiber reinforced composite structures are the high strength-to-
weight and stiffness-to-weight ratios and the tailorability of the strength properties. Some components,
such as skin panels, substructural parts and fairings using composites, are being fabricated for present
operational aircraft and are contemplated for use in future aircraft. A number of these components are
presently being flight tested. It, therefore, is necessary to examine these materials and structural con-
figurations for their characteristics when exposed to high intensity noise as some of these components may
be exposed to this type of environment during their service life.

Previous comprehensive sonic fatigue investigations (see for example Reference 3) of fiber rein-
forced composite structures have been limited to glass fiber reinforced panels. There are also sonic
fatigue test results on boron epoxy and graphite epoxy panels. Since a complete theoretical solution of
the structural response and faigue life problem is not possible at high sound pressure levels due to the
nonlinear relation between pressure and st-i.L, a combined theoretical and experimental program (References
I and 2) was initiated. The theoretical phase of the program developed a simple theory for the prediction
of dynamic stresses in an unstiffened orthotropic plate subjected to a spatially uniform white noise envi-
ronment. This phase of the work also included the use of a finite element computer program for the pre-
diction of cross-stiffened panel response to acoustic excitation.

i7  The initial part of the experimental program started with simple basic boron-epoxy panels to
gain experience on how fiber reinforced composite structures reacted when loaded with high intensity noise.
The panelA were flat with fixed edge boundary conditions and were exposed to discrete frequency noise at
their first mode resonant frequency. The basic purpose of these tests was to gain knowledge on such para-
meters as panel mode shapes, panel damping, fatigue life, and the type of fatigue failures.

The next phase was to advance to more complicated structures such as multi-bay panels with stiff-
eners and joints, more practical boundary conditions, and broad-band noise excitation to simulate a more
realistic environment. Therefore, this part of the program consisted of testing three nine-bay, cross-
stiffened, graphite-epoxy panels with six-ply skins. The panels were tested to obtain acoustic response
and acoustic fatigue deta.

A shaker test program was conducted to demonstrate that S-N data for acoustic fatigue predictionG
could be obtained by shaker specimen testing, In the shaker test program, six S-N curves were developed
for two joint configurations, either bonded or riveted, ar for three material combinations with six-ply
skins.

The investigations and data presented in this paper are a summary of two programs which are
described in detail in References I and 2. The program described in Reference 1 was conducted under
Contract F33615-70-C-1463 by the Northrop Corporation for the Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory (AFFDL)
and the program described in Referince 2 was an in-house exploratory development effort conducted by the

AFFDL.

2. SUMMARY OF THEORY OF ORTHOTROPIC PANEL RESPONSE TO ACOUSTIC EXCITATION

The use of fiber reinforced composite materials for structural applications requires more com-
plex analysis methods than in cases where metallic skin and internal structures are used. This is due to
the corresponding analytical complexities associated with material properties and variations in fiber

.. orientation through the laminate thickness. This section presents only a summary of the primary equations
developed in Reference I for the following: (1) a simplified theory for predicting both the fundamental
mode of an orthotropic plate and its response to acoustic excitation, and (2) the general theory for pre-
dicting the natural modes and response of an orthotropic plate to acoustic excitation.

Section 6 will discuss and compare results found by using these equations and techniques in
determining natural frequencies, mode shapes, and stresses for simple panels and cross-stiffened panels

constructed of (1) an aluminum .alloy and (2) a graphite-epoxy composite,

Simplified Theory

The simplified theory can be used in the design of individual bays of cross-stiffened orthotropic
plates in cases when each of the bays responds priucipally in its fundamental mode as though it were
clamped on all four edges. The main limitation of the simplified theory is that the stiffeners around the
periphery of a bay are assumed to be rigid. Therefore, the design and analysis of the supporting struc-
ture of cross-stiffened panels cannot be investigated vith this theory. It appears that in many cases

V" when the critical acoustic fatigue location in a cross-stiffened panel is in the skin at the joint with
the supporting structure, the simplified theory can be applied in the acoustic design.

............... * . . . . . .
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In Reference 1, the lateral deflection of the advanced composite plate with a coordinate system
as given in Figure I is assumed unimodal and is expressed in terms of clamped-clamped beam functions for
the 1-1 mode ao follows:

w(Z,y,L) - *(8x) *(Yy) n(t) (1)

with (Ox) - cosh ax - cos ax-a(sinh Bx-sin Ox) (2)

and (Yy) - cosh yy - cos yy-e(sinh yy - sin yy) (3)

In the case of spatially uniform, time harmonic leading the pressure is

p(t) p0 elo (4)

and'the time function in the deflection equation (1) for the steady state case with no damping is

pr e____K. _PPo

with K =D b84 a + 2HaB8y(2-a0a)(2-eyb) + D ay4b (6)
XX yy

M ab M. (7)

10

r 16et (8)
Oy

and w2  K (9)
M

where w is the natural circular frequency.

For the viscous damped case, the amplitude of the steady state solution is

: t ~I(t)j Po I(") (o

with 1~2 2-

H(ao) I- _- +4 ;2((11)

The absolute strains in the upper and lower plate surfaces in unimodal response under harmonic excitation
at the fundamental frequency are 413o found in Reference 1 as follows

je h V i (12)

" and

h por d2pf(3

To determine the unimodal rms strain response to spatially uniform, time random loading. the o,, is
replaced by p(t) and the following equations from Reference 1 result for deflection and strain.

w* (x,y,f) K € K p* (s) (14)

where the asterisk denotes the Fourier transform of the deflection and loading with

2() 2 (15)

The deflection spectral density in terms of the loading spectral density is

Hi () Sp (16)K; K (
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and the mean square unimodal response is

2 o 2
' 2r 2 f S 2 S d (17)

0

For constant spectral density of the applied pressure (i.e. white noise)

f 4 ( 2 Sp (18)

0

The mean square strains at the surface wit,. white noise excitation are

-.2 h2 r2 ,2 d2 T (19

and

h 2  ) 2 0_ IT . (20)

The strain calculations at the center of an edge of the plate have been calculated in Reference 1 and imply
that the strain is larger at the centei of the long edge than at the center of the short edge as is the
case for isotropic plates of uniform thickness.

General Theory

The general theory, develops:_, in Reference 1 and summarized below, is suitable for. programming
for digital computer calculations using the finite element technique. A drawback in attempting to apply
the general theory is that the number of finite elements and node points may be prohibitive in a single
computer run computation of several natural frequencies, mode shapes, and stresses at critical locations
(of complex structures) where acoustic fatigue failures seem likely to occur. Thus major problems may arise
when the equations of the general theory are applied in detailed stress analyses of 'fiber reinforced com-
posite panel, of nonuniform thickness and with attachments such as stringers, ribs am frames.

Natural frequencies and mode shapes can be obtained from the following matrix equation

(qW M {q 01)}A [K] (q (i) - wi2 [ (qMl ) (21) .

where

(KI * stiffness matrix

IM] - mass matrix

{qi - the i mode shape, the eigenvecor

- the i natural frequency

The modal response in the frequency domain to a modal force f(t) !. obtained from ie following

'Se) Z( I).- [QIt {Sf ()) (22)

where

(Sc Matrix of odal amplitudes in the frequency domain

"" i Zj . ( i i2 1j jM

I. Q] . ({q ( q { (2)) . . . I

(S (w)- Fourier transform of f(t)

The cross-power spectral density of the deflection is

__o (M..) [ h [((w)J]] [s trix whs IQ ) I- Z J pese t (23)

where 1f (w)] is a complex matrix whose elements 0f(w) may be expressed s the Pourter transform of
ij
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the cross-correlation function R fj

41f~- (w fff (24)
ii

The stress-deflection, oment-deflection, or shear-deflection is

a - LBJ (d (25)

where LBJ is called the stress matrix when o is a stress.

The pqwer spectral density of a stress, moment, or shear is

S( )- LBa E~dl LBJ t (26)

The mean square stress is

B1 X11 B (27)

B: I where

La'J - LBJ P21

[X) - rz() j 11 zI ZAI

E - C aS*C Xi. ij li ji ji .j.

El "I"Q) (oil "Q)-
J. s (yIj+ Yw 3 / 1

C. : - - . . .

a* l + Zit 1.(y + yJ + YY

IiS

p

where
. - t ra erAted with jo-- I d

A the-r 4 r 4 ' " ; O-

1)sthe power specl deasity aa-atic of the applied pressure.

It Le alto hown io Reference I thot - io a fuoction of teal "tl i 0 t "Iary Coxple-t. of
-- 6catsof the spectral &Asity mtriw (o), Therefore

- L" ca xi ~'Y- E 8 ~Q(28)

t.ho. of Applying the. Genral Theory

By properly ch osing boundery condttions of a quadrsnt.of a pane.1 array that i a),etrlt-l about

} both of It* cent*r line, only the quadrant itself rather Lhn tho NIl penal l needed in the modal .scly-

ls of the sYacetrical :4os. Since oily tho codes that av s -trlcal stout b oth centerline of the

janfull el are c"ited ii rAny teat rd service coUtions, tho'aalyeti of "Iy. ona quadrant of a P al
aray a adequateto uny practical te.

The d ping factors that are needed as input for the reopons calculstioS may be obtal"d in

reoasce tents under discrete irequoncy exacitatie., "

ile pressure crod-Up. 'ral density o y'be obtained trot the analysis ofto data or trot

.erutioo 24 after some theoretical croas-eorrel.tion (unction a if s ssed. The tomer approach y " "

carried out by Making a record on tape of pressure signals at locatlns I and J on the panel ad than 'S

using standard data aalysi, equipment to obtain the real and imafn ary pats of the croe-pectral deasity

of the pressure.

t equar.oa (27)i" may be an t autros, zncnt, or shear. The anunt oC coajutatlon in the usc-

of this equation may be reduce#d by ignoring nodal coupling and coUputiag she dsfltttun. masot, cr4 shear

response of one modde at a tim. it is shown it. Reference 4 that the modal coupling say be relatively
- - ;'s' uoortant,
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3. SONIC FATIGUE CHARACTERISTICS OF SIMPLE BORON-EPOXY COMPOSITE tLATES

The objective of the acoustic tests of the flat boron-epoxy composite panels was to determine
panel mode shapes, panel damping, atgue-lite and thu type of failure wann exposed to acousti. excitation.

Decription of Flat Panel SpecimensIThe dimensions of these plates were nominally 12 X 14 inches and 0.040 inches thick. They were
manufactured by laminating together i plies of orthotropic boron-epoxy material in a 0' - 900 layup symme-
trical about the mid-plane. The outer plys had a fiber orientation of 00. The matrix material was Narmco
5505 and the boron content was 50% by volume.

Test Procedure

These panels were subjected to a sonic fatigue test in a progressive wave acoustic test chamber.
A total of twelve panels was tested one at a time under periodic excitation with a SPL range of 158 dB to
164 dB. The panels were mounted in a pict-lxe frame arrangement and were tested with all edges clamped.
This mounting is shown in detail in Figure 2. Because of the mount, the effective panel size was reduced
to 9 X 11 inches. All teats were conducted with this arrangement except the pnnel damping tests. Mode
shapes and natural frequencies of these panels were obtained by using loudspeaker excitation and measuring
acceleration amplitude and phase angle between a fixed and roving accelerometer. Mode shapes were also
obtained by using a laser beam interferometric technique. Reference 2 provides details of both methods.
Panel damping values were obtained by exciting the panels in the free-free mode using the logarithmic dec-
rement method. Before and during the initial part of the high SPL tests to measure panel fatigue life,
panel strain values were measured. After the strain gages failed, usually dur4ng the early part of the
test, panel amplitude and freq,.ency were monitored using a non-contacting diet ,acement probe. Visual
inspections of the panels were made frequently to determine if fatigue failurs had resulted. Failures
were defined as cracks or ply delaminattons.

* Test Results

The results of the panel tmde shape and resonant frequency studies are presented in Figure 3 for
4 tyjO'- panel.

With th, panel suspended from elastic cord to simulate a free-free condition, panel damping fac-
tors rnged hro about 0,004 at 65 ilt to.0,03 at 400 H:. These values were measured at low SPL's ranging
fes 12$ to 18 d%. Vith) ths "Anql mounted in the picture frame arrangement in the side wall of the pro-
-gr.saive vave. test aemtiont a panel d0aping fictor of 0.028 was measured at a SPI of 125 dB Ad a resonant;, freaay of 127 Hat.

-trai w.aeurs ra ue recorded prior to endurance testing at A dS incrments starting at 130
d11. "reak str in values art gtven In Table I for f.raequencie of maximum response for strain gage locations
-N I through A ahe*-'n in Figure 2. !t tn also showm in Table I that the peak frequency response of these
•pandas raased .ro-a.l3 t at A 'PL of 110 dB to 170 iHa at a SPL of 162 d$,

flure ' ...th.a . A typical sou Md Inpt spectrum for th- 162 4. run and Figure 5 a ,.ypical trtn
ga resxonse *spftrva fo gage ,t 1 at An input SP. of 162 drB.

Zo"Uranct ttstitg results for the boron-epoxy coposite panels are given in Figure 6, Also pre-
s"• Anted in this tlgut t ,e alculate6d eduranct results based upon strain rteponse m asurements for aluti-
e"- 4lloY (02-f)Panels for a KZ value of two. These panels w*r, 0050 inches thick and were tested
u0der" t e sM. coe'dtrios ial. the fiber 'reitfrcad ciepoEto paetol. Theoe results ar( prevmntod or coMr-4,.. p " " tkttipurpoan .

; An ,ttmpt w4e ado during these tests to detertino pat l crack or failure propagat.o rates,
"'it" wAs atcccplC Ihd by using a -sequence cat-era and photographing the failure at eltecttd timw intervals

*"as it. started ,--d oropigatod. Coeplete results of these t ets are given in Raference 2.

bisosion of Ync Resyultsi

'"The va;riationi In anel daping ans due to the manner i n which the paqel w& mounted dAring the
daping weasuimnt pro-eas. In the cat where the patol vas mounited in the free-free condition the damp-
Ing ftctor ,,to - . than en-htlf of one petctot -of critical and Ony structuro danping was bed ses-

A .n, In the c~aste there .the panel vas *munted -inl the picture frae the damping"f;ctor w4a about 3 pbr.tt
of ctiital. This lncrea*e vae attrbt-ed to frtction in the Joiat bet-eon the panel and mounting frame
amd p-os.ibly to the differeuce in the, panil node shapes.

tbe -shift titcsaan, frequency (TAble I) at peak rsoro an a function of Sri was due to the
mon -4l4r respon* of the panels. This ,i ve-rified by. thoamplitude "Jumt' phenozmnon ohserved during
preimiinary sweep irequancy r ns to determine t1t freq y of peak reuponse used for- the endurance testing,

-Figure 6 shoev the endurance life of the 8 ply bocon-epexy panels to be p4r.ter than 108 cycles
at a M. of 13 dl. Thi crnrrespoded to a measured paak attain value of a 2130 in/in at gage position
"1, In c parloa. the alualmnu panpl khifth was 25 porcent thicker, had a peak strain at gage position

*. " " ,x I at t 1330 u in/An, This corrs ded to a life of approximately 6 X lO cycles for 2024-T3 aluminum
.-• 'wiTh a i T vale of 2.

The visible point of incipient fAllure in the boron composite panela typically appeared as a
c crack in the outar ply tmediatejy adjacent-and parallel to the clamped boundary,. Generally. the falire
. .. ,d progres t4rough the reasing plys and, if undarect d, often result it the c oaplete disintegration
of a fSll eon¢edtrated area near the boundary. This was sottms accompanied by severe delamination at
the outer ply. A typical boron cospositS panel failure is shovn in Figutu 7.
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4. BEAM SPECIMEN SHAKER TESTS

There were two principal objectives of the shaker tests, First, to obtain experimental S-N data
for different joint configurations and material systems to determine the relative advantages of the various
types of specimens. Second, to demonstrate that experimental S-N data could be obtained and applied in the
design of joints of fiber reinforced composite panels in acoustic environments without resorting to acous-
tic tests. The use of shaker teats was employed to obtain S-N data for the joint assemblies because shaker
teat programs are less costly for a fixed number of test specivens and can provide stress or strain versus
life data for a joint assembly that are applicable to joints in panels under acoustic loading.

Description of Beam Specimens

In order to conduct shaker tests to obtain acoustic design information, it was necessary to
establish carefully the specimen design and test procedure for shaker excitation. The designs of the
acoustic test specimens (cross-stiffened panels) and the shat c test specimens were based -n obtaining
experimentally the same key parameters (including modes of failure) in the acoustic specimens as in the
shaker specimens. By following this procedure, considerable acoustic design information can be obtained

* by conducting shaker tests to supplement the data generated in the acoustic tests.

The shaker test specimen design was based on the location of the first acoustic fatigue failure
* of the joint assembly of the cross-stiffened acoustic test panel described in Section 5. A detailed stress

analysis was conducted on two cases: (1) a beam of unit width with geometrical and elastic properties of a
section taken betwo-en the T-sections and (2) a beam of unit width with geometrical and elastic properties
of a section taken between the I-beams of the nominal 10 X 7 inch central bay of the acoustic test panel.
The analysis was performed by considering the beam clamped at both ends and 'oaded by a uniform unit static
pressure. Based upon the results of this analysis which is detailed in Reference 1, it was Jetermined that
the initial acoustic fatigue failures in the test panel should be expected near the T-section stiffeners
rather than near the I-beam stiffeners. Therefore the design considering th, '-section details was chosen
as the shaker test specimen design. Specimen details are given in Figure 8.

In the shaker test program, an adhesive-bonded joint was used for one joint configuration and a
riveted joint for the other. These two configurations are typical of configurations projected for use in
aircraft applications, In addition, the following material combinations were used: (1) graphite-epoxy skin
to graphite-epoxy stiffeners, (2) graphite-epoxy skin to titanium alloy stiffeners, and (3) boron-epoxy
skin to titanium alloy stiffeners. The stiffeners refer to shaker specimen components that simulave either
ribs, spars, or stringers. The Fothergill/Harvey Courtaulds HT-S/4617 graphite-epoxy system and the Narmco
5505 boron-epoxy system were selected as the composite materials for the test program. Fl-123-2 adhesive
was chosen for bonding the fiber reinforced composite skins to the internal structure in joint assemblies
of the shaker specimens. FM-123-2 w-s chosen because of its low modulus and relatively low curing tempera-
Lure (250').

Test Procedures

The shaker specimens were fatigue tested either individually or three at a time by clamping the
web section of the simulated stiffener to a test fixture mounted on top of a ohlker. See Figure 9 for the

* details of this arrangement. The ends of the beam were tree and the tests were conducted by exciting the
second syt-,etrical bending mode with the response frequency being about 200 Hz. The shaker tests were con-
ducted under narrow-bdnd random excitation with a 20-Hz bandwidth signal. See Figure 10 for a typical
base acceleration input.

Throe typos of transducers were used to monitor the specimen response, accelerometers, strain
gages, and a capacitiv di,)placement probe The primary measurement tn-a th. strain response of the 4pedc-
men. input vibration levels were set and controlled to produce predetermined strain levels. The other
transducers were used to maintain this strain response after the failure of Ott strain gages.

For ,% S-N curve of a joint ass-embly to have meaning, It is ncessary to define S. In simple
coupon fatigue te!,ts o hocogensos materials, S 01 usually defined att the applied otreSs, However, for
the joint a.semblies of panols and beamjs ouch as were tested in this program under acoustic or nhaker exci-

.. tetion, S Is more. difficult to define. F:r oxample, if faurvs occur-in the akin, S should hu reloted in
soei mannor to the stress or stran in the skinj if failures occur In the idhesive, S should be related in
some manner to the stress or strait in thet adhesive. The generalization of this concept is that S should

-be related to the atress or strain in the 1. tigued co: onent of the joint assembly. The expertmentrl
fatipguo failure,, in the shaker rest program vrc. instrumental in defining S as the strain in -the outer

-- . "- surface layer of the skin (where itigue failures occurred) of the Joint assembly. The r.'eronce strain
wast mena.sured at the loc.!tion shL'n in Figure ii. A typi,,al spectral shape of the tis strain roponse at
the reference location is shownt in Figure 12 for a base acceleration of l 's.

Fatigue Failuros

The fatigue failures of All Rhaker - pecimvns 1nitiated in the skin. For the bonded specimens,
the failure location was at. the ends of the bonded joint conn,tting tt', skin to the T-sections. For the
riveted -,pecimens, the failure locatf 11 was at the end ol the b.nded aLtachment connecting the Akin to the
backup detail that ha t 

L .n bonded to the.skin prior to the riveting.

.rior to the start oF tests, it was decided that a test would bt. terminated at 108 cycles if no
failure occurred, if a drop of 20 percent in the response frequency from its value at the beginning of the
fatigue test occurred, or if a fialurv wai observed, An ohserved fa'ure van defined S a visible crack
(.without the u' . of a micros'ope) of approx,- itely 0,01 inch. Ouriu E, the tests, when a crack was approxi-
mately 0,01 inch long, it woulA often propagate rapidly vith a timalta.aous sharp drop in the response
frequency.
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Discussion of Shaker S-N Data

The S-N data obtained in the shaker tests are presented in Figure 13. The number of test cyclea
.K Ito failure was computed by summsing the products of the specimen natural frequency and the duration that

the response remained at that frequency. Frequency changes were noted during the tests and the total num-
ber of cycles to failure calculated.

An~ objective of the shaker test program was to obtain S-N curves with sets of six-ply specimens
that simulated a portion of the bonded joints used in the acoustic test program. The S-N curves of Figure
13 are useful because they indicate life that can be expected from a larger population of different types
of test specimens. Because of the faw specimens in each set, the confidence levels associL ed with life
predictions based on the S-N shaker specimen test results are significantly lower than the confidence
levels associated with material allowables for the design of metallic aircraft structural elements. How-
ever, it does appear that the rms fatigue strain at 10 cycles under the narrow band random loading of the
six-ply (90/± 45)S graphite-epoxy and boron-epoxy laminates is at least ten percent of the static, ultimate

tensile strain of the six-ply laminates.

The test results show that the riveted fiber reinforced composite specimens had longer lives
than non-riveted specimens. The longer life of the riveted specimens has been attributed to less stress
concentration at the edges (of the bonded area) where the fatigue failures initiated in the skins of the
shaker specimens. Less stress concentration at the edges of the bonded areas is expected when the load
transfer is from the stiffeners through the three rivets into the backup plates and into the graphite-
epoxy or boron-epoxy skins. The backup plates which were bonded to the skin are desirable when using
countersunk rivets in thin skins.

Based on the teat data, in general, t,.- vibration specimens with graphite-epoxy skins have longer
life when the stiffeners are titanium alloy rather than graphite-epoxy. The differences In life at a
given strain have been attributed to the graphite-epoxy stiffenier being more flexible than the titanium
alloy stiffener, Hence, the strain across the specimen width (in the vicinity of a fatigue failure) is

*less uniform and consequently results in a higher stress concentration (and shorter life). at the etige of
*the width of the bonded areas (where all fatigue failure initiated) of the specimens wi~h graphite-epoxy
*stiffeners. The preceding Implies that the specimen life is dependent on tile Stress concentration at tho,

edges of the width of the bonded areas (where fatigue failures have initiated) of the vibration specimens.
The use of the titanium alloy stiffeners and the use of rivets with titanium alloy back-up plates bonded
to the skin apparently reduced the stress concentration end led Lo longer lives.

5. SONIC FATIGUE TESrS ON CRO$S-STl1FENED PANELS WiITh JOIJNTS

The basic objei-,tive of the acoustic test of the crosa-tciffne graphite-epoxy coopsito patiels
was to obtain dynaaiic and sonic fatigue charActertistics of the joint aselmblies.

Description of Cross-sitiffened Panel Specimens

*Three acouatic teot panels v.ire i-tsernbled with 4 ply (0/!45S) grAphitoe-poxx skint int .6 ply
(t45/O)S graiphitte epoxy 1-b-,eams and i-soctions. in. the Aottoabled panelsi, the 1-boamsv :ztilzitt thi ribn
and the f-sections simulated iarringoro. The: graphite-epoxy rlyitenm tized va-s the adm 46 dieAtrltbed for Cho.
beanr specimens. FKach acotic toat panel v4s ross-stiffened and contAined 11;60 anSa ays In a
thvo~e by tit. e aray. Sea Fiure 14, which is a tachematie of thef pand,~l Jhe etral V-41.el. WaV andI theQ
s kin and joint aiwsemblitto enlowing the ay were enaidered 4* Vqinig within the "toot voctio"" ?Aft of the

Test Procedure

The acotustic panelis weyre rsubJtctvd U, 0 NOnic far~uea test lit A ugeuv ave acougtic: tqps
chariber. Tfie> vot, tented oingly to A lriad-band excitation with an overall . -f16di F" the Fox\-
nant frequenzy 4n,4 odetl *urveys, the pani. vqer.% excitedb los $M.r of 16e adA t , rnat i~
quenties vtre d~etermittod by s~eeoee~And the aeide tah~pen by using :he Chiadnl patttt%, tetlmiquv,.
Dataping factor# weriz f.tainvA by uwicg .het logArithaic decre-,4iit zmethod, utiliating-.he 0eattllograph daocay
record takon fro. the Accelero,40rer flignalti 4urilfi t0e ooddi survoy. fperigontal str.4in vxerisup Acoistic
presnsure data wore ilso, recorded vtrrt lo at 136 415 with 3 dV. I~cranvntA to defetliit Vi nonilinear reffects,

woeprzttcat. Visviil inaipettins Wve 44112- to letcct Aconstic fatigue faiturca, which ver-e defined a,. the
* first obgvrvation of A fatigue crack or daaiatc. in addition, visual inopoctiong %.Ore =tade whenI Milx-

p-ecte-J strain or proesur# fluctuations oCurreit. Strain gages uere, moutn*d on the ranl-el and twieir locations
are shown In Figure 14,

~RvpreietAtive dtailed results irx. the acoustic tc-t aro devscriboA -;n tho follovlNg. Pa n;,l
resonances 4ind thir ampkii4red model nivapen art given In figure .15 (or Paneol ,r 2.

DI).Vnpins factore qssociatedi with the decay of pantl resonancest obtatre4 by uslits the iogarithatt
*docratwitt method are giver in Table iil for P'anels Nr 1, 2, and 3.

Straini readinga taktin at I d.' increments are pivan In 7able tit (or A srletted ilumher of &Agre
onl the skin for Panel Nr 2. Alrio cho itpectral demit''v v the acountic prexautrqe is Ckivizn int Vigure 16 fr
an overall SFL of 139 d8. and the strain opoctral density fot Rage Nr 2 at an overall SPL of 119 da Sad
166 d4i reapetti.'ely lin Fijures 17 and 18.

'rie eteoustic latigue test on the three paoelks watt conducted at ikn ovorall SP1. of 166 Al. The
firot panel experienced a premature failure that wai; attributed to a desiqn and manufacturing; deficioiv
that 4vs corrected for the next two panels. The secorsd and third panels each srv!hc, IN1 hoursc of Lxpo-
sure to theo broad-baud high Intenisity noise envirn.-wnt.
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Acoustic Test Conclusions

The tests demonstrated that high quality, graphite-epoxy panels with thin 6-ply skins can be
exposed to a high intensity broad-band acoustic environment for at least i08 cycles without experiencing
acoustic fatigue failures in the skin and/or in the joints. The strain and life data obtained in the
acoustic tests of the last two panels showed rather close agreement. The nominal bay dimensions chosen- , for the panels were typical of dimensions in thin-skinned metallic, aircraft structures. The strains
developed in the acoustic tests were too low to produce acoustic fatigue failures and therefore it was not
possible to compare directly the lives of :he vibration specimens in the program with the acoustic panels.
However, by fabricating acoustic panels with larger bays it should be possible in acoustic tests to obtain
cross-stiffened panel failures under multimodal strain response at some average frequency, that can be
compared directly with vibration specimen failures under unimodal strain response. Such tests would pro-duce more data to assess the usefulness of the procedure described below for predicting acourtic fatigue
life based on the average response frequency and the overall rms response strain.

The absence of an acoustic fatigue failure in these panels was predicted based upon a three-step
procedure. First, experimental overall rms strains in the panel skin were obtained at acoustic fatigue-* . critical locations at the reference SP-L which in this case was 166 dB. Second,. the number of cycles of
acoustic response was calculated as the product of an average frequency of response times the time duration
of acoustic exposure at 166 dB. Third, the combination of rms strain from Step I and cycles of response
from Step 2 was compared with the experimental S-N data (Figure 13) that were obtained in the shaker tests
of specimens with graphite-epoxy skins and otiffeners.

6. APPLICATION OF ANLYSIS MITODS

The objective of thi analytical offort was to develop a prpcedure to predict the natural frequen-
cies, mode shapes, and stress-stratn respons~e of flat cross-stiffened, fiber reinforced zoaposite panels
subjected to random acoustic excitatton. Equations for these prediczions wre presented in Section 2.Since there are only limited -xperimental data available to assess adequately the validity of theae Iqua-- tiona as applied to cross-st,.feed f.iber reinforced composite pancls, the 4pproach taken in thl proera
VAs to investigate axalytically several probl.ms th4t could be solved for both isotropie pAneIs as fiber: re!'Forced composite panels. The isotropi, panels were considered first. Thee, with those results to
iserve as i guide, the 1n- v.tigation was extended to inctude the vibration characteristics and dyrte
rosponls of compoite P4nels to random acoustic ecitazviou.

Tha orthpp orpoatin ha av~labe t the bcgninolitl Of this elffort a dtgltAl coeputor proga
referred to as RSOYN that *a capable of perfor .alng thoe c l cuaten rqut i by the genral th--,rvy othr
digital conputer progras -hAving A si lr caability art av*lts e and alca b'e taj in ta=o 1te#r

Sthat RMYN was.t ro. It istthe intent t the following to prtsent onlyp a stom arr y of the rVfaolts a tht
l qvrio coaputatinal proeedurn, ano the athd;o of uttit UnRPYr for ,terf r i thse ltyo cr-befound In Retarcncte 1.

* ppict onto Iso0tropict PiAte-0

The theory f.as first appliedA wo * ks.-iisre ;I I 21 X Q.lQ1.1ic flat,.ntfeesrpeg lo
0 Isltt cl.§pdn 0Al t our edges. .$hatural Vrqsas essaed~lciss n tan ero coeputnd4bY different $Qthods. TMo results of tha v-Arios eacslaa e r s t I table Iv.- Tho 4M0f1tk AMd
o trdans are ben*d 4n fully rp'rfolsod visits oi and caepntc4 for te c~jter cof a p1tt

The 4osetust anrttsanpt to the fsss"aaentsl fr4equenacy tstin 14hhe fcc oe itE *1w-
pliftca the orys with the retEangula41r finiteX met 0ri e4S' A ins Xhat the traengUlAr 0eptnef of
MIT$h Io pvfrefe to t1.. trIU1af ar ptto.

VhQ'n 16 o401 aM IS *are 0l.qo*Menr wtent sand th ThV a hath itneb4'o*e
wa edcdby53percnt, the vtzna rqunywsicna nrsiatot henrrgnzie. i
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k Application to Fiber Reinforced Composite Panels

Using the results of the previous section as a guida, the theory wa$ now used to predict the free
vibrations and the strain-strc- response of fiber reinforced composite panels ubjected to random acoustic
excitation.

The stmplified theory and the finite element approach with REDYN were first used t compute the
fundamental frequency and strain in an orthotropic plate t:iat was clamped on all four edges. *he .-N,,r'
used was iacended to simulate theL central bay of the cross-ztiffened, graphite-epoxy .est panels previounly
described. The, central bay dimensions used for this solution were 6 X 9 inches to accounit for the 1-beam
and T-section flanges which supported the nominal 7 X 10 inch central bay by approximately 0.5 Inches
around the periph~ery and thereby reduced the unsupported area of the panel. The computed fundamental fre
quoncy and the unimo-dal strain response At the edges of the long and short edge of the p~ate are given in
Table V1. The strain gage response for gases Nr 2) and 7 is also given in Table %! for aicoustic teait panels
Hr 2 and Hr 3.

The linea%, finite etlement program REDYN was ailso used to predict (Table VI) the fundamental
frequency and strain response near strain gages Nr 2 And 7, in the skin of the central bay of the acoustic
test panels. The finite element mo-del, [i this case, designed for the icalysis represented only one quad-
rant of the co~plete c~oss-st iffe-ned panel with bound v conditions- chosen to producey symmaetrical respons.e
about che piane! centerlinies tn4 zero deflect ion and Slope At the Other two edges.. Reference 1 gives the
complete -details of this model. It should! be noted chat thea theoretical strains wc'1 it the centroids
of winal finite elemants *.hot included the, location of strain gages N&C 2 and 7.

Ttwere ist agreement be-tvven te theoretIcal frequtenciest gUvvn in Table VI Anid thene ino turn d-ree
with the esperimontal values,. there is ,Also genral agreemenrt betwven the, strains( predicted beV ihe e
function approiach and both r.'nlce alerwnt ;:alculationd for the simple plate an.1 the cossifndpnl
however, these do not Agree with the experimental values. This- disagreement if kte sat crder d eiini-
tedo 4A discrepAncies between theoretical strgins and expertlncnttal stessrooorted by previousiveti
gscor* for the dynaaic: behavio r of isotropic p-oc'a. this disagreement -Le h te duto to the following (1) n-",i-
linear sat-esu relationship. (2) local s- ratn At the eihr of the ro-sitndpelma y be4
stgniicsnt ly itifluenced by the oa!gcuitotrv that hasi not been mlodeledt in the tIyn1-Aa Cc nh odel
for the ervos-tilfenan elA is4d toA little bletter in thsitpet o (3) the cuti pressdure :!t ot Sr

grid $(t the finite einep-t anal1ysts 4n" by aceenoctingr fo3r cho dev'iations lyroe± the aaut;rw ful Corzo istedr

efl at 1a- lesmitsd herwilpoit' the nIa~e a <,,I 't'It 4 Iole vuna%< tr 11-' ec i4 a

sk11 fsig 4qd'Ilv At the trstesn vi!4 lberep 4; t' . rtro s niaay-s iaaniidter Id aril

anays. em~vtr oigt; for 1rJiimgte .aitl..~-e~C 4 teinimatdi tt-4reseI
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Figure 7. Typical Boron-Epoxy Panel Failure
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TABLE I PICAL PANIEL STRAIN~ CAGE RESPONSE DATA'

T ~ .~leak Strait. - Hicroinch.ej4Inch
SPL Freq

dB RZ GAGE NR

13. 13 t280 t11 i±t210 ±90

134 155 440 180 330 180

138 170 550 240 410

142 .180 650 .. 320 470-

.1416 194 ~ 960 400 650

.150 225 V 1250 620 1076

154 233 1400 700 1100

18 2'60 2150 1000 1 50

162 270 2700 15

164 1750___

TABLE 11 DAMPlIh-G FACTORS

MY PIENR 3 1 6 -8 J
PAE R 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3j

Frequency (Ha) 184 187 177 184 187 170 177

Daikping Factor .023 .016 .013 .017 .017 .013 .012

~ j .Vrequency (Hz) 233 238

LDamping Factor .014 .03?

Frequency jUt i77- 277

-. aspiiug Factor .017 .015

Frequency (4z) 343 348

Dampin~Factor. ..1v1 .015,

-~1 - TABE S TRAIN~ tAGXR RESPONSE

(~iCR0 CMU UP.1S~FOR P."IL Nz .2

_IOverall: Sound4 Pr.eure. LWv. (do ro 0,0002 dynem)
ltSJ 3 1 42 145 1i48 151 154 157 160 163 166

-4R dB do OB dB d o 43 d do do

88 .112 .128 .152 176, :200 -225: 2.60. 275. 3 00 3
.2 U 4 10. 2 10..26 310345 5wg55

:6 6 0 901.i4 114 120 140 L" 16 190z .-210
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TABLE IV COMPARISON OF FREQUENCIES, DEFLECTIONS and STRAINS

Clamped-
?MDYN Clamped

Beam Experi-
-_Function mental

Element Triangu- Triangu- Retan- Rectn- Rectan-
Type/Nr lar/50 lar/72 gular/25 gular/36 gular/25

Nodes 36 49 36 49 36
'-*,Ii 1 1 1

Quad- + + +
rants Symmetry Symetry Symetry 4 4

i " Frequon-rqcy ez 76.1 77.0 79.7 78.4 77.7 80.7 76.0

Deflec-
tion in 0.061 0.057 0.059 0.050 0.056
(rms)

Princi-
,• palStrain 85. 106. 98.5 96.5 i0

u in/in

TABLE V THEORETICAL MODE SHAPES

LOCATION DEFLECTION

Beams REDYN, 36 Nodes, REDYN, 36 Nodes
Functions Triangular Elements, Rectang tar Elements,

(D) OeQuadrant One Quadant

0.0 .00 .00 .00
0.1 .14 .12 .13
0.2 .43 .39 .41
0_1 .67 .69 .71
0.4 .94 .97 92

1.00 1.00 1.00

TABLE VI COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF CROSS-STIFFMhED
PANELS WITH ANALYTICAL CALCULATIONS

. Strain -at Strain at
Acoustic Fundamen- Centar of Center of

Approach M<ethod Loading til Freq. Short Side Long Side
dB Hz Gage #7. Gage 12

P iWinn p in/in

The"-ore " "" Simplified method 1391 182 406
. "Theoretical (Beam Functions) .1. - 40

Finite Mounnt
Theoretical (IEDYN) U04tifened 139: 101 34180

Plate:"..... "Pl - .

Finite tlegent
Theoetic*1 (ROIIN) CToos- 1391 165 168 304

:tiMfaUS4 Panel

"xpllimntal Tet Panel #2 139 :  " 181 96 . 60

"xisi~ntaj Test Pael 93 139 170 7 164 .. .,

1 - The aeotile loading was chractetited as fully correlated white noise *nd the
pre" Ure PS wae v*0ita4ed from tht data anslysis ot the pievure applied to acou .-
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SESSION I DISCUSSION DAMPING AND COMPOSITE STRUCTURES

SCommenting on Mr. Hay's paper, Dr. Mead said t! . damping measurements from response tests
carried out in travelling wave tube test faciliti would be complicated by the fact that some.
wodes of vibration of the structure would have high acostic damping. This is likely to be more
significant at lower frequencies and therefore the dampng values mea ared at low frequencies may
well be exaggerated. There are several damping mechanisms present which depend on frequency and
mode wavelength in different ways. For example, shear damping is likely to be dependent on wave-
length squared whereas daming due to bending momentq on joints is independcnt of wavelength. It
therefore seems unrc-listic to look for a simple frenuency law. Dr. White commented on the effect
of non-linearity of joints and added that there is also a possibility of non-linear stiffness

* being significant in some of the modes. This affects the way in which damping can be derived from
the vector diagrams. The maximum amplitude and the maximum x. 'e of change of arc length do not
occur at the same frequencies. Mr. Hay replied that in some tests there'were results for different
levels of excitation and so ir might be possible to look at the .ffect of amplitude and hence see

I if there is any marked non-linearity effect appearing. In reply to another question, Mr. Hay
id that the data Dresented was for a mixture of modes. It was not easy to identify the modes but

it might be possible to indicate which are the lower order modes.

4, Mr. Wolf was questioned on the details of the experimental procedure used in his work. He
I replied that all the failures were in the skin material for both bonded and rivetted constructions.

Stress concentrations were present which are not reflected in the S-N data. No measurements were
mide of the stress distribution in the skin over the stiffener. it was suggested that the rivetted
specimen appeared to have a longer life than the bonded specimen on the S-N piot because the tests
were done on the basis of controlling the strait. at a point some distance from the stress concen-
tration. The different strain gradients in the two types of attachments could result in unfair
comparisons. In reply to a question on failure determination, Mr. Wolf said that a frequency.
change of about 20% was deemed to define failure. All failures were at the edge cf the panels.
At.empts were made to position the failures at the centre of the panel by using doublers at the
edges. They also tried to get information on crack propag.. ion rates by using holes to initiate
cracks. This was not very successful. In reply to another question, Mr. Wolf said that they had
tried to monitor the strain on the Boron pinels but it was very diffcul to keep the strain gauges
on tlhe panel. They lasted for only about 2 minutes a" the higher strain levels. Reference 2, which
is :it the course of preparation, will gf"o the strain data which is considered to be reliable.
Non-cont-cting displacement transducers were also used on the beam .tests. The stiffness proper-
ties of the composite were determined from-mechanical te,,ile tests. as describe I in reference I.

li
'5 .. • ] -. . . -- .. , _ - .

. . . -"
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SONIC FATIGUE OF DIFFUSION-BOND)ED
TITANIUM SANDWICH STRUCTURE

1. Holahowse4
Technology Staff Engineer

Rohr Indties, Inc.
I Chula Vista, California 92012

I U.S.A.

SUMMARY

Titanium honeycomb sandwich structure is being increasingly demanded for aerospace structural
applications. A major limitation in meeting this demand has been the availability of a joining systemI capable of realizing the structural and thermal properties of titanium alloys. Four systems Lre available;
adhesive bonding, aluminum brazing, resistance weldiag and diffusion bonding. Of these, only resistance
welding and diffusion bonding have the full temperature capability of titanium and it is believed that dif-
fusion. inding has structural advantages, particularly in sonic fatigue. This paper deals with the sonic

I fatigue characteristics of titanium sandwich utilizing a "Liquid Interface Diffusion" (LID) bonding process.
Sixteen test panels were subjected to vound levels of up to 170db for extended time periods. Various failura
modes and times to failure were observed. Sufficient strain and acoustic data were taken to develop a semi-
empirical design analysis nomograph. The analytical approach taken utilized a single degree of freedom
random response equation combined with a finite element approach for determining natural frequencies and
static stress values. The effect of skin repairs and facing-to-core bond voids were investigated by testing
panels with programmed defects. Sonic fatigue testing was also performed on titanium honeycomb sandwich
panels reinforced with* graphite-epoxy laminates.

1. INTRODUCTION

I The analytical approaches used to determine the natural frequencies, static stressea and dynamic
: tresoes for the teat panel configurations &re presented in the first soctioti. The second section deals withI the ex erimental approach, and includes the test results. The analytical and experimental results are thent
brought-togewer in ueieu of regression analyses to provide simplified equations for calculating frequen-jcieg end stress levels, These equations are then used to ganerate deoign no 'w.grapha which are presented in

a ~~section 5. with a recommended design procedure. The effects of panel fabrication defects on sonicftiu
lito are discuosed in the ocperiMenL.1l section,4

Z THEORETICAL APPROACH

a~'2A1 iNTROOUCTION

Although~ acosticaliy-induced vibrations uisually consist of several response modle., fatigue
dasag is usually dominated by on~i mode. This enables a ige*ere4lf-e~ theory to be used to on-
t imnto dynamic stres4 lavels. Natural frequoncy and st~Atic stress components of the dynmIc otrese equation
are determined sing flnito-element strutureal analysis computer progrAzte.

2.2. 06I~RAL THEORY

4.les (Rafino 1) has developed. a rijedge-fhe os ~pouso equation for the mean
j s~uarv stress:

.f where f the natural frequency of the fundawal al modea in Hs

Gf)uspectral dens~ty of the acatistic. PrOAeA-se at -the iroqtl~ay f

Ja W static stress dtm to al un~iform uit e~tatic pressure 1o"d

t' ds~.pinS ratio

Eutot 1 hta found videspt-ead application in soniqt fatigue iahlysis. HC0of~wa 10 n t to
utiV -to it. the following. Aea'mmtiono art side:

It a) Only one rasponke mod: affacto fatigue lie. This $4 usually wsui*4 -to be the 4Lundea~*tai

b) thte vibration mode sba is tdont~atl to that deeladelon mode under. a "Uaokm sttire Vretnre

0)Acoustical Pressure& *re *aatlty It PILae over -the whole psnl.
4) wile spvctrAl density of the acouatica1 Pressure is constat ita t i squancy CA%*nea the

twdas.tal *rw.4usoy of iho pauel.

'Tba se~~t~iee a. ha e .a el"4I.0 temelis t . Slet1% 4m044001k ~ e~a
* ~ et~at~ i'tnats oeral. espftse. seresese. Assuinag iull fti3tL.Qt th# W01.~ edJt. .le d to i
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In structural design work, Lh' dama g ratio (r) is estimated from py'evious experi.~nce and is
usually in the region of 0.02 to J).05. 1. determinat! ui of vatural frequencies (fr) and v'.atic stresses
(oo) is described in the following paragrap~is.

23 FREQUENCv ANALYSIS

Works by Abel (Ref ere- .) and Ah"_ (Refer, nce 3, were usad to calculate natural frequencies.
islmtdto ;!iisymmetrical structures and L.,adings. In odrto .4se this method .or fl.- plates, a near

iefernte 2ras cylind.be was thled i.ng of theproraion wasecio 'p- d baor oaii fec es 4iAesI
method has the advantage of simplicity and short computer time (less than ine minute i-ar casu Later in
the program Ahmed's nathod was used. Thit. work is m. a complex and doe no. have the axisymmet. tcal limita-
tion. The two methods gave similar values 'or fully-fixed ed~ges. However, Abel's program coul,. not be
usnd for low aspect ratio sinly-supported flat plates because the appropriaLL boundary conditions along
the short edges could not be bimulated. Siv.-e only fixed edges were to be considered in the final analysis
and a computer program based on Abel's work was available, these frequenc is were used in the subsequent
dynamic stress calculations, Figures 1 and 2 (from Reference 5) were used to determine core shear modulus
and core density values, respectively. Ccrrugated foil values were used. T.b~la 1 lists panel conf ura-
tions and shows a compar.usoa of calculated frequencies using Refiarence 2 and 3.

Table I
Calculated Freqt'encies

CONFIG. PAE FACING CORE CLAMPED FREQVEIIES
NUMBER DEPTH THICKNESS1

(IN.) I (IN.) CELL SIZE FOIL. DENSITY SHEAR AV", AD
(IN.) THICKNESS LB/FT3  MODULUS (r

_________ ____ _ ___ _ __ __ _ ___

1 1/8 .005 3/16 .002 6.8 73,000 121
2 1/4 V3 3/16 .0015 5.1 35,000 287 ,~299

3 1/4 .008 j 1/4 .003 7.; _V',500 216 287

4 .1/4 .012 3/16 .002 f 6 '4 73,000 29430

5* 1/4 . .020 3/16 .0015 5.1 55,000 308 307
61/4 1 .01^0 3/16 .002 6.9 . 73,000 309 508

7 1/4 .020 1/4 .0q~3 ~7.1 82,500 308 307{ 8 -. 1/2 .008 3J16 .05 5.1 . 50O 44524.

9 -1/2 1012 . 3/16 .0015 3.1 5 ,000 514 4

~* { 10 1/2' .020. 1/4 .037~82,500 523 547

in order to construct a Frequency design nomograph (partgreph 5.V 11 implif~d quatian itso
obsud(poragrph 4.2) by regrossing h firequ'tits ejaculated uaiug R~ofajcnce 2 agalat thepogram

4AI5YWANALYSStet

pre'aa of bf2 L3vos in the p:rogvam T UN (a.:e la.~ nrlpr" cpu-edr~x4srur dl autlyi
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The following element properties were used in the computations:

6AI-4V Titanium Faces 3AI-2.5V Titanium 3/16 x .002 Core

E- 16 x 1 6 lb/in2  o
16 bi 2  G2 3,0

G " 6.2 x 10 iblin G 43,800 in (Transverse)

P - 0.16 x b/in
3

The orthotropic core limitation is not generally representative of honeycomb core. Shear
modulus values in the transverse direction are 60% of the values in the ribbon direction for the core used
in this program. The values given in Figure 2 are for the ribbon direction. Since the comparison between
.nalytical and experimental data was to be eade in the transverse direction, the 601 values were used in
estimating static stress levels. However, auL.i a change in the core shear modulus had only a 2% effect
on the facing stress values. Because of this minimal effect of shear aodulus on stress, the differences
in shear moduli for the different honeycomb cores were aeglected. in the static stress analysis. In the
worst case,, this represented a 2. loss of acctracy.

Table 2 shows a comparison betweu Ahmed's and NASMN static atresa values at the c nter of a
clamped panel for a uniform static pressure of 1 lb/ft2.

Tlsble 2

S!. c Strssss Due to Unifom Pfw e of I UaR 2

PA24Z DETU FACING STaSSSEI-

(IN.) _ __7 -
1/8 .001 104.0

,14 G,0.s 33.9 .3 ,

1/4 .020 1317 13.2
- t .- - - -.-

1, M0 17.0 16.7

j Val j .1 ~ _ _

rath~r twu tjgotwvwsrs 0.0yal- %uVf* in kgr

4.-- i the- -" V.,CIM:" - ti "A4C0to .Ot# r nw 4t t~e so& O A-10#..fu X Wl- -t ,tiut it for. ;%" l .1 %Ab '

" h ib .Oat " .blr a a4 uI t 0 0 16 Q f v d o b ) .., -

104

" - A - .. . S. -.. . -

t-0004

,,'. ., t.

.., . Az. ' ,

ittp~~ nqgrsao e4-~~ V41ug *Q t1s pr# ,rhA 4*4et Par~te-t
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3I EXPERIMENTAL APPOAcH

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The objective of the experimental investigation vas to obtain structural response and fatigue
life data for the titanium honeycomb panels under randoe acoustic loadjag. hte data iozt the eapit :al
basis for a simplified sortic Zatigue design nomograph.

Sixteen panels comprising 10 different configurations were tested in .. 'progresai re-wave t
Two panels had conrrolhtd clre-to-facing voids, one had a racing repair and one had a potetd insert. Also
tested were two panels wattn graphite-epoxy reinforced facings. Thirteer of the panels were tested to
failure.

3.2 TEST PANEL DESIOA4

ThIe 10 configuration-s tested are given in T~b'F' 1. Each panel =Lssur;ed 25.25" x 18.5" with
* ~6A%1-4V titanium facings and IAI-2.SV titaniumi core (ccF~td) lc-dezpth closc'uts were used to. represent

a clamped onrdittoo when mounted in the "progreaive-vave- ;ube." Edge doitbiera were rypicC of desqign
practice, being, 1-4/4" 'wid with their thickness correapinding to facing tNblckneas* as follows:,

V4,'ing Thickness. DoubletThickness

.005 .1

.0011.012

.tt44.016

.20 .070

Pasnetl aread densitivs xen11ed fr<om 1/4 to 1 .J4 1b~fC.

b raig rel -te3net Welding$ 4ad di.JffUsi b.ondingr. Of then, en' rcsitsta-c weldIng -ad ttunbcln
xesise4 the fall teeater cnpatbtiik of ttta.~ aioc h a sdIn this proraa vets diffusicvO

* acasfurnazCe. The, LIP) clirne then~ difuted 4itv kshe oqhatrat. wud diui to a% p-oixt vwro degts'

I5 i3t141o bsswttral t isM4Inind 1-I.lj' w- it 'pf--

AAA&'ito tI hig treng4 t *-I) Iotwt I 1n ttaftsrvtet*,ga~atgotsba

ale~~s .1 ttecasesof. SMi ee'ZV1 to. eah tide WV~ I/) giraTzl &awgnRf Wae We-tS to avatol ex- -

rne s -t~IA vergin efe~t. isew~eoi'ene vea sed- *'C Wamtid accuar-itik kll_as 9,- 0-1 Ven

tect Centet.tvfto kft+"k " rQ 1*,g~

tub-.' at the fik5s~.-a1 s re~tc til.ty it ~tN_ 1&enita.Cei-. Auut pn ~eo!

panell desfirgns tegSTed). Thstlnstkas "Aircwd' it Vee. AeP4TAtn tri* 0s tkatto 19dcl that tht vcr-
aibility of ai fartg..e ttl n VaO re*t. esavar this V-as daneO, tg'ssiAre V*an: crtfnss4'd at a hjghe;545I5

the Lent faiiy, hsetail level A naniined d Vteitacy~etqr at-e t'!ethtL)o

The.z p~taig wr ue'ztt.4 so to coel r"--wbla iiIyatVfege.Teit. Ortf~tt~
the* ptr4ts ggtagra "n.nerdre t etect xamY pittltadI. It U0 Iq-of~l that r fit Seii tween. the
panel 4-1 the C fl'r C-0 pose lute petute 'i-Ae (atLves. ;M orde*r t;) srat tt' t ttek fasel <q!one wais
*,i v*AZI- atfaiten "'Y TvsM cee Am the moeat isturlag. iccelterewt61 VAr. utn-. to aite lixten

* ~ ~ N rfpekt e tat"icAt t 11sAc wen as de tacte..
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3 ,,DMA REDUCTION

OvPrall levels, spectra and phase changes were --easured for all microphone and strain gauge
outputs. Figures 4, 5 and 6 show a sine sweep, noise and strain spectra and a phase plot, respectively,
for panel numbex 4. The phase plots between microphone and strain gauge oututs were generated Lo dis-
tinguish between "forced" and "resonant" respoase peaks. in order to optimize the statistical accuracy
of the spectrum analvais it is desirable to use the maximurm filter band,idth, compatibl with good reso-
lution, in order to permit the naximum averaging time for a given total analysis time. To accomplish this,
2, 5, 10, 20 and 50 Hz filters were used to generate spectra for a given datb point. Each major response
peak was reduced to a spectrum level, assuming a flat spectrum acrous tne filter bandwidth, by subtracting
10 lglo (filter bandwidth) decibels from the measured value. Spectrum levelE derived from the 2, 5 and
10 Hz filtered levels were virtt-Ily identical, 20 Hz levels were lower. Accordingly, the 10 Hz filter
was used.

100 - <

'.. .. .. .. .

x

IN'

00 0 300 400 5

FREQUENCY Hz
Figure 4. Sine-Sweep.

MICROPH1ONE --- ---- . -... . .. ... . .. .. ..

........................
N CAUOE L

40 100 200 300 400 FO0 1,000 40 100 200 3 400500 1,000
FREQUENCY Hz

Figure 5. Noise and Strain Spectra at 170 db, Figure 6. Phase Angle - Microphone/Strain Gauge.

2,.
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17 TEST RESULTS

The results o4 the progressive wave tube tests are summarized in Table 3. Panel ronfigurations

are given in Table 1. lanel 2A was the same as 2 with a four-ply (0 -90'-903-0) graphite-epoxy laminate

bonded to one facing. Panel 2B was the same as 2A with a two-ply (0o-900) laminate added to the other

face. Pan:l 3 had a two-inch circular skin patch at the panel center. Panel 4B had a potted insert at

the center. Panel 5A had a 2" x I" void at the center and Panel 9 had a thin 5-inch-long edge void.

Tablc 3

Sonic Fatigue Test Results

I SOUND CENTERF ANEL NATURAL PRESSURE STRESS
NU)'ER FREQUENCY LEVEL VERALL DURATION . MODE OF FAILURE

NOz) (db) RMS).), (B/ IN,) !

150 3,360 10 hours None

1 150 155 6,250 20 hours None

160 12,510 30 minutes Delamination

160 3,000 6 hours None

2 200 165 9,600 2 minutes Facing Failure at Edge

'Ah 160 2,300

(Graphite on one face) 165 3,700

I2B 160 640

(Graphite on both faces) 165 1,040

3 160 1,500 10 hours None

(Facing repair) 200 165 2,640 10 hours Edge Failure

160 3,200 5 hours None

3A 200 165 7,200 2 hours Edge Failure

160 1,360 5 hours None

4 285 165 2,560 18 hours Core Failure

165 2,240 20 hours None

4A 285 170 3,040 1 sour Edge Failure

155 1,280 5 hours None
4B 150 160 2,560 2 hours None

(Potted Inserts) ]' 5,900 22 minutes Delamination

165 1,100 10 hours None

5 295 170 2,240 3 minutes De ..mination

165 1,110 10 hours None

5A 295 168 1,900 1 hour None

(Programmed Voids) 170 3,160 25 minutes Delamination at Edge

165 1,60') 10 hours None

6 290 170 2,260 20 hours None

170 3,000 8 hours None

(1 Octave) Edge Failure

165 1,440 1 hour None

7 290 170 2,210 20 hours None

170 3,680 2 hours None

(1 Octave) (Test Discontinued)

160 700 10 hours None
8 380 165 1,170 7 hours None

170 1,950 8 hours Facing Failure

165 880 10 hours None

9 425 170 1,280 18 minutes Delamination

(Edge Voids)

165 480 10 hours None

10 390 170 960 20 hours None

170 3,200 2 hours Facing Failure Near Edge

(1/3 Octave)



138 DISCUSSION OF TEST RESULTS

The test data clearly show diffusion-.bondel citanium sandwich structure to be suitable for
application in high-inte-zity acoustic en-ironment-. :' variety of modes cf failure are indicative of a
good balanra between facing material, core and beni st,engths as well as in the detail design of the edge
doublers and closeouts.

Table 4 -hows a comparison between measured and calculated frequencies.

Table 4
Comparison Between Caiculated and Measured Frequencies

CONFi6URATION PANEL FACING CALCULATED FREQUENCIES MEASURED
NUMBER -{DEPTH THICKNESS CLAM1,PED SIMPLY SUPPORTED IFREQUr'NCIES

(REFERENCE 2) (REFERENCE 3)

/8 .005 121 150

It
2 1/4 .008 287 177 200

3 1/4 .008 276 177 200

4 1/4 .012 294 220 285

5 11/4 .020 -i 308 290 295

6 1/4 .020 309 290 290

6 1/4 .020 308 290 290

8 1/2 A08 494 346 380

9 1/2 .012 514 424 425

10 o_1/2 .020 523 390

The measured values fall between the clamped and simply-supported values with the exception of
configurations 1 and 10. The high-measured frequency in the first case was probably due to the influence
of the edge doublers and closeouts extending into the extremely light panel.

The measured overall stress levels are consistently lower than those calculated using Miles'
equation. Comparing stressec at the panel centers, the measured values were 1/2 and 1/4 of the calculated
values for the 1/4" and 1/2" panels respectively. This indicates that the response stresses are more sen-
sitive to changes in core depth than indicated by Miles' equation. This comparison was made using the

measured frequencies in Miles' equation.

The direct relationship Lbetween overall stress and the acoustic spectrum level at the maximum

response frequency was held within 15% for most data points. Damping ratios were between 0.03 and 0.07,
with an average value of 0.05. These are relatively high values for progressive wave tube tests, but are
not untypical of full-scale measurements on aircraft structures. The effect of core density (and therefore

core shear modulus) on the overall stressas was greater than expected.

'he test data show that the fatigue characteristics improve with decreasing facing thickness,
There are severai possible explanations for this. LIT J ints have relatively small fillets resulting in
a notch effect. This effect is offset slightly with thinner facings. Another factor may be the acicular

(Widmanstutten) microstructure In the facings at the bond lines. This results in locally improved frasture
toughness and fatigue characteristics. This effect penetrates a constant 0.005" and therefore has a great-
er effect un thinner facings. In order to plot the maximum stress in the panels against cycles to failure,

etress distribution graphs (such as Figure 3), were used to relate measured stresses at the panel centers
to maximum values at the edge doubler. These values were used in the dynamic stress n.mograph (ligure 10).
The fatigue data Indicate that the LID titanium panels realize a comparable proportion of the base materia.
fatigue properties as adhesive bonding does for aluminum.

Panel 5A had a 2" by I" void at the center of ore face. This d.ubled the local facing stress
but did not result in a premature failure. Failure occurred at the edge of the panel, without any propa-
gation of the void having occurred. Panel 9, which had a 5-inch-long edge void, delamination prematurely,

Obviously, edge void criteria need to be more stringent than with center voids. The facing repair on
Panel 3 had no detrimental effect on response or fatigue life. Panel 4B with the potted insert suffered
skin delamnation around the edge of t:.e potting, but the failure was not premature. No deterioration of
the potting compound was exi tenced.

The graphite-epoxy reinforcume, t gave encouraging results, particularly when both facings were
treated. Panel 2A was originallv tested with the graphite layers terminating just short of the edge
doublers. This resulted in a negligible reductlon in the response levels. The layers were then extended
over the edge doublers to provide a load pioth into the panel fixturing. This resulted in the values 8howu
iu Table 3. The graphite added on Panel 2B was equivalent in weight to Increasing the facing thickness of
panel 2 from .008" to .016". The stress level at 165db was reduced from 9,600 lb/In

2 
to 1,040 lb/in

2
.

increasing the facing thickness from .008" (Panel 2) to .020" (Panel 5) reduced the stress to 1,100 lb/in
2

.
Thus, the graphito demonscrated a significant strength/weight improvement over 6A.l-4V titanium alloy.
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During the development of the LID process, several panels with marginal mechanical properties
were sonic fatigue tested. The results showed that slight variations in mechanical properties CesulL, d in
major sonic fatigue life difference,. Failure times aried from 35 seconds to 12 hours at similar response
levels. These early tests helped to estabiish the necessary quality control and bonding process parameters
in order to ensure consistently good sonic fatigue performance.

4. REGRESSION ANALYSIS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

It is rare that sonic fatigue Lest data fall neatly into the simplified equations used in most
practical design work. Different structural concepts and their respective applications often show suffi-
ciently unique characteristics to make an individual regression analysis of test data a preferable basis
for a design method than a generalized theory. Reference 7 provides such a theory for aluminum skin-stringer
and s- 'wich structures. The regression analyses in this sectioa form the basis of a sonic fatigue design
technique for titanium sandwich struztures (outlined in Section 5).

Multiple regrerslon analysis techniques have become vcry easy to use with the availability of
"canned" digital computer programs. However, unless the underlying statistical nature of these techniques
and their limitations are well understood, erroneous conclusions can easily be reached. The first dynamic
stress rcgression in this program used the acoustic load as an independent variable, along with the relevant
structural parameters. A statisticallv significant and accurate equation was obtained. However, the load
had an inverse relationship with the stress. Upon reflection, it was realized that this was because the
stiffer test panels were subjected to higher loads to produce significant stress levels. Consequently,
the regression analysis associated high sound levels with low stresses. in such an obvious case, the error
is easily detected, but a not so obvious case may easily go unnoticed. Any relat! > between the depen-
dent and an independent variablc should be examined to determine if it is basically - al and whether it
atems from a meaningful relationship in the data, or from a peculiar characteristic of the test program.
In the example cited, the problem was overcome by dividing the acoustic load into the dependent variable.

Another problem in regression analysis is the elimination of "outliers." The overall accuracy

of an equation can often be improved by eliminating highly deviant data points. When this is done, however,
the "T' and "F" values should be rechecked for significance (the smaller the sample size the greatez Lfhe
"T" and "F" values needed for a given level of sigvificance.

A standard IBM "Stepwise Multiple Regression" program capable rf ',aad .ing curvilinear and

second-degree polynomial functions wa3 used in these analyses. fhe followitig &,tntistical parimeters are

quoted for each regression:

Multiple Correlation Coefficient -- Indicates degree of corre,4tion between dependent sad in-
dependent variables.

"F" Value -- Indicates the reliability of the regressiou quat.ton (analysis of variance).

"T" Value -- Indicates the reliability c" the relationship between the particular independent
variable and the dependent v-riable.

Standard Error -- Is the standard deviation of the residual, (urrors).

Durbin-Wateon Statistic -- indicates degree of iutcorrelatlon in error terms. A good statisti..
implies a high confidence level for "F" and "T" tests,

4.2 NATURAL FREQUENCIES

the frequencies calculated using Reference 2 (Table I were roeressed againat the cor," depth
(h) and the facing thickness (t). Typical variations in core properties ha're negligible effect on frequen-
cies. The following relationship gave the best results:

2,3 0 .913 0.194(2

The following statistical data apply to thia equation:

Multiple Correlation Coefficient ........ 0990

"F" Value for Analysis ot Variance- 21......588

Standard Error of Eotimate ......... 23.800

Regression Std. Error of Computed
Variab.' Coefficient Peg. Coeff. 'T" Value

h 0.91266 0,04414 20.675

t 0.19404 0.04891 3.967

Average X Deviation ... ............ ... 6%

Durbin-Wataon Statistic .. .......... ... 2.0

Combining this equation, which is for a fixel-panel size of 18.5" by 22.25", with the frequency
equation in Reference 4, the following equation is obtained:

h 0,913 t0.194

f - 2.88Kn b2  (3)

Where b is the length of the smallest side. Figure 7 (from Ref.rence 4r) gven ,aluts of Kt for
various aspects r.t'Aou.



Equation (3) forms the basis of the frequency deaign nomograph given in Section 5 (l'igure 8).

. . b

4.

Z 3

2

'. .7F 7. .

b

Figure 7.

I&S STATIC STRESSES

The maximum edge btresses in a clamped panel with no edge doubler were calculated using NASTRAN
,and rogrr.evd agains,' core depth (h) and facing thickness (t) . Additional computations were perform.ed for
vavilua overall panel sizes to permit the panel width (b) and the aspect ratio (s/b) to be included. The
folli~wing relationship was obtained:

ao 3.96 x 10- b ab .9 (4)
ht

Where (J is the stress at the center of, dnd normal to, the longest aide due to a uniform pres-
sure load of I lb/ft2 ,

The follow.ng statistical data apply to this equation:

Multiple Correlation Coefficient...... .. .998

"F" Value for Analysis of Variance,. 1168.932

Standard Error of Estimate .. .. ....... 414.245

12Regression Std. Error of Computed
Variable Coefficient _Rex. Coeff. "T" Value

b 2.00617 0.04242 47.288

a 0.79272 0.07862 10.083

11 -0.97856 0.00581 -168,407
t -0.97532 0.00644 -151.481

Average % Deviation .. ........ .... 6%

Durbin-Watson Statistic.... .. .. .. ...

Equntion (4) forms the basiti of the static stress nomograph given In Section 5 (FIguVo 9).

4A DYNAMC STRESSES

The meaour~d overall rae stresses given in Table 3 were regressed against various pant. parameters
in th4, follwing form:

f a (f, ht ,Pr) (5)

Where t. is the mcoustic spectrum level in (lb/ft 2)/Hz



Althou)h a good curve fir was obtained (7% average deviation), low T statistic values were
obtained for t and . 1,.4icating a lack of significance. They were subsequeutly dropped from the analysis.

Because of the high interdependence between fcequency (f) and core depth (h), "Multicollinearity" problems
were encountered during reg-ession indicating that only one cf these two variables was required. Thus,
final regression was made against frequency and core density only. (Core density and core shear modulus
values are readily interchangeable from Figures 1 and 2.) The e

l
imination of core depth (h) and facing

thickness (t) tro, the dynamic stress regression did not exclude -heir effects, but simply limited them to
their contribution via static stress values (o) and frequencies (f). The following relationship was

obtained:

Log, rm 2.47 - 0.00147f - 0.0395 nc
O0

The following statistical data apply to this equation:

Multiple Correlation Coefficient ......... 0.991

"F" Value for Analysis of Variance. .... 303.822

Standard Error of Estimate ........... .... 3.781

Regressi( Std. Error of Computed

Variable Coefficient Reg, Coeff. "T" Value

f -0.00147 0.00007 -22.616

Pc -0.03953 0.00839 - 4.710

lotercept 2.47208

Average % Lation .... ............ 4

Durbin-Watson Statistic ............ . i. 1.14

The above equation simp.ified co the form:

r s 296.5o(L

(i.0 0 34 f)(i. 09 5Pc) (6)
2 2

Where L is in lb/ft
2 

and o is the stress due to a static uniform pressure of I lb/ft
2
. The

value of arms corresponds to the location of 0o. Usually, maximum values are used, which for a flat rec-

tangular panel occur at the center of and normal to the longest side. Equation (6) forms the baais of the
dynamic stress design nomograph in Section 5 (Figure 10).

5. DESIGN NOMOGRAPHS

Three design nomographs are presented in this section, based on EquAtions (3, 4 and 6) developed
in Section 4. The frequency and static stress nomographs are for flat clamped panels only. The dynamic
stress nomograph, although developed from flat panel data, may be applied to curved panels, cylinders and

for various edge contions. However, in such cases it should be used with caution since there is no em-
pirical supporting data.

The basic estimating procedure for flat plates is to use Figures 8 ad 9 to e3timate the fre-

quency (f) and static stress value (0o) and then to input those valus into Figure 10 to obtain the overall
rms stress (arms) and fatigue life. The static stress nomograph is for the maximum edge stres!: with no
doubler. In practical designs, edge doublers are invariably used and the thickness and width of these

doub...rs affect the maximum edge stresses. Consequently, a general design method should make an allowance
for these effects. Typically, edge doublers range from 1" to 2" in width, having a thickness equal to, or
one gauge higher than, the facing thickness. When such doublers ar used, multiply the stress obtained from
Figure 9 by 0,7.

'The majority of aerospace structures do net consist simply of flat rectangular paniels. They
are often curved or have cutouts and fittings, otc. The recommended design procedure in these cases Is to
bypans the frequency and JtALic stress nomographs and use a general-purpose structural analysis computer
program (such as NASTRAN) to determine frequencies and maximum static stress values. Input these vallets
directly into Figure 10 to obtaln the maximum overall rms stress and corresponding fatigue life,.

'-' -iqn nom-rnphs can h- applied to titanium sandwich structures utilizing core-to-facing

Jo ning systems .L,ier tha,. I , How'ver, tld isLajUu 4L , porOnn Ct rile iynamc UtrVsr Uostg, .40.)
not be applicable.

I'
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Near field noise and temperature measure'nents on i/ cemoodl of the VFW-FQKKE<FR VAK
191 B aircraft Indicatea that crHitcc-I env:ironments -.vit ue Induced on aircr-aft structural components du-
ring fth VTO and STO configurations,.
This Paper reports the results of the structural response and endurance test performer, at FIAT onm a fu-
selaqle skin panel and on a wing trailing edgea flap.
The noise and tempierature simulation. procedure And the exporimevt~il facillties arranged for testing pur-
pose cre also briefly described.

I . INTROC0UCTION

The isin. of acoustic fatigue reitsktaint structure frequently results, frc rl sttic lods cn
sldei.etions and tne acoustic fatigue problem i& taketn into accoint, bs, best avnilable des1in criterio n
design proctlcrs,

Subs-og' 'ently, Culgthe- devoioprnt phase of the slrcrazft, tests tire conducted in order to '.#.rify the C
pability of sirtctur-l coitnp~onlAn.- to withvstanrd acoustically ind~uced 104c'5 itho'it cira;cking and, If nr eces-
saryv, to invrrc'e vo h ai &'kw.

*on thve strwkczir in coiNnationi with the itoustic e'ic tiln
In 11h04e casesV ,nui vc t(s with tempe'otue ai noisew sinaalztion will -teal to sgqq4lst1 for design)
changr%.

Boin Ie ~e;eopfl'~Of the %r,'9T0L_ VAN 191 B oIrcre,!fI, y -iieoN rwe h# tu
VFW~ and FI.AT, it was antiCipated that critical thpirma -taowsi ni-~ia~ vtd bn iriducd on

c~rteinlocal srxictgri areasdu0lnt th vrO. 4'OI 15-TO tOftU'iifs

tNtr f14iqflr qi~at b,4tttt4iwmte~oleg a c"rtrtaO' tC rtilteitdne hath '"r

frontri ftNlgoij warlrs wnid ewing railng ed~tat- w-o~ld btiImooPo4dsnz'nesl oke teP~tt~jr-*iu-
ro ad hig~h .sovt presureV tOevt. 'Oreadrw 1

lor- iPwlC ogstr fueag 5nmqit neve-r. lti-lfbnhA~jIk AwIit$Nilt -,wire ,idr o so significanta.

for theog ,-tqraillntIA . 14 f!4.0n and! we~re -nrtjt ire i thle A ~i et

The* tie..t liens, defined 2"the 011 Lis of 1te rrncttld sae ifgz ili-.no~ k'sur atf i-xe orvtotvfre aircraft, w~s

wtmfl In tJ' t *t- ffeh landing% co- k!iurtinn'vc, ndA A t cttc-r f Actor ii

'l~ lueise pnrt, licludinq radar, wie:,Conistd tr a&eriua O 6 n u-cdtswt

atringers ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ' 1. rwScin h~'a nsald tsv-aha$e. in the' acoustic;X 4%t..to~ I" su 4 ch
.4 tkay that the Ctflirx _Aidre mr.~ esCiled tthe %trzc ig n41". S -~

A sp-oc Wivi nx-r ng frnmie wfas not rcNtr-pd, -hi aomw %~e ureC A-ee IV" reeic tstsffci to vsejtale
the adjacent 9 r'xcture flesibiltl.
For thep trollirt I le flijy, wnhconsisteid of a etvic'\ncotrlrvCtU-r i1- -rtta lt 1 1On a % Con-
piicate-d by. liflctit 0 vrvdxflt r tho h'nifecs
A quorz lam env tsit' healtr wasn lctrd for, this purpose*. -1id ;I Vjl: plac'ditawu the oN*'SrrCs-

v4si-c as hoy' %,-in ig, 2.
* The flap vpan fastorned, t -he side of the test secmtion in th a ma, -mr that -, A's silt- to vyc)antt ,*nder

it-a.inoml oad wItI I i0 I- tI Ct I on-.
The Acoustic F vtEwe FacIlliy of FIAT - 3as--nsymic Labersto-citir slete for thesAe teats since it

pairnwtrd t0- reuiedrflsr Ic-vets to hr gioreted.-
In Ol-i; Test Facilty. m-ono geneoral arranqemrent ;m llustrated in Fig, 3, the- mound0 was: gkenerated by tw.o

differ-sriI unltw.
-t .* vlpii of si'< loue tt)CAivr5 fr. tot, p roliminalry eieinns(virlrso s Nalys'd., as ccm"-

iaratlivoly low S... ir-ten-sity id.aneOf #(r0-Quefciew IAnld CciNside1rmshl0 tone r nureqtswrreir
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-A system of six electropncumatic tranbdmrers (Pye-Lin5 ,) fe<. with compressed air for the endurance
tests.

A typical example of sound field spectral analysis for transducers, operating both sinusoldally and as
wvide band random no~se generatos is )iven lii rg. 4.
Furthcr information about this facility, is given in Reference 2.

3. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMErNTS

As a starting point it was necza,sary to determine the natural frequencies of the structural corn--
nuneilts such that twe excitation bandwidth could be placed eve.- time range! of thes e irequencies.

W~ masoelctrical tanggs located as shown in Figs. 5 and 6, the predominant resonant frequen
cies and the associated mnode shape5 could be found.
In order not to impair the, fatigue life of the test specimnens the response tests were performed at room
temparalure with low,, sound pressure leels.
To achieve more available st.uctural response data, sinusoidal excitat Ion at 125 d8 OASPL and random
exc italiun at 1Z2g dB OASPL_ were adopted.

*Under sinuIsoidal ec.1itatIon-, as oresented in Figs. 7 and 8, the structural components revealed several
natural frequenIes,0 istributed.c In the octave bands centere!d at 125, 250, 500 Hz,
This olatribution was atlso confirmed by tMe structural response res,.lts o-btained under rAndom excita-
tion and it suggested le) perform the subsequent endurance tests with wide band random noGise spectrum.

4. ACOUSTIC FATIGUE TEScTS

Acoustic I etlgue tests c-epresented the concluding phase of the acoustic prevention programm-e
- for the /AK l91 8 Atn;r-aft.

The test ;oenoitiovis could be decfined tonth batf the reults of nos mdtiertr esrmnts

terformee on the Mircraft nxodel and o:f the preliinary pentts
For i- nfpticily purpose, It wi decided to simulante only thet mnost da-maging fatigue e-rwimiovmentfs wt'lch

o-ccurred dtmm'imi1 th. .o -11Y li andirtg flight emn.
Thus the ioeu r fo-solonqe pa neql v-atesitd under the noise noectrum of the, VTXt cofigruration (lfra
cc r. a i his configutration The iicraft Jcr. I hit VThe 9r4t ornti -'ly a-n4 tho s ottd !itnsity 45i fou-d

co-be thev 5ixta (11 .Pe CASPL. The 1-eelt 1*pectrum" Nw we1 lt nfec-cl in.th rang of the peo-iel
vibration ode of tive pamiati 4 prsntdslgt vii~tst ions from theo i.asrdsetrt.a t~f n

he'ral Ioaa 4 t .- rt tsi;nm-ulat a 1l!.c ti--It %,,a nr *cme- th'at they -utlhave u-t ff'ctetl the t
rcit-ceof the van~et,

Ouning thn lest lt- a t fins ~ndifferent iiitrr;£ito tebri-inAdsif-ere- rc->ed
a~d hestais-Spotra y'(is10 anld It) ininals ft_ ji 4~1V~ stai Ao '6L RSn theil !Ocia-

IC band ceAntt-e at i0 i-s. oir

PFor ithe! tratti:n) t ni!ja fla a moort Ai;aktrXts rfn~~tWndpoeuewr eNr- ic
thetheevl 1Oads could not bo n jec td

In faftct tho meunsl On' thei Oirc'u.1.ft aio4l ORfra-ea rilctdta ljnt iq th0 shota.&of
towvr flin surifa;ce, di-cul lrpLbyIhentz e -ciha t %. nVkfrCto- tq, a n'asnyt hat tc Of

.34*H~t~i4
cenimed wvith IS 9CASL

a mflast" overall1 vattte of 150 c"S.

slimilar' (n those~ of vhe flap, Onntted to. et'tatil ilt? that, tfin Im A-tt withl Ithe S.X.Nm-~ t

itNug' 10 otfer to3 ctovar the, tin, of lthe mnAq" Jt exhust 4" -45 dfldido rInca ls lmltatt:'ns ofl the-

docr .~ce-rltiv t%, eamr of 70 *. S"C '~ a- air- thPJv e nvme.xr -tt-nm ft- 4;-tV 4& 01Vl*.

S~t .;-ttvtct - -'i'f'4!iinC rc~roduedfait~ft'tul o-1%nte t i t Vr"'--e -Utr-\r in-niyttavv
-ands centeored A 1 125an 2M %O 1Hi. whh ,-r- the V ;~ -Pt ir5irn t fts -nP. Atur al frecncWS,

.T4) obtain rin--~t' reaiisiic lost condCiito Nr., thep noisek sp %ta oirk rni'%erd AC'cording' to "the t Yt'it
eachtea-oftar-i lnd?" c nfi~retn. X~ngthetesttp- mefttu-pta~d '~-insof th5,! flalp tum-faca w-

r o a -t-d bymeaJ of thrtcti-aadstinai" g&e9 hevv~ltmsrn ~rc ere - pO
(STOL) an-uo g0pf tiME (VTOL) In 1.hr c' ct-v band cenmte-cd at 23KM) -4ri. 13 &r-.. i4

toidmonstrated tMe canabiliyo Ifiv *t4 to'hlcd0i-crina hrat*m ctti nl-rr~e

witho"ut Cam quo da-n ~ r.0c-tx y of theo &dheskive ro ri



V,5. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In th;F boa:,r thei -;ult oif trie Leoust c fat 'tue I;to;erfor-eo on YEA -P ONKE N VAN 191 B

str-uct-ural COmlitonen!:5 Wt-( en br-icf ly ... wsented.

Some 3hr!enotir ks u atd olso t-n made with rogard to pr-tliminru ry, teasureoi( nt.- aiid .- (.i oacarnie-d

rimenta tO 'Oie
In particular- it should o, otit that miiLnV tosiin') cifficuiies \\-e eecutrdin t.h' 5 IMfliIation of the corn-

blood end ronments anm. the- airrnuemtnt of the test sect ion.
He \Vvev('f thoy fleS~Lt to (titni, weVIe satisfactory b~ecause not only did theyi comnphtIt? an inetgtinon

structural ('Irien a ht the tS l o\c the, icauisition of oseftid data on the- fat geue behaviour on) he-

ne~ycomb Sandi.t ch oarels u nder the.rna I acousti;c' <citat ion.
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Fig. 3 - ACOUSTIC FATIGUE TEST FACILITY: General layout
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Fig, 7 - VAK 191B FUSELAGE LOWER PANEL Strain response at the
resonant frequencies
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FIG.8 -VAK 191 83 TRAILING EDGE FLAP: S~rain response

at the resonant fr'equencies
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and focitaty noise spectrum
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Fig, 11 -VAK 191 B. FUSELAGE LOWER PANEL ACOUSTIC FATIGUE
TEST:' Octave bond strains analysis
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160asured noise spectrum on aircraft model! Test noise spect'rum on Ulp
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Fig.12- VAK 191B -TRAILING EDGE FLAP: Service noise spectrum and

facility noise spectrum(STOL -rnfigural'in)
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SOME uONSIDERATIONS OF THE FATIGUE BEHAVTOUR OF ALUMINIU-i
ALLOY STRUCTURES UNDER ACOUSTIC Lv. M7

by

W. T. Kirkby
Structures Department,

Royal Aircraft Establishment,

Farnborough, Hampshire England

SUMMARY

In recent years data have been obtained on the fatigue perforr.nce of aluminium alloy structural
elements which represent typical skin-stringer attachments, or integrally-milled skin-stiffener con-
figurations, for use in design against acoustic fatigue. The fatigue data have generally been obtained
from tests under narrow-band random loading with zero mean stress in the skin. in this paper some
guidance is given on the allowances which should be made for difference3 in bandwidth and fcr effects of
mean stress, when using such acoustic fatigue data. The tentative advice given ir babed on general
expec'ience of the fatigue behaviour of other types of structural elements un-er a wider range of random
loading conditions.

Some consideration is also given in the paper to some aspects of crack propagation under acoustic
fatigue loading. In particular thL problem of crack propagation under combined fatigue loading actions
is discussed. Predictions of crack growth under cabin pressutisation and acoustic loading are us ' to

illustrate the significance of the problem with reference to aircraft structures which must satisfy fail-
safe requirements. The need for further work on the above aspects of acoust fatigue behaviour is

emphasised.

SYMBOLS

K theorLeical stress concentration factort

N number of cycles to failure
N number of positive going zcuro crossings
0

N number of positive peaks
p
n power to which stress intensity factor is raised t:, predict crack growth rate
N number of acoustic fatigue stress cycles per flighta 1

S alternating stress (constaot amplitude)
S peak stress in preesure cabin cycle
p
&A -rack growth per flight feoie acoustic load-ng
ac

..a rack growth per flipht fr'en pressure cabin loadirg

I a constant
a root mean square stress amplitude

INRODUCTION

In recent years data have been ot.,aii .d on the fatigue performance of aluminium alloy structural
elements which represent typical skin-stringer attachments, or integrally milled skin-stiffener configurae-
Lions, For use in design against a.,ou-tiL fatigue. In following current design procedure , such data are
related to the predicted bending stresses at skin panel boundaries in order to obtain an estimate of
fatigue life to failure. Such fitigue data have generally been obtained from teats under narrow band
random loading vith ze-o mean stress in the skin - in the most commonly used test method, the specimen
itself is oxcited by a random - rce input so as to resonate in a mode of vibration in which bending stresses
are induced along a line corresponding to the panel boundary - Fig.! illustrates the geometry of the
specime,,i used in such te,s and the natuoe of tie response. However, it may be necessary 3n design to
consi.ier fatigue performance in cases where there is a significant mean stress and also in cases where the
rlsponst, ol th. structure to the acoustic ,:citation may give rise to a multi-modal, or broadband, stress
spectrum. A survey of existing data shows that there is clearly a need for work to provide design data on
th, offecta of mean stress and bandwidth variation on the fatigue performance of the structural elements
concerned. However, pending the acquisition of such data, some guidance may be obtained from experience
gained onl the fatigue behaviour of orhea- types of sti-ictural clements under appropriate randutm loading
conditions.

In the first part of this paper consideration is given to the results of fatigue tests on pin-lug
specimens under narrow-band random loading, and covering a range of positive mean stress, which shed some
light on the eftects of mean stress un fatigue performance under such a load spectrum.

In the second part of the paper attention is directed to the information which has been obtained from
tests on several types of structurai element under random loading in order to investigate effects of change
in bodwidth. This section of the pper is based to some extent on a comprehensive review of the topic

.... carried out comparativqly receonty (1968) by Swanson
2 

- this review is up-dated to include other published
results and also to include somo results from an investigation currently in progress at RAE.
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In the third and final part of the paper consideration is given to some e-pect:tct atiS- e creck
propagation under acoustic load;.ng. In particular the protlez o2 crack prc-agation ender the acoueric
loading action combin " with one of the other fatigue 1cading actions (such s cabia pre irisation) is
discussed. Predictions of crack growth under combined cabin prese'urieAtion and acoitic loading are used
to illustrate the significance of the problem with reference to aizcrAft structures hich mu-t satiefy
fail-safe requirements.

Overall, the considerations and evidence presented in this paper have high-lighted the neel for
experimental research and data acquisition studies on all of the three above aspects of beheviol'r under
acostic tatigue loading in order to provide a wider basis for design.

2 SFFECT OF MEAN STRESS ON FATIGUE UN~DER RANDOMA LOADING STRFRS SPECTRA

As far as the author is aware there has been no work carried out to investigate the effect of mean
st~ess on the fatigue performance under random loading of structural elements repres-nting skin-stringer
attachments. Before going on to consider any relevant evidence :rom cesta on other types of structural
element it is desirable to consider briefly the natire of the failures which occur at such attacheents.
In the case of fabricated skin-stringer assemblies failures may originate from the combined effects of the
atress concentrations and fretting at the Li'iets - this is generally followed by cracking approximately
along the rivet line. Other types of failure may also occur. For example, in such assemblies the type
of jointing compound used may provide an appreciable degree of bonding of the s.ringer flange to the skin.,
In such circumstances the failure nay occur in the skin along a line parallel and close Lo the edge of the
stringer - this mode of failure is assotiated with the stress concentration arising from the effectiv&
change of bending stiffness at this line and there may or may not be some evidence of damage dun to
fretting betweEn the edge of the stringer and the skin. In the case of integrally-wachined -4.in-stiallener
assemblies failure would generaliy originate in the radius between the skin and the stiffener due to :he
local stress concentration effect - there vould of course be no contribution from fretting in such a
situation.

Having these failure modes in mind, it would be worthwhile to consider test results, under the
appropriate loading actions, which may exist for other types of structural elements where failure has

occurred due to the combined influence of stress concentration and fretting or due to stress concentration
effects alone. In section 2.1 which follows, evidence is presented on the fatigue behaviour of a pin-lug
assembly under narrow band random loading with a range of positive mean stress conditions. It iA con-
sidered that this evidence provides some worthwhile guidance which is relevant to situations ir- which the

* failures occur from the combined influence of stress concentration and fretting. No corresponding iufor-

mation has been located -overing failure from stress corcentration effects alone under narrow band random
aloading.

* 2.1 Evidence from tests on pin-lug specimens

The information presented in this section was obtained in the course of a% investigation by Edwards
3

of the cuuulative fatigue damage bebaviour of an aluminium alloy lug specimen (see Fig.2) which was loaded
through steel pins - the stress concentration factor (Kt) was 3.0. The lug was made from DTD 5014

materia) having the chemical composition and tensile properties listed in Table I. Tests were made under
both constant amplitude loading and under narrow band random loading, in both cases at a frequency of
approximately 110 Hz. The random loading spectrum approximated closely to a Rayleigh distribution of peak

amplitudes truncated at a level generally lying between 3.3 and 4 times the rms level (o) of the stress
time waveform. The irregularity factor of the waveform (i.e. number of positive going zero crossings/
number- of positive peaks) was approximately 0.98. S/N curves were established under constant amplitude
loading for mean stress levels (net) of +69 MN/Ia 2 (10 ksi), +110 MN/n2 (16 ksi) and +172 N/u/m2 (25 ksi).
Corresponding o/N curves were obtained undur random loading for the same mean stress conditions. On
average, some 36 specimens were used in establishing each S/N or O/N curve with an average of 4
specimens being tested at each condition of mean and varying stress. The curves dr44n represented the best
fit, as judged by eye, to che log-mean of the values of ,adurance obtaine at each test condition (see
Figs.21, 22, 24, 25, 27, 28 and Tables 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 10 of Ref.3). Information taken from he curves of
Ref.3 has been used in order to examine the effect of change of mean stress on fatigue endurance at a
given alternating stress, under both constant amplitude loading and under the narrow band random loading.
Fig.3 of this paper shows the results obtained, over a range of alternating stress between 10 MN/M

- 2

(1.5 ksi) and 34 MN/m
"2 

(5.0 ksi). Both constant amplitude and random alternating stress are expressed in
terms of the root mean square (m) value of the waveforms concerned. Linear trend lines have been fitted,

by eye, to the points pi.otted - this is not intended to imply that the relationship between mean stress
and log endurance is rii.:cessarily linear over a wide range of valies of mean stress.

The trend lines on Fig.3 suggests that the relationship between mean stress and endurance, over the

range of alternating stress concerned, is much the same for both constant amplitude loading and for
narrow-banad random loading,. It may be noted that, under the constant amplitude loading tests, yielding
would not have occurred at the stress concentration until a meat, stress of 110 MN/m 2 (16 kai) and an
alternating stres. of ±lO MN/m

2 
(.5 ksi) nsa was reached - i_ would of course occur to a pogressiv'ely

greater extent nt the higher loAdiugs. tlndl the random loading the higher peaks in the spectrum caused
local yielding over almont th, whole range of test conditionn. Broadly speaking such yielding has a
ennefielal effect on fAtiguii endurance 3 - however, at lower mean stress levels when the peak stresses in
the random spectrum fall below the value required to cause local yieldiug it may he expected that the peaks
have a detrimental eff4.ct on fatigue ptirformance. In such cirrumstances there is bound to be some element
of uncertainty in assuming that t.he similarity of the effect of mean stress on endurance observed in these
tests undor the two forms of loading would necessarily apply down to zero mean stress. Nevertheless, in the
absence of data at lower ii. i '.tresses it is suggested that one of the established methods (e.g. Ref.4)
developed in order to correct for mean stress under constant amplitude loading should be used for the
time being in design against acoustic fatigue.
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Bearing in mind the paucity of evidence on which this tentative advice is given, it is evident that
there is &% urgent requirement for the acquisition of data to give much more positive guidance on mean
stres eft-mcts under random loading for use in design against acoustic fatigue.

3 TIE INFLUENCX OF BANDWIDTH ON FATIGUE ENDURANCE UNDER RAMMD* LOADING

The behaviour ef aitcraft structures under acoustic loading associated with jet-noise spectra is
general!? such that. as far as akin panels are concerned, the response will be predominantly in the
fundamental mode. As discussed elsewhere in thais paper prediction of fatigue life under the resultant
narrow-baod spet)a of bwnding stresses along the panel boundaries is based on fatigue endurance data for
appropriate strocura! e61vments under narrcw-band random loading. In many cases the contribution to the
o.'erall response of the panel from higher modes may be trivial and narrow-band fatigue data may be used
-ith confidence. How.ever in some cases the contribution from one or more of the overtone modes ma. be too
large to be dismissed withou further consideration. No data appears to exist, for appropriate structural
eletmas, which may be used in design in such circumstances, in the absence of such data, some guidance
may bh obtained fros consideration of data obtained on other types of structural elements, which may
illustrate the wtar? and probable magnitude of bandwidth effects. Change in bandwidth is taken here to
embrace chAnge from uii-modal to bi-modal spectra in addition to the usual meaning of bandwidth change.

Swanson reviewed available data on the effect of bandwidth on fatigue performance under random
loading in 1968 2 and the review covered information taken from the work of Fuller5

, ilillberry
6 
and

Swanson? on prs:n specimens in aluminihm alloy, work by Zussa8 on steel and work by Broch 9 on a non-
metallic material. In this present paper, published information frum further sources on the fatigue
behaviour of aluminium alloy %aterial is also tonsidered - the aasociated investigations were carried out
by KKcaalewsa1,i 1

on !0lain specimens and by Clevenson and Steiner
iI 

on notched specimens. In addition some
results are added which have recently emerged from a current investigation by Edwards, at RAE, on the
kehavicur of pia-lug specimens 'n which fretting effects are combined with stress concentration effects.

3.1 Summary of available information on bandwidth effects

The pr ncipai features of the tests made on aluminium alloy materials and the results obtained are
summarised in Fig.4, In this figure plots are given which illustrate the effect of change in the
irregularity factor (N0fit) on endurance to failure (N0 ). Data points at differing values of N0 INp

and constant vaix es of rwa stveas have arbitrarily been joined by straight lines - it is only in the work
Sof owalowski, ar3 Edwards, thaL more than 7wo values of N0INp are covered at the same rms level.

In considering tha results it may first be observed that the range of fatigue endurance for which
information is given_ 104 to 2 . 106 cycles) falls more than two decades below the endurance considered in
designing for acoustic loedi'g. It may also be observed that the majority of the data was obtained on

plain specimens whereas actual fiilure situations involve stress concentration effects and, probably,
fretting effects, In thi& respect the work of Clevenson and Steiner on notched specimens, and the work of
Edwards on notched epecimens with fretting, is more representative. However, looking at the broad picture
presentsd in Fig.4, for 4 given rms level it appears that increase of bandwidth, or change from uni-modal
to hi-modal response, i unlikely to result in a reduction of fatigue endurance greater than 50%. This is
perhaps the best guidance that can be given on the basis of available evidence - it can only be regarded
as teutativc and thefe is e.. evident need for experimental programmes aimed at providing information on
-representative structural elemenrt at much greater fatigue endurance.

4 SOME CONSIDERATIONS OF CRK PROPAGATION UNDER ACOUSTIC LOADING

In the first part of the Jiscuasion of this section (4.1) consideration is given to the relative
merits of adopting a 'faii-sfe or a 'safe-.life' approach in designing and testing in relation to
scoustic fatigue. It is argued that cracks may nucleate at multiple origins under the acoustic loading
with consequent problems in azte-meting to predict crack growth rates. It is therefore evident that there
would be. difficulties in implemerting a fail-safe approach to the acoustic fatigue problem. In the second
part of the dacussion (4.2) attontion is turned to the contribiition that acoustic loading may make to the
growth of a 'fail-safe crack' a rising from one of the other fat.u, lnading actions. In this latter case
it is assumed that 7 safe-life philosophy has been adopted in design against acoustic fatigue and that
there is no damage initiated by this source of loading.

4.1 Fail-safe or safe-life design in r ition to acoustic fatigue

As discussed in section 2 above,a connon type of F.,ilure is that in which a crack develops along a
line parallel to, and close to, the edge of a stiffening member attached to the skin - the failures are

:J initiated in the surface of the skin as a result of reversed bending of the skin along this line. Consider,

for example, a typlical rectangular fuselage panel (assumed to be flat) bounded on the longer side by
stringers and on the shorter side by frame members, The greater part of the acoustic fatigue damage will

*probably arise from vibrotory response in the fundamental 'dishing' mode. In such a mode the longitudinal
distribution of beiding stress along the failure line between two adjacent frames will approximate to a
'(I-cosine)' relationship such that the maximum stress will occur midwa; between the frame positions -
see Fig-Ia. This would be the most likely position for cracks to nucleate in the inner or outer surface
of the skin, to penetrate through the skin, and to extend in the fore and aft direction along the line of
bending. However, for an appreciable distance along the line of bendinig either side of the central
position there is comparatively little reduction in bending stress with the above stress distribution, In
a typ! al size panel the reduction in stress might be little more than 10% over a distance of 5 cm either
side ot centre. Bearing in mind the scatter in fatigue strength at long endurance - as evident in design
data sheets1 

-. it is more than likely that fatigue cracks would nucleate at a number of positions along
the line of bending over such a ±5cm length. The initiation and development of such an array of cracks
Snto one major crack would be an irregular process lying outside current analytical capability.
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Going one step further, consideration of the effects of a significant respoase contribution from an
overtone kode superimposed on the fundamental mode - e not unlikely situation -- further complicates the
prediction of crack growth behaviour. For example, in the 2:1 mode - see Fig.5b (the first or second
overtone mode depending on detail of panel geometry) there would be a uodal line running vertically midway
between the frames, with zero resultant streas at the mid-frame posaition on the line of bending discussed
above, but with bending stress maxima in the vicinity of the one third and two thirds frame pi:ch
positions. Whether damage under the combination of this mode with the fundamental mode would be initiated
firstly at the mid-frame position or firstly at the third positions would depend on the relative magnitudes
of response in the two modes concerned, the relative frequencies and so on. Certainly, in fatigue tests on
rectangular panel arrays using broadband siren excitation simultaneous growth of two or more cracks - each
measured in cantimetres - at different positions in the line of bending has been observed.

It appears therefore that crack growth behaviour may take the form of the linking up of a number of
irregularily spaced small cracks into a 'major' crack, which in the worst case might be .f unacceptable
length. This linking up process could take place 'progressively', but at a virtually unpredictable rate
under acoustic loading, or it might take place rapidly and catastrophically under the application of a
high quasi-static load. Quite apart from the question of containing such damage from a safety aspects,
the problem of predicting damage growth rate, in relation to the fixing of acceptable inspection periods,
militates against the acceptance of a fail-safe approach.

The particular panel geometry considered illustrates the nature of the problem that would be
encountered in attempting fail-safe design. In other areas of surface structure subjected to acoustic
loading panel sizes may be smaller and it could be argued that crack delay, or arrest, would Lake place at
relatively short - and safe .- crack lengths. Here again, experience has shown that there may be a
multiplicity of damage origins leading to crack growth in the underlying stringers, webs, and cleats, as
well as in the skin so that prediction of overall damage growth, as affecting residuai strength, would be
difficult.

However, consideration of -rack growth under acoustic loading does not necessarily end if a safe-life
approach is adopted in relation to acoustic fatigue damage and is successfully implemented. It may be
that, as a whole, the structure is designed on a fail-safe basis with respect to other fatigue loading
actions such as manoeuvre loads, gust loads, ground-air-ground loads and cabin pressurisation loads. In
such circumstances it may be necessary to consider for some areas of surface structure whether the
acoustic loading is likely to accelerate significantly the growth of any cracks arising from the other

* fatigue loading actions. If this proves to be the case, then allowance must be made for th( contribution
made by the acoustic loading to crack growth when establishing the fail-safe characteristics of the areas

Uof structure concerned.

In order to put this potential problem into focus a practical case is discussed in the section which
follows - the problem of crack growth in the skin of a pressure cabin under combined pressurisatio. and
acoustic loading.

4.2 Crack propagation under -j'._-auisation and acoustic liadings

12
In this section results are briefly presented of an analysis recently carried out to predict the

relative contributions from the pressure cabin ('hoop sLress') loads and acoustic loads to crack growth in
a typical fuselage panel.

The analysis is centred on the behaviour of a longitudinal crack in a flat panel bounded by frames
and stringers; it is assumed that the stringers and frames are continuously attached to the skin and that
the crack runs close to and parallel to the edge of oni of the stringers - see Fig.6.

Under the pressure cabin load cycle it is assumed that the panel is subjected to in-plane (hoop)
stress, the stress field lying normal to the crack. Under the acoust' loading action it is assumed, as
in the general design procedure l , that the panel is responding in the fundamental mode so that reversed
bending stresses are induced along the boundaries. The acoustic loading is regarded as being significant
only during engine ground running at maximum power and during take-off. This, to represent each flight,
the crack is taken to be subjected to many cycles of reverse bending associated with the acoustic loads
followed by one cycle of in-plane loading re-resenting the cabin pressurisation cycle.

The stress spectrum used to represent the acoustic fatigue bending stresses is assumed to conform to
a Rayleigh distribution of peak amplitudes - the rms levels of bending stress chosen are such that freedom
from fatigue damage throughout the lifetime of the aircraft would be expected, as judged by the relevant
RAeS/ESDU Data Sheets, i.e. a safe-life design is assumed. A range of values of cabin pressurisation
stress is taken which covers typical design values.

The analysis is based or, the use of linear elastic fracture mechanics and several simplifying
assumptions are made. These are discussed at some length in Ref.12 - the most important assumptions are
as follows;-

(1) For the range of crack lengths considered, it is assumed that the response of the cr, ked
panel to the acoustic loading is auch that the level of bending stresses in the path of the growing
crack remains constant.

(2) The stress intensity factor at the crack tip is affected to the same extent by the proximity of
the stringer for both the bending case and for the axial loading case. (It is argued that the
correction factor on stress intensity lies very close to unity.)

(3) In calculating crack growth, linear summation of growth increment from each cycle is assumed -

this is equivalent to the use of Miner's rule. It is considered that cycle-to-cycle interaction
effects are not likely to be significant with this particular overall loading action.



On the above basis, an expression for the relative crack growth rate per flight under the two forms

of loading action was derived (Eq (A5) of Rcf.12).

n 2 n/2 iha -(2o ) r V+ INc()

As pr Sn

P

where Aa is the crack growth per flight from acoustic loading
ac

Aa is the crack growth per flight from pressure cabin loading
pr
X is a constant, derived empirically by Roberts and Erdogan to determine 'effective' stress

intensity under bending, as opposed to axial loading (X - 0.5)
a is rms bending stress

n is the power to which stcr:ss intensity is raised in predicting crack growth rate
N is the number of acoustic fatigue stress cycles per flight
ac
S is the peak stress in the cabin pressurisation cycle.
p

The incomplete gamma function r is introduced to handle the integration of crack growth under

the Rayleigh distribution of peak amplitudes. The lower bound 'x' is associated with a value of stress
intensity below which crack growth will not take place - the upper bound 'y' is associated with
truncation level.

The above expression has been evaluated for a range of a lying between 5.2 and 10.4 MN/m 2 rms
(0.75 1.5 ksi tass) and for three values of S viz. 69, 83 and 97 RN/m2 (10, 12 and 14 ksi). In
selecting a value for N it is assumed that the fundamental frequency of the panel concerned is 200 Hz

ac
and that there is total exposure time per flight of 90 seconds - thus, N a 1.8 X 10 cycles. A value

14ac
of n - 3.6 is taken from published data on crack propagation in 2024-T3 material obtained by Hudson.
The results of the evaluation of Eq (1) are shown in Fig.7. (It may be deduced from Eq (I) that the

values of A /A obtained in specific evaluations will no strictly be independent of crack length
ac pr

insofar as rx  is dependent on crack length - under the acoustic stress values that we are considering

there will be little consequent effect on A /A certainly over a range of crack lengths from, say,
ac pr'

2.5 cm upwards.)

* I It will be seen from Fig,7 that, over much of the range ' acoustic fatigue stress, the contribution

to crack growth from the acoustic loading exceeds that from the cabin pressurisation cycle by a considerable
margin. For example, with a pressure cabin maximumn stress 83 MN/m

2 
(12 ksi) and an acoustic fatigue

stress of 7 MN/m
2 

(ti.0 ksi) the contributions will be much the same - with an acoustic fatigue stress or

10 MN/m
2 

(1.5 k3i) the contribution from the acoustic loading is predicted to be some four times greater
than that from the cabin pressurisation cycle.

The particular case of the contribution that a:oustic loading may make to crack growth in a pressure

cabin serves to illustrate the point that it may be necessary to make allowance for the acoustic loading
when establishing the fail-safe characteristics of structure even though the acoustic loading -s not

sufficiently severe to initiate fatigue damage in its own right. The same considerations may also apply

to areas of structure other than the pressure cabin, e.g. fin and tailplane structure which may be designed,
on fail-safe principles, to withstand the appropriate gust and manoeuvre load fatigue spectrn. However, it
should be borne in mind that it was necessary in carrying out the foregoing predictions to introduce a

number of simplifying assumptions in the analysis. There is clearly a need for experimental work to

substantiate the findings'. Experimental research programmes currently in progress in the 11K at the
University of Southampton and at the British Aircraft Corporation, Filton will yield results of direct
interest in relation to this potential problem. The former investigation is concerned with the prediction
and study of crack growth adjacent to a stiffener in a panel (as in Fig.6), under acoustic loading - the

latter is concerned with crack growth in integrally machined skin-stiffener structures under acoustic

loading and with the capability of- applying in-plane loadings to represent cabin pressurisation stresses.

5 CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS

Consideration has been given in this paper to the probable effects of change in mean stress, and to

the effects of change in bandwidth of the stress spectrum, on the fatigue performance of structural
elements which are used to provide basic data for use in design against acoustic fatigue. No directly
applicable information obtained on such elements appears to be available and, accordingly, some guidance
has been sought from relevant data obtained on other types of fatigue test specimens. Pending the
acquisition of directly appticable data on acoustic fatigue test specimens the following tentative guide-

lines are put forward for use when follvwing current design practice:-

(i) Correctiot.s for effect of mean stress on fatigue endurance may be undertaken using e.tlsting methods

developed for application to constant amplitude fatigue data.

(i) The effe,-t of increasing bandwidth, or changing from uni-modal to hi-modal stress spectra, is such

that the fatigue endurance for the same overall rms level may be halved.

Some aspects of crack propagation under acoustic loading have also been considered, it has been
argued toat design against acoustic fatigue is more amenable to safe-life, rather than a fail-safe approach.
In further discussion of crack propagation, predictions are put forward which show that it may be

necessary to make allowance for the acoustic loading actions when establishing the fall-safe characteristics
of a structure with respect to other, major, loading actions.

'/
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Finally, there is a clear need for experimental research and data apquisition programmes to provide

evidence to confirm or modify the foregoing tentative conclusions.

Table I

MEASURED CHtEMICA.L COMPOSITION AND TENSILE PROPERTIES I~F
DTO 5014 ALUMINIUTM ALLOY

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION (per cent)

Cu Mg Si Fe Mn Zn Ni Ti

2.26 1.38 0.25 1.06 0.06 0.02 1.02 0.06

Balance aluminium

Average tensile properties

UTS 404 MN/rn2 (58.5 ksi)

0.1% proof 350 MN/m 2 (50.8 ksi)

Elongation 13%
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,;ESSION 5 DISCUSSION IFATI ' -

When asked about the use ot conventional stiffened skin-stringer titanium structure for intakes,
Mr. Holehouse replied that such structure was heavier and had a shorter life than titanium hone:-
comb construction. He added, however, that honeycomb structure could not be regarded as a fail-
safe design because, once iniiaced. failures propagate very rapidly. Occasicnally an edge
failure would be slow to propagate but generally it propagated much quicker than a corresponding
failure in skin-stringer construction. Thus honeycomb structure must be designed for safe life.

N The quality of the bond has a big effect on the life and therefore it is essential to have good
quality control of the bond process. Marginal changes in bond strength may give only marginal
chauges in mechanical strength but marked changes in sonic fatigue life. Ac,-itic emission
techniques are being used to assess bond quality. The results to date are vez, encouraging. In
the test results shown in the paper only one edge connection design had been used. This was in
order to reduce the number of variables in the test programme. In actual structures the edge
desi-na would vary.

Mr. Calcagnini, whe. presented Hr. Selaggi's paper, was asked if any narrow band analyses of
the strain gauge ,esilts had been made. le replied that this had not yet been done as their
main interest had been in the fatigue life, Neither had there been any st';dy of the change in
strain response as the structure heated up. The true temperature-time history had not been simu-
lated in the tests therefore the flap deflection had been limited so as te reduce the area !xposed
to the hot jet. The adhesives used in this structure could withstand temperatures of 1250 C for a
few seconds only. The original purpose of the tests had been to get some quick esti,,,ates of
life in order to clear the nrototype for flight test.

In the discussion on his paper, Mr. Kirkby emphasised the lack of knowledge on the effect of
statistical probability distribution on life. As most random tests to date had used a narrow
band stress time history having a Rayleigh distribution of peaks there was a need for mere data
to enable us to have a better understanding of the effects ot distribution.

There was Rome discussion of the effect of superimposed static stresses. Dr. Manson's work
had been used to make est;T-1tes for combinations of acoustic and thermal stresses. The static
stresses du to preloading in the manufacturing processes could be high, Mr. Holehouse stated
that he measured the assembly-induced stressee and then the acoustically-induced stresses. The
safe allowable acous stress was chen modified to take into account the static stre.s.
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'TS~N OP SIRM M~T T2GMiHQUt

& by

Eric Jar:- Phillip
Chief S tiral e._' &E 4noer

Hawker Siddcley Avaion

Yorkshire
sngland

The cbj~oictve of the vork programme being undP.-t"43n is to investigate the siren as a test
ti-chniquae for the determination of' respoxwe and life of airoraft structurts subject to ensime noigle fiebld
ezoitation.

A flat panel specimen is to be placed in the near noise field of' a typical jet ongine and its
stress rezpcnaa meanured. The opecimen will then be placed in a siren and the response rhiob was
measured in the ongino luois fl~eld reproduco& ad ulosely as possible. The differenctea in response will
be assessed with ragard to the extrapolation of' measured siren fatigue life to service envircaments.
Specimen respans; s in the engino nol~e tield and in the siren will be compaeed vith the theoretically
predioted response, using maethods of vL Ling complexity.

At the time of wrltirzg, the theoretical oreiction of response is alnost omplete and soces
limited discrete exoitatica tobtirL6 ha-- been kschiev-d.

A noise testing xaliywas ontrtuoted at Hawker Siddoley (Brcugh, yorksh0i.e), in 1963,
following eoncern regarding the effect of aouastIo noise on the Buccaneer structure, A oonsliderable
amounv of acoustic testing has been undertaken since tho inception of the facility, mostly comparing the
effecta of' structural design changes. However it beesme apparent that r fundaent&l workwsrqie
in or~.er to apply the results of' siren response and. life tests to the determination of struotural fatigue
life in service acoustic envirovments.

in 1967, ftullowing disc-ssions between represotatives of the Society of British Aircraft
Constructors a..d Dirtotor General, Structu-.al Research (Aircraft) on the sub,!ezt of acoustic fatlgue, a
joint Industry/MinTech 'forking partyT tne formed, tasked with reviewin: the situation gonwrally. Amongst
the rhao44wndationz of the workir4 party, it was thought that further work would be usefvl on conventional
forms of constrktction, and on a correl.ation betvmen atructural reaponce in near field jet noies and in a

Hanker Siddeley Aviation, Brough, received two contracts for specific Work in ±khs C"~. G
contract was concerneid with a stu54 of the siren as a test technique, the oth,,r !d±th evalu-iting; the ITffs
on fatigue lie of smll detail desigu changes to similar -test paael3.

2. OBJ=CIMX

This paper reporta on. the irvtitgation of the siren as a test techsaique. The object of the
work is to gain moire underatanding off the effects, on structural response, of the dffferences bvwiween the
noise field of a typical Jzt engine and a typical siren environment. It is not intended that this
particular work prograws ahould provIde -a oowplete answer to the problems of translatin siren fatigue
test results to the estimation of structural fatiguP life in service conditions, s.ince miany factors ar&
involved, some of wbioh ar-e cuarrently being studied elsewhere. Amongst iuch ±'aotco are heeffects of
relating test zpecimen response to the response of an integral part of an aircraft strodxure, the
identification or' the, signtilficat parameters determining the rate of fatigue damage, and the erfects of
non-linea.r1ties in response.

The response of the speoiman 'till be measured in the near noise field of a jet enine. The one
most roadily available is a Rolle Royce Spey~, but It is hoped to repeat the tests in the near noi~v field
of a high by-pass ratio engine, The response will then be measured in the siren. The axciting noise
field will be adjusted, within the lixmitations of the siren, to reproduce thm engine noise field repenve a
closely a& moaible. The free vibration charseristios of the specimeA will be mai~sured. by ceveral tvat
methods, for of parisca, and additionally the free and forced response will be predicted by methods of
varying complet. The ains are to produce comprehensive, well documented results from oared'ully
controlled tests for o01parlson with predictions.

At the time of writing, it hts not been possible to start the response tests in the engine noisl
field, and therefora it is only possible to mention the theoretical predictions ccnpleted and comparo the&
w ith the lixtted discreto froquanoy tcst results available. The test rig will also be described in s..ae
detail.

A vkS



3~T33T PROGRMM(K

3.1. DISCRn PM!UENCT MIESS

natural ftequonoies, sods shapes, and moda~l damping are to be detersizied by the folloving

* tobniquea.

(a eMohanioal Exoitation

(i) Slow frequency sweep using sinusoidal eicitation.

(ii) Rapid froquenay sweep, ubing aethcd of reference (i)

(b) 1Diorte; Acoustic Rxoitation

(i) Using loudnpeakers.

(ii) using A siran.

3.2. ENGINEB NOISE TESTS

The sjp.oiuon will be hold at grazing incidence close to the boundary of the effluvx of a
jet engine, downstfream of the engine, in tV0 positions. The outputs of strain gauges on the specimen,
and of two microphones placed near the boundaries of the specimen, on a horizontal oentroline, on* ahead
of and the other downstream of the specimen, will be recorded.

The harmonic and statistical properties of the signals will be determinea by narrow band
Analysis.

The speoisen will be tested with the stringers horisoxital and vertical, and at two engine
paver settings.

* 3.3. SIMX RLMOV OM XE TISTS

The input spectrum of the control signal to the siren transducer will be shaped such that
a chosen panel response measured in the engine noi~te fieldA will be repr-oducd as alos ely as possible.

The results will be analyzed as for the engine noise tests.

J4 TEST SPECIMf AN(D RIGS

4.1. TEST SPECIMEN

The test specimen is shown onfiguro i.

The choice of a specimen is often difficult, in this *ass it was decided to represent a
fairly typical piece of fuselage side. The dimensions of panel wvidth, length, skin and stringer
thioknaes~, stringer sis,et.,waro determined by aasuming a typical compressive end load per inch width.
One of the considerations in the oholoe of~ syeoimn was that it shoulA be amenable to theoretical &na43ysi.
It is fabricated from aluminiu2 copper alloy end mushroom headed rivets are employed to avoid stress
concentrations due to countersinking. With this type of oonstruotior. failurs would normlly be expected

* along the line of skin-stringar attachment and therefore a panel with three by fovr bays bss been chosen
so that a typical skin-stringer attachment is in the centre of the panel. Rsferenoe 2 suggeats that the
number of baya should be sufficient to ensure that the boundary attachm. et of the panel will aot influence
the stresses in the costre of the pan4el siifioantly.

Therb is Do 4hear attaohment between the stringer veb ard the frame web sixics past
experience hao shown that fatigue failures initiate itrom. the rivet holes in tho stringor so!) in such
designe. A d( ler is provided arotikd the atringar cut-out in'this frame to reduce banding stresses in
the fe'are flan~e bend radiux.

The speciaen hAs low out-of -plane warping stif fness end is therof we aoilt in a frame,
wioki _W be attached to test support fixtiav.4, or the siren. The tost frame is dosignod to elivinate
soting Atresss inu the apeofmon.

4.2. TEST BOX

D~uring the. oerai noise tests, it is rieceitsary that only one side of the apooimes shoulil be
excited. Aoooringly 3 thought fas given to wcunting thv) xpecixen iWx a baffle or in the side of a box,
While tte former is4 probably praevAible, one large enough to b~e off cotive &ppsared to be izpraotioablie and
so the box, shomi on t')gi,,e!2, w"s adopted. It ia oonatructed from twelve n m thick mild stool PlAt*
and is litsd with *=~4 abiiorbent matarial.

a Tests are proceeding to measure revorboration tims of tho box ind to measure the
*Utiattion of tht box with the specimen in positiona.
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4.3. Siifl

The transducer is an =P94B, and the cross section of the working section is 1.220 a by
76 ma. Rxtensive teats have been oompleted to measure the performance of the siren.

The distribu.tion of overall sound pressure levels over the working section aperture was
k measured, the aeoixem being replaced by & r-igid plate. The results at maximum transducer drive and air

onditions are show on figure 3.

Output* of several xicrophones on the horisontal wAn vertical entrelines have been
recorded, with the input signal to th* transducer filtered to produce nominally white noise. Tha.
records are being subjected to narrow band analyis in a search Tor duct ra~onances and other instance& of
distortiont. A typical result is shown on figure 4.

4.4. STRAIN GAUG3ES

It is imperative that a fairly detaile& picture of specimen response should be obtained,
but a compromise has to be made between the number of measurements onc would like aud the recording *nd
analysis facilities available. Sin*e measurements are to be wade behind an engine, and engine ruzining
tim is costly, it was decided that no more than twenty two strain gauge channels would 'he recorded on
teat. This requires two runs per test since eleow" channels are available per run on the tape recorder.

Gaupe positions are shown on figure i. The object is to measure the. principal skin
stresses in th& centre of a bay, skin stress at the skin-stei~nger and skin-frame attachment 'lines,
stringer longitudinal stress &t the frames and aid may between frames, and the bending stress in the fr-
attached flange bend rsaii.

Th; 'nOSitiOna Of maximum Skin stress we - - _ocked by cocating the specimen with strain
senzitive lacquer, befor3 attachment of the gauges, and exposing the specimen to siaulated j1et noise L

the siren. It *&e found that high stress levels existed in the skin at the Junction of the f-amoa v'A±
stringers, and two gauges at right angles were attached at a Junction to monitor the stress. The
residual and injected electrical noise in the system will be measure& by an additional gauge rzuatagi on a
metal plate near the spocimen and shielded from acoustic noise input.

Each gauge and amplifier are connected by a 25 metre length of twin individual4, screened
cable. Measurements indicate that th6 systas has a signal to xioise ratio of 36 dB at 6,89 ZN/a 2 .

4.5. REGORDING AMD A M YSIS EQUIP M T

Signals will be recorded on an Ampex FR 1300 tape recorder.

A Ubiquitous and ICL 1904 are available for narrowr band digital analysis and a Panoramic
Sonic Anlyser, with real time display if required, for analogue analysis.

In addition facilities are available for auto correlation and cross correlation of signals,

5. THbT MULT3

The only response, test* completed to date have used loudspeakers as the source of exoitation.
The original purpose of these tests was to obtain sand patterns in various modes, however I.Ee opportunity
wed taken to record~ several strain gauge sigmals, The specizen was hung by buiigeo rubber cords.

Figuri 5 shows the variation of stringer stress leve', with frequency, measured during a slow
frequency swoep, at norval incidence..

6. TsouRTIAL RESPoNSs PREICTONS

6.1, SIPE APPROACHES

1%rrent 41esign practice is often to assume that most of the fatiguo dozage occurs in the
fundanental isodat of response. Sevcral papers have been written on this assumption and references 3)

(),(5), (6), wc-r re-wiewed and used to obtain estimates of stress. Some results a.,e given on figaire 6,
Tha metho4 of the Enginesriag Scierces Data Unit is based predominantly upon work by, Miles (3) and
Clarkson (.,end is versatile in that allowanne may be made if the panal is part of a control surface
type struotm-e, or for etothed skins. The mathod of Ballentine (5) is rilsc bastd upon Miles b .A the basio
eqcuations are modified by the inclusion of empirical results. Areas (6) attempts to improve the accurauy
of Clarkson' a prediotoy,%r by altering the representation of the boundary conditions and mode shapes.

6.2. WA.1 GROUP iiiWRY

In (7), Dr. D.J. Mead of the University of Southampton outlined amethod for calculating
thm fre* and forced vibration of periodic strtiotures, typically a beam on equi-distant olastic supports.
Tkis aethod ha been applied to predict the response ot the specimen, the method being given in detail in
(8). The a~tthod, strlctly, may only bo applied to a long array of ba, each of which is aim ply supported
at the fiumsea. Howetor, clasped edges at the frames may be allowed for by using Ssechenyi's (9)0eairalent wtive-length" between the frames. The deflected shape betwean the frame* is rspresented in the
form attriboted to LV7:.-

v n~.1

.. ....
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whore,, Wi(.Y) astatio deflection at thie point( )
• C m (i) . arbitrary functions of t , determined by boundary conditions.

s number of half sine waves aoross the plate, between the frams.

dLstanoe between the frames.

The stringers provide rotational and transverse restraints at their points of attachment to
,he skin These. satiffneses are supplied from the existing beam theory of thin walled members of open

cross-section.

The distributed transverse lot, q, and torque, r, are governed by the expressions given by
Lin (10) modified for the effeot of the aooeleration of the stringer:-

9. Et + /06 A -(2)

T IT V .Eb~ 6 IX , 3

where, E6 Youngs modulus of the stringer.

_L 4 Moment of inartia of the stringer orot3-seotion about the .axis (through
oentroid).

G = Shear modulus of the -tringer.

TP St. Venant torsion constaut.

I7 = warping constant about the skin attachment point.

polar moment of inertia about skin attaohment point.

mass density of stringer.

A oross-seotional area of stringer.

The structure is represented by the idealised struoture ahomn on figure 7. For suoh a

periodio structure, under free vibration oonditions, the following r4lationships given by Head (7) hold:-

,'W -  (displaoement) -

W's .W1, (slope) 4J.(b)

Mj 1, e Mr (bendine moment) -4o

S5 Sy-5, (shear force) -4(d)

where,fi. is the propagation constant.

The development of .- ous equations can be found in (8) and will not be repeated in thi.
paper. A closed form solution of the forced vibration of an infinite panel, exoited by gra si* incidence
acoustie pressure is given.

The power spectral density of the displaement in given by the expression:-

whr - Aui. .+~ . 6

in the acoustic dmittaone tunotion of the displ cement for the infignite panel.

in this *or, eioh is concerued with the prediction .->f the r.0.. stress, the aoousti .
aaaittanoe funotiu of the curvature at a point (x,y) is the importai-t parameter. " Tin is .*i, by:-:

Y s X--- .y) X A - -(7)

w hewe, 'r denotes differentiation twice with respoot to Y. .

The mean square o the ou-vature < W - i# given by:-.

The r.m.. stress in the )4 -direction at a point (i, ) in the pnanl Is given by.-

4Y ) (X WA+2 4V + 4" -(9)
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whrs '.'i3 -r'** .ites atpit X in panel.

f foenwalatff,"als a

-pawel thickness.

vcurvature iz x -direction.

*1 ourvaturs inY -drootio1.

-Poissons' ratio.

This expression ha. bUez applied to estivato the stress at the bay edge, and the result is
shamn in figure 8. The spectrus 1.,.1 of the excitation has been taken at 127.6 4B over the froqueasy
range fro* 100 - 1,000 Hs so that ocuparleon can be made ith the calculated single mode response,
assuaing band limited white woise over that frequercy ran$.. A loss f aotor of 0.034 has been asnmsed.

6.3. !LofAL AINALT&8B

With the norul mode procedure, it is possible to analyst a tinite row of bays , Wlaeroas the
nethods of 6.1 and 6.2 were restricted to a typosi bay or an 5.ufinito periodio row of bays reapoutively.
Vorcer and Beavey' a transfer matrix prograwca (il) was used to obtain the ustural frequenoies and normal
mode shapes of a finite, four bay skiv/stringer panel assembly. It was aaswwd to be sizply supported
along its long ie n l~. tissotegs The detailed development of the modal analysis is
givan in (12)v and will not be repeated in this paper.

Following thG usual procedure uhan handling noruwl modes, the diaaoent w of a
point, (xjS.), in the panel is givext by:-

where, vML, 'is th (P^, %) th noral nods

ItFg -)is the (.,vt) th generalised co-ordirAto,

When the struotu-e under ooaiaration is a pauel sixply supported at its long edges

whe" a'& re aroa ry f unotons of V

6 -1o the diasnce between tho) long nides (frOAsee).

Aswn that the reqspons odourg pr*dominantly in the moaes which enhibit one half-aie
"ae between the from*a, equatiron 10 can be.-rdttan

4.

m*hsr# the suffix ~ has beau suppressed for, siplioity of notastica,

As befoare S''k Y wkvj)~- (13)

Auming that thero is no ',av nw)b~i vuit

tLsint tbs *04t4l exprelsion for W (V,J) tho resosea of the syste is roduced to theSIresponse ot a number of single dep*'e-of4r**4c sratems.

TUSn tub *oOu~ti2O 4nmittano*1A#UnitoM Osa 'be vwri tta

4

icy.i

Tr Il
Sim aL oro $r tii te oW . ato- at ii r4t i a. p"etaaa -l



Knowing the mean square of the bendimng moent the r.s.a. stress is:-

< . -007)

where <4s;) is the mean square of stress in the x -direction.

is pwl thickness.

< M > is moan square of bending moment in the X -direction.

These results have been applied to calculate stress levels in the specimen.

Calculations of the generalised force and mass for the first two modes indicated that their
oontribution to the r.a.s, stress in the panel oould be neglecte. Therefore, only modes 3 and 4 were
considered, mode 4 dominating the response.

Fglure 9 illustrates a typioal plot of the power spectral density o' the skin stress at the
centre of the first stringer.

6.4. n'iTz UmXN? umR1oD

The fiaite four by three bay array will be analysed using a finite element method developed
at the Institute of S und and Vibration, Southampton, by Dr. 1. Petyt. At the time of writing the free
vibration response is being calculated, it is hoped that the programme for the forced vibration response
will be developed at I.S.V.R. before the completion of the contract.

7. CONCLUDING RXNARS

The test progr e has suffered serious delays and few meaningful teat results are available at
the present time.

The loudspeaker teats at normal incidence have indicated a mode at 169 Hx, oorresponding to all
stringers bending. This compares well with the predicted value of 172 Hz using the E.S.D.U. Data Sheets
(clamped edges).

The siren performance tests hae shown that overall sound pressure levels over the epa io3a are
satisfaotorily constant.

During the discrete frequency loudspeaker teats, the dampiog of the struoture Ms found to be
betw*en I and 2 per oeat. A value of 1.7 was takon in the theoretical work.

It a expected that most of the test prograno will be completed before presentation of the
paper.
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F IG. 2 TEST BOX

Z 3 A

A 162-3 162-0 162-8 1

8 161-2 159-7 1600.. 16(

C 160-8 159-4 A59-3 -1~5911pI

D1612 161-3 i0-0 13

E 160-3 j 60,3 1601~ X

f ~f2 59-5 .160-I;

6 1620 1610 1~6[4A 106

F IG. 3 OAS P. over workinig 5 0 i oi for
gnoximm air and tratd or wtns
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FIG.4 BAND LIMITED WHITE NOISE INPUT: MICROPHONE POSITIONi-D3
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FIG.6 RESULTS OF VARIOUS THEORETICAL METHODS

METHOD Boy centre rms.stress Bqy edge r.ms.stress
Clarkson 40.0 MN/m 2  81.0 MN/m2
Ballentine 21.0 MN/m 2  41.4 MN/m2

Arcos 52.5 MN/m 2  80.0 MN/rn 2

Wave group 37.3 MN/m2 78.0 MN/m 2

Modal response 43.5 MN/r 2  61.4 MN/mZ

yxO X

----' <. -. Simple support .-

Simple support

D11 D' D
. : .x-Direcio

loss factor of plate

F I G."7 STRUCTURAL IDEALIZATION



FRAMES ACT AS CLAMPED SUPPOPTS

FIG.9 SKIN STRESS, WAVE GROUP THEORY
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APPENDIX

1I INTRODlUCTION

In the ptnod between writing and presenting the paper, additional work was completed on the theoreti Cal
~5prediction of panel response, andf on its measurement in the noise field of a jet engine exhaust. Somec of' this

* material was presented it the Symposium and is repeated in this appendix.

2. THEORETICAL RESPONSE PREDICIOUNS

2. 1 Finite Element Method 5

Thlc lire tibration resp krs as been1 predicAted. In thec first-na soeacti of (the twelv--a obIN Or sk panels wa~s
.hvidcd into, -a 3 x 3array oi vi ctangular plate eil-ieiiiv. At each nude the displacemnent a in~fi tvs

w' .AX m taken (is ders.- of tiexxtoni Fie slt'erier- were rrpreented b) openl section b-jimn lemenits wVith
.- two node Points, onc at cat h cft4 T'he >g-rees of frerdoni at1 eac'h nodev were taker. Wi. be t'/!Ct t upt i i re-'1nt k

- . dir~th slop-c -0 . aild the1t0Cs dertwierw.t ac ~r-ame iva' r 'rresntrdJ b-. nielir e lerints 'n tklc sirinma
* ~ ~ E .IIA t I' n-in eir0-s h sernAl bendai-e *'lhe p-Anel were liken to be toll' cljmved.' the niti'a reecue

obt.amnes arle gieumn iii tirur Mk. ihs 1e t' s 1rtiin ivd the panel uto Ch Sill, -s paixels rhio he~sI Soi:cor
ingou- i twelve, and onis the first $w; goiups iepeetd h md hososai tu-dic tha.t thw

* cs~iu~stiuig artlss tie frames' Ln liegiigxhk Ili the' tlbtc iso-des denloted bv Anl a-stc-iok usi'-uut indinudl
AIrry of sbpue. n The other ste uns. ts'e nuotion In one of the outsid XArray 0-4

l171W middle arias curly Was lbs-n analeed aMumng1k boruludrs to be fully. clives vitisvpae a
reseetdby ;i 4 x 4 *rr-a oif ki aigireenet nd T,ttrinr tt ti tr op-c't -ronl bea mrret. 11,e

fr-zi-urencl outdlicst are ge;-en m in -jrv A.' Ih unxn4 tehape f-Or tICe niite wlih one half tine w a-ellwei

b-airingtl arras-s. Anti the frnn-ivi 'Sct 4: N1cls-siruscri Huo-smr beau: tee - az a 1u-. numbe- of LScnat
frequenciel. %ves--aj Ati1sdt (%,Ipprt r-eqhmid 'twiar~usse- gteiirstrta hr z1 "Jt osnc'

- taos-a tJ~c framer. It r0r-tli be. timce tat the efr to h l.swd~ia rme n. tigs.hsntlre

22traatier Mzlaix '!'ettod "

I'''h tmklo oA'-- 'm

trqe~-tof a "11% ! tiVTe 0c -- mn aa eit nis, tanIvgta: flat p)Itex iof undss.n tlN-rvs ii
cvnpnctt-ij tesgelber afor thr, : ionptiu~ximii r-- rer T-1 vtxn -tor :~Au-unsed v:'; iuwr m~i i- tS.

rr-s}t0 l toc 500 IF&% to~eI" oue

puamic and normul to the tuc i ter-l-atth -n'n11vvA4

3.2 Er~ne~otTcsta

5'--v The itonse -f thie p ,ne)i nhb-n naaru-d at i wnrtu-nr. and at t;Ao er4;;nr o~ V~e ilpt. In4h
,wmlw. field of a jet f- t'Srh-z%-nt. both in the v&de of the tut bt. id-ti-in inS Fqrc 2>ansi i -- p frame Thec

* ~~frvq't.,cy t'urxsh in v vhm~h p m- in T l 0s-.-mr reyponuse O-25-las Iosnn I vkte 44. l-s-c h ei
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the simnlte frame are shown ,Iiaded across the talzo th~ ac ai whprdte c An erad
3. ~Valaes of frequency ar(. potted o!, a vertical logariic swale in the iab'ye. Duritif :hese tests z:he pane' was viaced

about six feet from the e~timated edge of flht exiiL't jet, inavcrtkl plane parYallel lo the jeZ zxis with strinaer~
horizontal.

ftInitial discrete frequency tests indi,-tel the nec-. to re luca the- reverberation time of the box zdothis ex
a 300 mm thickness of 'Stillit, souod abso-r raterial w,.as attach, to the rear s iof the cavity. 11a this con-
figuration. the overall sound pressure Iee meaiueed by a mIcrohone inive the b~x during engine ncoise tests a-
maximum r.p.m. was found to be approximately IS5dB lower than that mneasure-d by an .extetnal rnicyopl' -vi at the
irailing edige of the pantel.

Results indic at thvt the box has a significant Lfetuo anlrs s Figure AS gives a comnparison of
predicted and .~srdoverall stress levels, the foriner issuming the meas ured noise spectrum- to be acting on onte

e side of the specimen. Position I iAs ten je, pipe orifice diarneters downstrn of thec oriici.. -And positions 2 -r~d 3
are tweo~tv and thirty diameterf respectively/. Measured overall sountd pressure le~vels ar-0 the band 1cnrl inl the -11e
third oc'ave centred on 160 1lz are also z~jven. Overall levels of stress and sound pressure ievel art. for 0-- 10 kHz.

Figure A6 shows tha- power spectral densities of a typical skin stress, measured during excitation ider idtatici
conditions with and wiulout the test box. The stress is the direct skin stress, at the bIay cedge- iidway betwe!,n

*frames, measured by gauge SR? (see, Figure 1). The power spcctrai densities of the direct skin gauges analyszed to
date are simolar.

The reason for constructing the test box was to provide a mneans of reducing the. ri ee of excitatian oni
the rear face of the sp~ecimen during engine noise tests to the level which it would xprnein the usq"n

5'tsiren tests. In view of thef apoar-ant effect of the box cavit y upon the, panel response, further tesying in lfie siren a nd
in engine noise fields, under this contract, will probably .ecarried out with the panel in a simple franw,:. It is hoped
~o be able to study the implications of cavity effects upon the design of skin panels forming a side ot . cayity in
the near future.

4. REMAINING WORK PROGRAMME

Before it is attempted to reproduce the engine noise field response in the siren, the acoustic radiation dampiing
of the panel in the siren will br rneasuted, and a search made for fthe presence of duct resonances. Finite elen1t
theory will be used to predict specimen response. It is felt tha the data gathered and experience gained will lead
to a greater understaifding of the uses and limitations of siren testing techniques.

Mode
No.e Frequency MoeFrequency -

I~o. No.

6.1 { 166.6* 13 -. 22t00

2 167.5 14- 220.P

167.5 15 222.6

4 168. 0 16 22".6

5 169.3 17 222, 7

6 169.3 lb6 222,7

7 180. 0 19 1230.7"

8 180.7 20 2 230. 8

9 IF 7 21 J233,1
10 181 .0* 22 233,1

'P .7 23

121 181 .7 [ 24 233.3

~-'-~- -Middli ar-ray modes

FIGURE Al NATURAL FREQUENCiES_(1Hz) OF THE COMPLET E PANEL.



Mode Frqec*Mode

N.No.j rqny

2 166.9 6 218.4

3 77.7 I 7 228.6

4 178.7 [ 8 [ 228.8

FIGURE A2 -NATURAL,. FREQUEN'.CIE:S (Hz) OF THE MIDDLE ARRAY

MODE 2

MODE3 2

FIGURE L MOL~iSI{APS FOR A SINGLE ARRAY OF FOUR SUB PANELS



e~d~i'~ ~?-~~e~Measured Frequencies

-> crete l-es's Oise~ J~s
Singleoe Trnsfer Matrix .(Phrole tq.Strirr

v2 Group M~o Iuite I
Theory mer&,IWitt,I u~nns~rIe o~~Pn~Pre

Sev Winos 5~t ~i.e H~t-' Alnj

155. 16. 6.1 16

ii -* .14 '169 69 17

-A1~
2178

--19
''2 8..........

-~P2 230 30

a- 4~~ 4:. 24 0

o ~ 7380

__ __ _420

~ I FIGURE A.4 COMPARISON OF PREDICTED AND MEASURED NATURAL FREQUENCIES
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Predicted Stress Measured Stress

M N/,. M N/2

Clarkson Ballentine Arcas Wav6 Mo'dal Panel Panel

I Group IAtdYsis Alone Ini Box
I Theory1

Ros. Bay:_.entc A 4.47 7.23 1.313.10 12".40 7.02 3.86

Bay: dge- 28.60 14.48 31.0 128,.221 17,21 13 6.20

%~:~By enr 2.4 2.3 27.55 24.08 213.8 -10.74 5.85

I By dg~ 1. I25.47 55l503 30 14.13 8.52

C", 3.5.51

L~r~ Byer . 6.41>34 7_~24I 5.92 5.1.93 16
y~ 301 6.54 W44l14 7 58 2.27' 1.65

Measured S. P.L.

0. A.S. P..L. Band

dB Level dB

pos. 1 148 119

Pos. 2 148 12*
Pos. 3 139 1___ 2

>1re. 2 x 0-5 N/rn 2

FIGURF A5 PREDICTED AND MEASURED OVERALL STRESS LEVEL'
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SONIC FATIGUE RESISTANCE OF LIGHTWEIGHT

AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES

by

R. C. W. van aer Heyde

and.

A.. W. Kolb

Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory (FYA)
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio 45433

U.S.A.

SUMARY

This paper prosents results from an experimental program under which the responee and sonlc
fatig,4 resi stance of lightweight aircraft structures were investigated. The program involved a series of
aluminum-alloy panels of bonded-beaded and skin-stringer design. A total of 60 bonded-beaded and 6skin-
stringer type test specimens was t vestigat-.l. The panels were tested in groups of 5 or 10 at 4 different
overall sound-pressure levels to obtain test results with a high level of confidence. The data reported
include mode shapes, pane, damping ratios, linearity of response, fatigue life, and failure location, ror
some. panel configurations, data to above 10

8 cycles were obtained. The test facility, test fixture, ncise-
source, testing technique, and instrumentation used, are described along with the test results. Fatigue
failure detection techvnques are discuabd. The test results are compared with stress predlictions from
varlou. available methods.

LISr OF SYKBOLS "

A - Assurance

B'-. - Young's Modulus

f F Frequency. at Resoance

K- - Ratio of Measured to Esrimarad Strems

YL - Ratio of Measurod Life to Egtjated Iife
*N. Number of Speca'.,ns in S amplIe

R Correlation Factor Between C and "
xy y
& apCified 'Freptiir

* 6 * Dampin$ Ratto . .

69 Biadiith

The Follouting vyszbols are used f r rosette strain saa~u 44ta-:
x esue Statie-Straittll.O 1r ittion

4 'Astored Static Strain in -90 -:-rtion

" Measured static Strinn i. 45 Ditvi.-

kno- . ridDynam.c RW4 Stran:.:in 0*. iflectier p4 tira . " . .. ...

C easured .14%fnic V5116 Strain '.a 90' tirtecian o)f t;5 G4ge691
' easure. Pynstic %XS Strai in W" 'tr'c-tloo S) train Cage

n ' Maxium pric".ipal St t -Stree. lbs ..i..-

%sw a.,t.xiMsu P~n pt W - Dkfnralic Stres ibs/l-

* ~ :Poiss&M it Ratio4

1W~.ooa ..

Ilie 4onic bntiguc failures wvhich oecutred Ott atte:rwft Id tife t 9 ime ptriod requi"Ted tte
4evelopmant -if (echniques to del wit -the problet on -a broad Saito. Thsmerozzu iwctgatr wr tiared

$: to study the =*chentm.e which c e o sosit tiue v.-. s yr. to ibtain practi :tl " " to prevent sonic
fatiue fallurs. Dqtig crlter for mAny -y of structures vets developed undot U.S. Air Fcrr spon-

.orship ind by Industry. Som of 0ha w~t. iroortant advaice* are ltsitd in R eo#n c . and 2. Thes.
efforts led to sonic. fatigue deudgn crt .r f..nd -ssign chrts vwhich are aidqly usd durind the desig. of "
:0rcrakt.. In general, this irforatiaon jnb es the designer to select structural dewlan 'areottro uhh
result in 'Conservative lightwigtM atructres capab.4t of withstanding the n ois* levelu generat:d. bv th4

powerful Set ongines preaent2l in ,p-ratlnn. The develsnntof new Vtructural concpts.. .d taterials
requirea continisous updatn- of sonic ftci,)ue design tfertottlon. At the. acno tim, e M;tng deitt .data.
. equre further refiaame.t fatd vertftiatioe6 The effort descrlbed, in thit pnrt ("ils priitrly in th

4,' :' . ':x~ iid : •~Ki~d' .g ~ ;v *4 . .. .
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The tests described differ from the majority of tests conducted to establish sonic fatigue design
informetian in two wizys; first, a large-test specimen sample size was used, and second, the duration of

A 4, the testing was long. While most acoustic test facilities accommodate only one or two specimens at a time
the arrangement selected for theou tests allowed 5 to If' panels to be tested simultaneously. Thi. was
accomplished by .9 multiple test paizel installation in a arge fixture and selecting normal incidence acoub-
tic loading for the teat program. This procedure made it possible to test some of the 120 specimens up to
200 hours which is-in excess of 108 cyclcs for these panels.

The epecimens reported on can be classified in two groups. The first group, bonded-beaded Typesk , 11 and 11; and skin-stringer Type I consisted of a design with a weight per area of 1 lb/ft2 anoval
dimensions of 24 Xt 30.inches. The second group of specimens, skin-stringer Type 11, featured a thin chem-
milled skin with a 'stiff supporting structure, a weight per area of 3.65 lbs/ft2 and overall dimensions of
10.5 X* 24 inghes. This design was used to develc~p statistical information for siting of sonic fatigue test
samplas (Reference 3). While the latter type of panel design is not necessarily typical of an aircraft
structure the test data were included since they contribute to the knowledge of sonic fatigue behavior of
heavqly reinforced chem-milled panels and allow for an additioual comparison with prediction methods.

z; I The qualitative and quatiiative.in~ornation presented in this paper can be used as design guide-
limies and backup information for structures with similar characteristics.

DSCRIPIION OF TIE TEST SPECINN

Taboh I pre4sents a summry of the panels tested and their essential dimensions in inches. All
apaijmem were vianufactured from standard ajcraft materials; their designation and corresponding equiva-
l~rnts used in NATo countries tabulated in Table II. The bonded-beaded panels Types 1, 11 and III and
the skin-stringer palnels Type * I the sasitt overall di-mensions and weight and were constructe/3 of 7075 T-6
aluminom alloy. The skin-strinaer panels Type 11 were of different weight and dimensions and were con1-
atructed off 202A.T-S aliiminva alloy. For the boaded-beaded panels (Figure 1 and Figu~re 2) only limited
sonic fnxigue des3.tn information was available. Therefore, three designs vere tested. These derigna
included iiri nai bead length, bead orientation and bead-skin thickness. Consequently the results
f rili tharmi designa inicate the effect of these parametmr on the respoose and fatigue life of thle Panel.

TABLE I

0c0M IONX~S Or.THE UST SIPECIMRNS

~tu~tIt#: SP1ECIWEg avlUiIm PAIEL VTN Bam SnIN . lA sw A NIA) IR nRdI
PAMt Pg$WSI SIZE ALLOY TIMSS ?flICKIrSS ttEl(ii. VIDTll LE4OTU au~A SPEC NR

INCHI L~ INCH h' INUh

TYPE X 24,X 30 2075 T-C 1032 .032 W8 315 21.0 6 ;0 1I'1'E X 30 70~ f4 *02 .045 28 . 1.0 6 20
MEg II 2 0 70i T-6 .032 .032 .80 )3.s 27.0 S t0 7

.24~ X 7 x3 70'75 T-6 .01RIN2R

TAULX Ii II M NAT1 I V.S. V4) S 9(1 9A MH01, .4OS

- xS.. *mnda #rwafted 4%4 #Asit Italy IS4
A-A cu. D~' 8.5. VDr

7O~ C"2& A44)'.il Iu'~ .97 so"0 P-AloS AIcnxfl

gots. *A1U*1n4'M stand.-N~ and tDAts.. ecmiid *dition, T1.c 190'
pu~ Wby Alusivsn Asocattk.

'nib skin-ttringer Pa4#16 lypce I 0-tgure 3) wzro Of a Iwntni~-~nfeunl se ti air-
craft -n.srito.it SZA,14l 00 uoted, hc&Psver. t?4r Po seaing zer MnWiii.~ttt*& q-M to W." US44 1.
Che r4V~.t joint* 60d therelero ta allotvance for thi~ (44Ct *h"IsW be-m.02* t utia eoupk-1.no ofte test
reiults w'th painelt cnsh-uettd uith Cho-te 4cospondp.

4 . shou-s Cho av4nitrin4*r prels I'pM 1.. in the comastrvctslor of ttheso psaels a ch.&-z-
t4111inV pro-CV.. wAO UaS' tW obtatl 64e satedal th~c4knesa variAtions tncrorstad 1r, the 4eotgo_ Via refn.

tortirt a -uc.,ra w t ve to the 'it ate-riAl 4&sk ehon to Set 'on A-A tkt FA,~te No aoalinl o ctifretting coqn &dP were -u*#ed lt jolniint tk stl to the supp rt stm.ctiirt. Tlt* estin-strikittr pamejm Type
11 had altits of .'.7 14teo ewt mnro each sfda .-_ tbt cettr bav PrellmipAry testg inatt4 that Mtgse
*trtai entaten were necessary to) frill tbe pans with ti v. be os- ores h rs~t. gronp
aime uss chosir acco-rdirt tov tte stati,4tical thooties dvlope i- Refervicvs 3 amd 4.- la the. r~fisrtuces
it to .. "~a that V-4 roquirwsvents fur staistical 'eonf-Idsnco say te *tat"d so*
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A 1 NaN + (N - )6

Where A is the degree of assuirance that at least 100$ per cen&t of an infinite number of specimens will fail
between the longest and shortest failur. times encountered in a sau-ple size N. This analysis shows that
a sample size of five (5) gives an assurance of 80% that at least 50% of the obtained date fall within
these limits.
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00. a

a ~ &m ~IY2~:-fFIGUR 4. SXIIJ-STRINGEJ PANEL

SCINA-A

TEST FACILITY AN' MYNSTRUWNTATI0 N

The tentr program was conducted in the Vide Damd Noise Test Chamber of the AF!VLC Sonic Fat igue
Factlit which contains a reoverberant chamber eith a floor aren of 2)1 ft 2 and a voluire of anproxirsate>y
2500 ft (Figure 5). T -high intensilty noise sourcesa were used, an skir-modulAtin6-- v*-lvo-type sound-gener-
ate- dcliisring sound-pressure levels uip tn a maxiuma of lr5 d0 overall. and a random noise siree which

iCoduces a aatnaas SM1 of 60 Oh. with a broater sound s~pctrum.

1A11N VAV

S. ftAOaAN SOr nTit l
?JJ0AC~tSTI FA$tV ~ CON~

tIE FAL1 ft IV Y 141

,i r 1-t nmn itsdyth V

Th #tetptisfl rtll it- I the frt 0! gn Onelondt* steel. fixtur4 (rlgurs 6). ThIg
tost% fixturip crltLisd aez-nd s'trtgntlltoprrtVn-t gt-Afnn VAn.ev Acfoce# to the,, roor *f the spec-

i~n ~t povdsd~ nnv~t ca &e N p',,top P iI nrij of the. fixture, t-he o*"fall sowad ptnosure

ACWST1Ct f.A
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The noise levels were measured witht high intiusity microphones locafed 41, nches; in frorL ofoiu
test specimen. The &train was measured vith rosette rtra "In Sagas aM4 &Ule element &ages (Figrei).Th
output from all transducers was rticorded on magnetic tape.

L L.3

SXIM4SMIINGER AL TYPE IBODDSE AIS

-. ~FG1U7 STRAIN____ byG ne 'i iiii;; j IOK

* SKIN-STRINCR PAWfJ TYPE it

figure 8 ahowv a block diagram of the data collection and monitoring system. The microphones and
strain gagaos vwre tzonitored before and after rocording on tape b en fa silsoeado cao
bAVA level recorder.

FM9 cm

3tW

8.~~~ WilleL"C'W A
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FIw1 .DT.oRD.~O~ ~?'

S.- It* CLLECTON A



6 ~ The noise produced by the sound-generator was continuously monitored by an cvtave band analyzer
and periodic *rec',rdings were made on a level recorifer.

Thie dat& recordings were transferred tu a,* tape loop end analyzed with the equipment shown in
V igure 9. Th- R-4pid Octave Band Analyzer (B&K P297) was used to obtain 1/3 and 1/1 octave band analyses.
The Fourier MAlyzer (HP 5450-A) was used for time aeries analysis of the acoustic and strain signals.

Tk5T AND~ DATA ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

Groups of five identical panels were tested in the acoustic chamber with the exception of the
skin-st-inger panels Type 11 which were tested in groups of 10. One panel of each typ'e was mounted hori-
zontally in a special rig and excited by loudspeaker for low level response tests to determine mode shapes
and natural fre'qugeies. The mode shapes were made visible by covering the panel surface lightly with
sesnd. The modal patterns at the resonant frequencies were akatched or photographed. For tlia skin-stringer
panels Type I, however, the mode shapes were determined with the specimen mounted in the test fixture.
This was accomplished by attaching one accelerometer to the specimen and surveying the panel with a seconda~celerc~ieter. The amplitude and phase angle of the signal from the moving accelerometer was measured
relative to the stationary accelerometer.

For the dynamic linearity test one panel was mounted at location B of the large test fixture(Figure 6) and subjected to a range of overall sound pressure levelq from 130 to 157 dB. After the set ofpanels was installed, initial data. were obtained from all transducers at a specified sound pressure level,
These data were used to determine all response and damping information.

The damping ratios were computed from the equation A f/2f, where f is the frequency at reso-
Inance, and 6f the width of the resonance peak at the 1/ power point.

A rosette strain page was placed on the facing sheet of the panel in order to obtain an approx-imat ion of the principal stress. This allows the determination of maximum" stress since directionality
variations are accounted for. The rms version of the following stress equation was use (ferencs
*5and6 )t

E, - g + I( I Cj + 2&3 -(i+E2)) B C ' .

max 2 l~ +UjV -~
From which, in toe of hR(S, follows,

+ -+

max~ ~. 1.i 2 (lu - 2

In whichl

+ r 2 2 ~l+ 4Z'3 - 4R,, 3 Y31i - 4U. M.-&

4~~ *~ Fort X
x y

1* s Th mrsi values of c, t cand c S were recordedI during the test. Thie. compoitout were. oddodb
li14Wr &Apil(tars.

Spectrum lavols wvoe doeorined from 1/1 octave band ealysaN, by subtracting 10 Loagf, fro.%
t ht 113 octave band lovel which cotitaitio the average number of zearo crossag per viecond. at' is thve band
width of this 1/3 octavo band.

The pver opectral deneity of the *ound pressures and strains wore obtainwxi by norwual~ang tho.
Output of a 10 Hi band width filter.

T&Rt.E RUTEST SPnCRHM

ROV NO.. IUI1NMTH OF TI>TAL
TEST UU~ ACCINlUtArTM)

19-24 010 600

2.*.19:8 1:00 20! 10
39-76 ZOD 100:00

79-MD 4 -M0 44
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The. ndurance tests were conducted with broad band noise excitation. The inspections for fail-
urea were made according to the schedule of Table III. When a crack was suspected, the area was treated
with a special penetrating dye which made surface cracks visible. Fatigue detection wires were attached
to the ends of the beads of the bonded-beaded panels where stress concentrations were suspected. The
insulated copper wires were connected to a warning light circuit which switched off in case of circuit
interruption due to fatigue failure in the bead ends. This simple device proved to be of significant valuo
in the failure inspection procedure. When multiple fatigue failures otcurred or the size of the cracks
became extensive, the panel was re-oved and replaced by a wooden dummy panel to maintain an identical acous-
tic environ=nt for the remaining test specimens.

TEST RESULTS
The test results presented include mode shapes, damping ratios, lirearity data, power spectral

densities for sound pressure and strain as well as fatigue life.

The panel modes for the dominant resonant frequencies for the bonded-beaded panels ar6 shown in
Figure 10. The mode shapes for the uigher frequenoies resulted in complicated patterns which were not
well defined.

TYPE I AND II

143 Hz 3 Z 6 35 f Hz

-'.. .- -rE2ZI' '' ' ' E " "_ _

.;TY III

TAVUt IV ,WWI,%- RATIOS OV "TE- &0:X0Wl-WD PANELS

TYP " I III

P"". FkQUECY WAXP I N PANIE MQAIr.'t~t ikuw i &C P&ME~ MMXU 0AP1h
4: RATIO -Mt "ATIO or ATIO

A 12 .006- A 142 .0076 A los .011.

164 .00516 .2t 0001 l5 .OIN
176 .016 210 . -'
195 aOE 15 h 0064 220 .0091
Z10 .000 160 .0109

14 .11173 .omI6 a ~ lv& 0
a 1V4 .112 2 2 .00s0 U.1 .0110

132 .0114 263 ,0070 123 .0110
1 .o4 .0W8 .4 109.,..

17....1..4 1530.009" 212 .0075
196 .00531 16 ,0066 252 .0054 -
,li .066 176 .0028 328 .00•
226 .000 186 .006-
2)6 M63 322 .0031 C III .MAO.0

,"6 .0040 M .1.40

152 .0M D 126 -0159 0 102 .0196
23.::" .00,135 .0056 110 .AT .-

142 .0123 '19 '078
.i 10Z 0098 156 .0070

'.112 ,01$2 17) 10101 L 16 .014, .

141 .0067 12S .01% "".
162 .0092 Z 1)6 .0147 200 .008.
1. .0036 2 .0103 36 .0092

156 .0. .
' 126 .0127 2213 0O7

16 .0100 279 O.)-
186 .0067
192 .0062



The damping ratios for all bonded-beaded panels are listed in Table IV, The average rationEli are approximately the same for the panels Type I and II and slightly higher for the Type III panels. Typi-Cal resnaae c!urves !or the bonded-beaded panels with the same bead and skin material gage are shown inV Figure 11.

j TYPE IIIAR
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Typical pw e £pvctrsi 3vntic~s for th4 souni pirosautros an-4 giri measured Are givicn lonFigures 12 SNd 13., Th# tt data for ctese psali .4re suArtadin Tabl. V, Vl and VI1. In% addition -t-0the, numrical valuty. Iiip for '%aucW preasuro level. Oteit and jlfie h* ocr.rsont whorv the Intl"4&"gu faijr 'currod is g~tin, Typica fallisrom detgaed %d eda r hown inElur 4.Thefefluras occtrred P pcgial on pAnfl Typ"* I and Typ) I o hc kndtc~o n edttra
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TABLE Vi. STR.ESS RESPONSE AND FATIGUE DATA FOR

BON1DED-BEADED PANELF. TtI'Z 11 (FIGURIe 1)

BEAD LENGTH 21.0O LN, PAN9L SKIN .020 1N,

BEAD' SKIN .045 iZ THICK

STRAIN-GAGE LO-SAVIONS GIVFN 1i FIGURE 7

PANEL OVERALL SPECTRtUM STRESS STRESS VRI~NCIiPAL STRESS STRESS ZERO LIFE FAILURE
Np SPL LEVEL LOC. 1 LO^,2 STRES5 LOC.4 LOC.5 CROSSINGS 106 LOCATION

dB dB PSI PST .- PS1 PSI PSI SEC-l CYCLES

A-i 157.0 131.4 .1748 8M 2268 1090 213 S.067 Pante1 W3t
B-1 158.0 130.2 1423 760 1771 1372 246 1.771 Panel Srin

vC-1 157.5 132.4 1603 799 1769 _1250 212 2.671 Panel Skiiu
D-i 158.0 128.3 1546 792 1754 233 3.355 P~anel Skitn
E-1 157.5 128.8 1413 963 .16141 1059 187, 2.693 Panel skin -

A-2 152.5 129.4 .343 567 1578 917 259 22.61C) Panel Skin
B-2 153.5 128.9 1120 655 1j_2 1258 310 21.204 Panel Skin
c-2 152.5 130.1 1190 5:8 1302 i00v 256 17.510 Penei Skin
D-2 153.5' 326.9 i40 687 1583 613 193 13.201 Panel Skin
E-2 152.0 127.9 10410 702 1208 -"71 265 18.126 Paneli Skin

A-3 151.5 126.1 1090 692 1291. 1259 1122 2 1 12.154 Edge/Bead Edge
B-3 151.0 128.9 1040 641 1331 944 944 258 18.576 Panel Skiri
c-3 150.0 i7C.,4 1010 649 1248 35 613 210 34.020 Edge.
D-3 151.5 126.0 1075 576 1238 410 247 64.467 Edge
1:-, 150.5 127.9 926 673 114 86 50 35 40.824 Panel Skin

A-4 149.5 126.4 895 440 1241 817 121 119.)75 Edge

B-4 150.0 125.1 841 533 994 794 221 >140. No Failure
c-4 149.0 126,9 882 438 1003 398 199 108.355 Bead Edge
D-4 150.0 129.9 894 531 1033 771 226 >140. No Failure
E-4 150.0 124.9 796 513 904 562 194 116.679 Edge

TABLE VII STRESS RESPONSE AND FATIGUIE DAT& FOR

BONDED-BEADED PANELS TYPE III (FIGURE 1)

BEAD LENGTH 27.0 IN, PANEL SKIN .032 IN,

BEADj SKIN .032 IN THICK

STRAIN-GAGE LOCATIONS GIVEN IN FIGURE 7----

PANEL OVERALL SPECTRUM STRESS STRESS PRINCIPAL STRESS STRESS ZERO LIFE FAILURE
N R SPI. LEVEL LOC.i L.OC. 2 STRESS LOC.4 LOC.5 CROSSIC~S 106 LOCATION

db dB PSI PSI PSI PSI PSI SEC
1  CI CLES

A-1 160.8 .135.6 2289 2318 4167 4467 133 .954 E.uad Edge
B-i 162.2 132.4 2372 1603 3806 ~ 4340 344 1.193 Bead Edge
C-i 159.8 136,9 2454 1973 4164 19 2 .7 odEg

4>01 161. 133.4 92 251 4201 .3072 182 .642 Bead Edge
E-1 160.0 N/A 2919 2289 4864 N/A N/A NWA Bead Edge

A-2 155.8 128,1 2985 1778 4,386 3350 336 3.024 Bead Edge
8-2 156,8 '29.6 2511 1188 3298 3652 307 1.382 Bead Edge
C-2 156.0 12.8.9 2441 1334 3330 2371 330 8.118 Bead Edge
D-2 154.8 128.1 2371 1778 3840 3072 341 1.637 Bead Edge
E-2 153.5 125.6 2239 1679 3517 3548 434 4.088 Bead Edge

A-3 151.5 122.9 1939 1180 3087 3073 234 5.476 Bead Edge
B-3 151.8 125,4 1508 686 2203 1333 340 >110. No Failure
C-3 150.8 124,4 1372 1290 2502 2175 253 34.064 Edge/Bead Edge
0-3 150.0 124.1 1350 1259 2059 1778 233 45.540 Edge/Bead Edge
E-3 150.0 122.1 170C 1429 3177 1778 265 34.344 Edge

A-4 14'/.0 124,6 1334 1000 2039 1454 143 5.663 Edge
B-4 148.5 126.9 708 17*8 1213 972 596 163 34.328 Edge
C-4 14/.0 124.9 772 631 1294 771 160 112.704 Edge
0-4 146.0 123.6 1000 818 1876 841 130 58.500 Bonding Failure
E-4 146.2 121.9 1841 501 1432 1155 250 76.875 Edge
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The mode shapes, damping ratios and response linearity of the akin-stringer panels Type I are
s hown in Figure 183, Table VIII and Figure 19. The power spectral densities of the sound pressure and the
strain response are plotted in Figure 20.

Table IX summarizes the test data for these panels. 'rhe majority of failures occurred in tbh"
proximity of a rivet line as shown in Figure 21. The fatigue life of the panels versus overall sour
pressure level is plotted in Figure 22. It should be noted that the scatter in life for these panel. s
cunsiderably less than that shown for the othor cenfiguratloas.

For the skin-stvinger panel Type 11 the mode shape Is shown in Figure 18, the damping ratio in
Table X, the lineairity in Figure 19 and the sound pressure and strain response power spectral density plots
in Figure 23. Finally, the l~est data are tabulated in Table XI and shown in Figure 24. The failure mode
observed was primarily located at the stress concentration.
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TABLE VIII DAMPING HLATIOS OF THE SKIN-STRINGER PANELS
TYPE I

PANEL FREQUENCY DAMPING PANEL FREQUENCY DAMPING PANEL FREQUENCY DAMPING

Hz RATIO Hz RATIO Hz RATIO

A 148 .0186 C 129 .0337 E 127 .0303
163 .03.84. 138 .0243 139 .0288
176 .0199 149 .0252 152.5 .0229
191 .0157 164 .0198 173.5 .0245

203 .0160 183 .0224
124 .0351 223,5 .0161 193 .0197
147 .0187 205 .0171
163 .0190 D 131 .0259
193 .0233 148 .0186

164 .0183

z
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FIGURE 19. TYPICAL RESPONSE FOR THE
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TABLE IX SYRESS RESPONSE AND FATIGUJE DATA FOR

SKIN-STRINGER PANELS TYPE I (FIGURE 3)

STRLAIN-GAGE LOCATIONS GIVEN IN FIGURE 7

PANEL OVERALL. SPECTRUM STRESS STRESS PRINCIPAL EDG F zERO LinE FAILURE
NR SPL LEVFL, LOC I LOC 2 STRESS STRESS CROSSINGS 106: LOCATION

dB dB PSI . PSI PSI PSI *5EC-1  CYCLES

A-! 154p.5 128.1 . 2152 632 2532 2085 129 2.438* Rivet Line
B-i 155.0 126.9 2 .51.9 673 3097 2294 126 1,678 Rivet Line
C-1 154.1 128.6 2718 15 3.308 2156 16 234RvtLn
D-1 155.0 121.6 2184 705 2479 2482 164 1.535 Edge Line
Z-1 154.8 121 .., 1 1883 89~. 2559 2085 179 1.675 Edge Line

A-2 151.0 123.7 1267 518 1966 1348 183 5.600 -Rivet Line
B-2 151.6 124.0 1560 60h 1988 1685 160 4.896 R ivet Line
C-2 150.7 123.0 15 96 442 2131 1706 194 14.783 Rivet Line
D-2 151.4 126.8 1.694 .651 2230 1595 132 1.980 Rivet Line
r-2 151.2 . 126.0 1627 787 2593 1703 14~3 5..285 Rivet Line

A-3 148.9 121L5 787 427 1092 1269 4.81 22.e06 Rivet Line
B-3 149.4 120.8 1332 416 2342 1179 148 9.324 Rivet Line
C-3 148.5 120.9 938 54e 1.696 1429 186 23.436 Rivet Line
0--' 149.6 124.8 1087 556 1843 1528 129 9.422 Rivet Line
E-3 149.3 124.5 556 320 809 1258 135 17.010 Rivet Line

A-4 147.1 120.0 1140 1040 1770 772 164 22.532 Rivet L4.ne
B-4 147.6 119.5 11O 312 1460 1122 132 86.288 aivet Line
C-4 146.4; 119.0 846 320 '1041 728 182 >130. No Failure
D-4 147.5 117.7 1438 392 184#2 N/IA 142 32.546 Rivet Line
E-4 147.4 113.7 1150 274 .1482 t94 152 25.855 Rivet Line

In7,

FIGUPE 21. RIVET-LINE FAILURES
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TBEXDAMPING RATIOS OF THlE SKIN-STRINGER PAriE?.S TYPE II

PANIEL FREQUENCY 111PING PANEL FREQUENCY -DAMPING, PANEL FREQUENCY DAMPING
Hz RATIO Hz RATIO Hz RATIO

A-i 418 .0072 C-i 352 .0259 E-1 359 .0112

A-2 344 .0151 c-2 396 .. 0103 380 .0158
* 350 .0114 405 .013838 .05

377 .0159 416 .0144 390 .0113

B-1 380 .0160 D-1 364 .0110 30028 .0142*39 .0301696
AB-2 371 .0081 30 019314 .0104

381 .0168 D-2 372 .0140 318 .0157
389 .0051 418 .0115
409 .0176
420 .0095-

( , S1RAIN

t -4

it STRAIN 10-7 MICRO-INI IN)z H
~~ SOUND PRES5I.JE 30 (PSI?

I BSANDIDTH USED FORt ANALYSIS o It

MREUMC IN 10

FIGURE 23. POWER SPECTRAL. DENSITY OF SOUNDtI PRSSURE
AND STRAIN RESPONSE FOR SK114-STRNGXR

PANEL TYPE 11



TABLE XI STRESS RESPONSE tXND FATIGUE DATA FOR
SKIN-STRINGER PANELS TYPE II (FIGURE 4)
STRAIN-GAGE LOCATIONS GIVEN IN FIGURE 7

PANEL OVERALL SPECTRUM STRESS STRESS EDGE ZERO LIFE FAILURE

NR SPL LEVEL LOC.1 LOC.2 STRESS CROSSINGS 106 LOCATION
dB dB PSI PSI PSI- SEC-1  CYCLES

Al-i 156.5 127.5 3100 5260 404 21.80 Side Bay

A2-1 153.0 126.0 3320 5650 390 2.34 Stress Conc.

Bl-i -157.5 122.0 2070 3520 450 41.30

B2-1 157.8 130.0 3160 4870 5370 422 9.12

CI.I 155.5 12rO 2260 3840 432 39.70

C2-1 156.7 126.5 2650 4500 417 25.50
D-1 157.2 129.5 4350 7400 384 1.84

D2-1 156.2 124.5 5680 9650 196 .71

EI-I 157.0 129.0 4070 5309 6920 359 5.17

E2-1 155.0 129.5 3100 5260 363 2.18

AI-2 154.0 125.9 3100 i995 3270 408 6.61

A2-2 155.2 128.4 3700 6290 394 5.67 to

B1-2 154.4 127.4 2550 4330 424 7.63

B2-2 155.4 127.6 2750 4097 4660 422 5.57 -

CI-2 153.3 126.6 3900 6620 410 6.64

C2-2 154.3 124.6 N/A 2985 N/A N/A N/A "

DI-2 153.3 129.4 4550 7240 330 1.76 "

D2-2 154.6 129.0 4800 2738 8150 376 .90

EI-2 154.5 126.4 2550 2054 4330 436 16.50 Side Bay

E2-2 153.0 N/A 1600 N/A N/A N/A No Failure

AI-3 149.5 121.0 2020 3430 408 115.00 Stres- Z(.nc.
A2-3 149.5 12.0 3150 5350 377 23.80
t1-3 151.0 123.5 1600 2720 435 265. No Failure
BL C2-3 150.5 123.0 2430 4130 409 53.00

C1-3 149.5 123.0 2670 4540 351 19.60
C2-3 149.5 170 5 1900 3240 416 108.00

D-3 149.0 122.5 2220 3770 369 27,90 Side Bay

D2-3 1,0.0 123.u "2550 4330. 377 76.70 S~ress Conc.
E1-3 150.0 121.5 2490 4240 36-6 87.30

E2-3 148.5 122.5 3510 5960 295 16.50

AI-4 155.1 125.0 . 1460 2480 648 N/A No Failure
... A4 155.1 127.9.." 200 4570 418 18.10 Stress Coi..'.

BI-4 156.4 :129.4 2840 4830 386 -28 S.C./Sde Bay
B2-4 156.1 129.1 4480 7640 370 .42 Stress co1c.
CI-4 154.4 127.1 2690 4570 398 1.32
GC2-4 155.2 126,4 .2650 :4340 .422 •10.10

DI- 154.9 i28-9 3770 6400 372 .27 !1

02-4 N/A N/A 2860 4860 396 2.02
•1-4 155.5 127.4 2600. 441.0 420 36.S0.

22-4 153.3- /A N/AA. N • NIA N/A SiLte Bay

Stress Conc. Strosa Concentlation

NOTE: The fixtvire of Fi1gure 6 was rnoidiflt4 for these
teasts, each panel opon-tz -€ul acounodate.

tewo 10.5 X 24.0 pantsl .Aesignated I and 2
e.g., for.Location A, Panils Al and A2,

.. ....... .. .. ... .... . ' "

+

. . . . + ..-

IS.+ - +

++ .' + + +"

FIGU h 24. OVERALL SOUND
PRESSURE LEVEL

VERSUS L P FOR
THE SKIN-STRINGeR

-- PANEL YPE
LIFf, IN CYCL-"



COMPARISON OF TEST RESULTS WITH STRESS AND LIFE ESTIMATES

The test data were compared with estim-tes obtained from procedures given in References 1, 2 and
the AGARD AG-162 and ESDU -AF-IYC, --iferences 7 and 8, Reference 1 contains the orly applicable prediction
method for the bonded-beaded panels. The nstimated and measured edge stresses .ere compared in Figure 25.

The comparison indicates that the design chart in Reference I pyedicts conservative values for the edge
stress. Th. measured nominal stress values are within a. factor of 2_5 relative to the values predicted,
however, the fatigue life predictions are considered to be not omparable with the experimental data pre-
seated in this paper. This may be in part due to- (1) difference.s in stcuctural details which may intro-
duce different tress concentrations in the panels from -hose which existed in the specimens on which the
referenced destoq-chart was based, and (2) the limited number of.specimeui usad in the Reference 1 program.
These factors could result in large differences in fatigue life.

The stresses and fatigue lives obtained for the s.kin-stringar panals Type I are compared in
Figures 26 and 27 with the estimations based on the, methods published in References 2, 7 and 8. This com-
parison shows that the rtd> between measured and estimated stress ranges from .4 to 2.0. The agreement
between the results -)btained with both stress prediction metbods and the measured data is considered very
good..

The ratio between measured and estimated fatigue life for t,,e skin-stringer panel Type I varies
frost approximately Ito 100, As these tests were ,e~kerally conducted at low stress levels, large varia-
tions in life resulting from small variations in stress should be expected. Both fatig, , life prediction
methods. yielded shorter life times than the experimental data.

A corresponding comparison between estim!rod and measured stress for the skin-stringer Type II
panels is demonstrated in Figure 28. The same prediction methods as for the first series of skin-stringer
panels were used as a basis for comparison. The AGARD method p:edicted stress values in agreement with
the prediction contained in Reference 2. A comparison of the fatieue life of these panels with estimated
values was not practical sincv most failures occurred at screas concentrations which are not directly con-
sidersd in the prediction method;.
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CONCLUSIONS
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SESSION 6 DISCUSSION - ASSESSMENT OF TEST HETHOPq

Hr. Phillips explained that his printed paper only contained the test relults hich had been

obtained up to the time of submission of the paper. Later information was included in the oral

presentati3n. He was questioned about the non slmetrical mode shapes predicted by the finite
elemnt analysis. He replied that there was a slight variation in the stiffener spacing and that
the ati~feners themaelves were unsymmetrical (z section). These two effects had been taken into
accotint in the finite element analysis vith the result that an unsymetrical mode shape similar
to that measured was predicted. He commented on the fact that although the Ballantyne method
predicted the lowest stresses, it also predicted the lowest eudurance. Taking the complete
B.. lantyne or ESDU procedure gives similar results for life estimates. He also said that a
domping ratio of 0.017 (independent of frequency) had-been used in the estimates. Dr, Head pointed
out that the wave group theory c6uld be used for a structure having a finite nurber of bays.
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GENERAL DISCUSSION AND WORKSHOP METING

The workshop meeting expanded on several points which were raised in the general discussion
session and therefore to avoid repetition and to present a more systematic development of the material
covered, the main points raised in the two sessiins are combinedI in the following section.

Loading Actions

From the fatigue point of view it is important to know the time history of the loads on the
structure. With random loads such as those arising from jet noise or separated flow the appropriate
measure of the magnitude is the r.m.s. pressure. Experience on the rear structure of current aircraft
has shown that the first part of the take off run when the engines are at full thrust generally makes
the greatest contribution to the accumulation of damage. strain measurement and subsequent damage
history have shown that the same is also true of engine intake structure. In these cases the
duration of high levels is-usually less than one minute per take off.

thnIt was pointed out, however, that where separated flow can occur under certain flight conditions
thnsignificant contributions to the accumulation of damage can occur. In these cases the duration

can be much greater than that associated with a typical take off. In some military Aircraft con-
figurations high noise levels can occur during some flight conditions. These possibilities emphasise
the need ior a realistic measurement, of typical r ".s. strain time histories for typical missions.

The calculations and measurement on vertical take off aircraft have shown that the sound pressure
levels in the structure can be increased considerably by the effect of ground reflections, Tt was
suggested that the estimation procedure developed by Dr. Scholten. siould be used to provide estimates
for comparison with the VAX 191 measurements.

Response

I .emajority of the avtalytical approaches to calculating the onsponse J structures to random
pressuic loads the formlation has been based on the normtal nude method. In the recent developmonts
reported at this symposium the finite element displacement method has been used to compute the normal

*modei o f the strueture. aecause of thie large nuter of normal modes in the acoustic frequency range
in satiststucure- a -- ' .. Ively simple piece of structure has visually been modelled, Sub-

strcura anialysis has boentised successfully to covmputo the 6elgnvaluns and olgenvectors of more.
comrlicAtod ttructures but the coriputinp costs increase rapidly AS the comp-lexity of the structure
i nccas e s. Pmofetsor ttittrick detscribed a new wth'nd (1), which he had developed from his work on
the analysis of the buckling of flat atid curved stiffened plates, This is aimilar to the finite
efor*.tt terho.l bot like the trausfe i Atrinc method it gives An exatct solution. It hast the

avatar,, t'ii% it can. dotermine thte nuator of oigenvalues in Any given frequency range and so a more
k. . acooomical.ui; of cotqputor tit%- can be arranged.

Inv the! finitte elament toaputatioon tho forcing function can beo represented by the crofs cqrzo-
-tio fnetn Sftmrssrs aisfactory #&timateA of this function can be itido in the cas

of near field Jet noise and boundary layer prossutre ilc1stos. e work~ descr'ed in the papers
by one mnd Wes cley indicate suitable app oximatilotu whim~ can be used for impinging jet* and

- - *op~rtod flowg.

Dr. .ltrid describod zhe developrment af a niew theoretical appreach hased on the wave group the ry.
A ~It the- structuro is ptriodic -'i.e. an Akneribly of t*Anv A.etical elements suth As plates, and .equiLly

spacet otlionors or rilig) a closed formsoiluticm to tho response to a travelling wave excitation
fifl-dI ican he obtained. The forisulatinn Atves thvi solution for the total response directly rather th an
in tbt fort f khc rosponiie in each if a ve ry large number of normal mades. It aliso gives a better
pbtysiAl unort-,anding of *the travolling wave otoion which cani be cot up in stri.ctures oxcited by
acoustic pressurce fields. Vie =ethod can be modified to give an approximotte solution fur the case
of noil unifotv Apacinig of si wt. Teboundo o-n the frequencies of each typo of mode can be
obtAinod easotly. This itthrid 114'4 been used tn the AAD data rhacts on Acoustic Fatigue tor I
stiffaernd panels. A furthtr developmient war, described by H4r. Abrahamson in which a Rayleigh 'Ritz
approAch is used to dotermine. tho predrotintAnt fatures of the fundamental OlemeW~t in the Periodic
structure. This rathod allows the dosigner to use shape functions based on past experience with
simila7- ott ctures or vven thM results of regonance tes to obtafn the, resporse of the StrUCture to
a trav'Aling Vave cuitation. 'k good approximitloh to ttie exact soilution is obtained with a relatively
few Aaoeutad shape fvrnctions. Mtore recent devvlopments- are using the transfer ttatrix method and the
fittti clorteut method to establish the properties of the fundawental elertent of the periodic structure.

The effect of static, in-plane %tremses was discussed. It itat consai-ered thlat this could have a
significant effect on the dvitAoic stresses. In the take off cast! the static strvses will usuially be
small at 014! time of hi~h dynazic loadsq unlessi thermal offects in VVOL configurations or high static

pres-tures in externally blovn flarp conflgura~iansi givo rise to in-plane static stresses. IsulIts
frolt tests on one conventi n~al arnplarte showed that the frequency of. the predomtinant mode changed
only a few lie in going from ground to flight onditions. one company hopes to carry out some tests
with a hot structure, And another comp'any is planning tests on integrally machined skin structure
with iv-plane loitds. Professor Wi'ttric14 (2) doicribed the results of some of his work which shows
that the. froquenty change due to in-plane stresises is given by
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where it is the new frequency, n is the frequency without in-plane stress, a is the in-plane
stress, 0 is the density of the material and A is the wavelength of the mode of vibration being
considered. It was concluded that more experimental work was needed on this topic.

The "uesign procedure proposed in the Data Shcets for the skins of box type structures was

discussed. The main reason for the reduction in stress in thc skin is that the generalised mass of
the structure is increased by a factor of 2.5 to 3 because both skins and the internal rib structure
vibrate when sound impinges on one skin. It was pointed out that the load carrying factor of the
rib web would affect the distribution of vibration energy in the structure and might affect the
stress- reduction obtained in the skins.

The next question discussed was the effect of acoustic loads on unusual structural designs.
Particular structures of interest are the composite materi. s used for engine duct liners, doubly
curved skew panels and S duct structures in intakes. No specific solutions could be offered altnough
it was felt that finite element methods could be used in the last two cases. A parametric study
could be done by the finite element method but this would be very expensive if a reasonably useful
range of parameters were to be included. Some work has already been done on the develovi , of a
suitable element for use in doubly curved structures but there are no experimental data or analytical
results available to check the accuracy. Mr. Holehouse reported that he had carried out tests on
20 specimens of sound absorbi'ng structural design in a progressive wave tube. The structure was of
sandwich construction with a perforated face sheet and 1 Lo 2 in. deep cores. The core depth was
based on acoustic criteria. If there was good detail design of the bondin and the edge connections
there was not likely to be any failn-e at sound leiels lower than about 1kh) dB.

The accuracy which might be expected in any comparison of theory with experiment was discussed,
It was pointed out that the wide variation in damping provided one limit to ,he accuracy which might
be expected. In this case the errors may not be as high as appears at first sight because the
r.m.s. stress is inversely proportional to the square root of the damping ratio. The response to
boundary layer pressure fluctuations on a supersonic vehicle generally shows at marked increase in
the transonic region. This is because there can be an order of magnitude rhange in the aerodynamic
damping in this flight regime.

It was also pointed out that the manufacturing tolerances on sheet thickness would also lead to
variation in results. These tolerances are usually unsymmatric, i.e. +10%, -5%. It was recommended
that skin thicknesses should be measured in any control tests on response, Several tests should be
carried out on nominally identical structures. The multiple regression analysis described in
Mr. Holehouse's paper was based on 16 test panels.

The discussion highlighted a difference of opinion on the strain variation at the centre of honey-
cosb panels. Some evidence suggests that the effect of the unsymmetrical edge fixing is to give
stresses on the inner Lace which are greater than those on the outer face by a factor of 2 to 2,5.
Other workers had not noticed such a difference and failure experience did not suggest that such large
differences were common, It was agreed to check this point in future testa on honeyconb structure.

Test Panel

The discussion on the response of structures to random acoustic loading showed that there are
many uncertainties in the test procedures ,which 'ould be loading to discrepancies between the estimated
and easured results. It was reported that in one case nominally identical test specimens had given
different results in different progressive wave tubes, It was therefore proposed by Mr, Y lb that a
Systematic coqvarison of the different tesit facilities ind test techniques shoutld hr made. 1This Uould
be aimed primarily at th'se who had suppliod data on which the Data Sheets were based. It wat
suggested that this could be done by having a test structure representative of typical stiffeneu .'-in
design practice which could be p.,;-od front laboratory to laboratory. Thii would have the essential
strain gauge instrumentation installed and each laboratory in turn would be askkd to carry out their
'standard' test sitlating a given Jet noise spectrum. They would also be asked 'to analyse the strain
data usinp. their normai data Acquisition and analysis system. It was also ugg te hat a final
chock could be made by subjecting the panel to a real je: noise environment.

In parallel with this exp riimntal atut;:" it was suggeste'J that the differnt analysis methods be
- -used to estimate the response Thus the fini te element method could be compared ci th the wave group

thmo', transfer matrix, and Witcrick method.

Hany ,or ers of the syMposium agre.d in princinle with this proposal hut in further discussion, many
difficulties were foreseen. When Simi .. r exercises have been tried in othet-r fields the results have not
been entirely satisfactory although relatively major discrepancies hav. come to light. If all went
wells it would take a long time fc;- the speci -n to cotoplete the rounds of the facilities. Thiere Vas
a lso the qtestiou of finAnce. It. was thought that each labornaory miht be prepared to fund its ow
direct involveent but this could nor be guaranteed.

In "rder to carry thi one step further forward, t'v. i lb agreed to circulate an outline prnpa-lal _-n
the design of the test panel r the tve of test to be ronducted, If h,.. .as then ufficlnti
to justify proceeding, a final agreed proposal could be drawn up and the intdividual c.-torie cnsider
it as part of their own programme -f t'rk.



DVII-3

Fatigue Aspects

Definition and detection of failure

Considerable discussion took place on the methods of defining fatigue failure. Several physical
changeg take plac,! in the structure with the onset of fatigue failure but these are often difficult
to identify in their early stages. The sawe problen exists in classical fatigue but in practice it
may not I e so important be:ause of the rapid growth of the fatigue crack.

In coupon type specimens there is usually a change in frequency and an increase in damping just
before a crack can be determined from a visual inspection. In some tests a 2% change in frequency
can be used to define failure, whereas in others a 107 change -s used. Unfortunately, built-up
structures are not likely to exhibit so ziarkeo t frequency change because the change it% local stiffness
in the region of the crack will be insignificant compared with the stiffness of the remaining ancracked
structure.

N The use of dye penetrant to detect cracks was mentioned. However, several menters objected to
this because of the deleterious effect of the dye on the structure and because it was very insensitive.
Another suggestion was thaL failure should be defined as the point at which the static strength of the
compoient had been reduced by 15%. Whilst there was general agreement with this idea, it was felt that
in most cases it was impractical to check the static strength at regular intervals during the service
life. It v~as finally conceded by the majority that at present the only possible definition of failure
which could be used generally on built-up structures was the point at which a visible (to the naked
eye) crack appeared. Tn a written contribution, Mr. Baratta* pointed out that this definition-was
conservative because it neglected the signific ant additional life left in the structure during the
crack propagation phase. He went on to suggest that the fracture mechAnics approach be used to predict
the behaviour during the crack propagation phase and hencie determine a more realistic fatigue life.
(This aspect of crack propagation was meotioned in Mr. Kirkby's paper - Ed.).

Of the relatively new me thods becoming available for failure detection, the stress wave emission
technique has. been used succersfully by one worker in this field. Initial tests have shown conclusively
that a marked change in the emission takes place just before a crack is' visible to the naked oye.

A.s a fina' contribution to this part of the discussion it ;as pointed out that the S l -'urvo wait
ve ry flat in the acoustic fatigue rtroxa range, Thus if at krack gtoes, undeteocted at cene inspection
and ii then picked up an hour or evon a day later there will be littlo. difference i1 t0 oiino
that data po-int on thie S-Is curvo. This aspect bro'ught iouptrd the stmog suggestion from
Professor Schjivo that we should work to ai safe ,4trieso level In order to produce a 4ati&(4ctvr1 doio

rather than do a eumulativie dasmae computation on as cuirvo Vhich shoved cocwiderable scgter.

Fatigue Tdwting

Coupon tests vore cn"idtie to be a 6arifactory Way i~n which t uIldu OOtolo
fatigtv_ strength of typicalI joint configurations, Thc vtrvess ahould he random (ttarrov hand ruineo4
betng 4ccoptable) bot the wavt forr, would hi-v to be truncilal to tut 011t (ho rare very large, p*aks.
A tr-uncorian point of about 3,2 fires, the r.a.it, valite was comoidorod to bo 4d~~e r, bAves'd..Wr
considered that the toot data 0iould pectifKy the p~ro ability. dl tibFOLoin vhic had Actuealy bee"n
ued. In particulAr the distr~bution of the N.nr p-Pak.- 4hni e izaskie And qoottvg. irc%-,arittcm

f the ouotetrutswt eut frmrrantv buitt-up stutrsshould be Ade to

utsse the 4ccuracy of- the trUCtU~rAI *iM&1lAtion 4&1(0%ved by th0 coupn.

Acoustic tet w"re conide tI be mt es ntia' f*41uro of any' t1 progr; fp-oftaig
HowevPr, th e euominly u-std elect ropnema~ti c tramducor (oiron) mid proCeo,.4iwev wvi tube hasve been
shown to give taiglocading results in to.,e casesq. There cau he P ffervocet in th0 epnelvli
identical fstUture tested inf djlfferent progresivv tave tubes. Thome -ca even So dil rov If a
-different aicoustiv. d-iver iii used. Vith certain confirurations of vtruttural ap~~ nd duct ther*
cAn he hi~i dzaVink io tho. lover frequency r4,g due ti, 0.4e radiation of 4!ceuzitic onetv downf rh'sdst
A c-oparison bomtwen siren and open air Jet test- it being %4ade (boee paper tUy P'r. Phillips) whieh
should help toe* carify this pr*.blqa.

4r. 5ayord~rfer proposed A rest orticeduire Vhic cou)ld bo ulse to siemulat" hio intenslity ncise
levels with a relativoly snall acoustic source. Ati initial nearch is carried out xt - lov goiund level1
to detormint the pr-2dominant msdes cf vibration 4u.6. their natural lrequoor.ie0s. Thelle ro (Nbn
excited separaly by .4 natnw. band of noise at -A level 0,V-41 ?- the sp.-ttsm level o0 ehe tuai
environmrnt to be simelated Antd the responses in the %ovotal predominant -wdvi are S.dxl*8 te abt;1 n
the total reaponse to the complete ovir.vntnt. The fatigue test is the sevt or so as to skimtlate the
response in the most critical part by 'exciting onit wode vith A narr-o band of noiLse. At is nawa.IlY
Poasible to find a svitable Mode. In- the siltaIti it is essenltial to ensure that the nwer ef -Pro
cross inge of the #train vaveforns in the narrwwu bad tests is aqual to the nwvaer in the breaz band
envi roteent.

An additional test procedure to obtain ve.ry high dynar.i c pressures is tbo uste of A -0911I jet ats
sugsted by Profeekser Ribmer. Several designs on this princis'le h~v* been &.a" but littlv opefatineg

.1[. Ulrratta, Qiiuf, Enginvigring Mechanics bivioion. &rmy ?ateriaiii and )wechs'i,: lesearch Cvnter,
4atertovn, MAss,. USA.



eVerenbe has been gained to da-ti. e ed L s t T oc•

A nre co aplete environmental te needed -6t some structur.'" The Lockheed •-$ . ' e ) f a c i l i ty w a s m n ~ n d es nee : h i - t y p e o f c o mb tn e .. t h e r cia l , a c o u s t i le* a n d .
(S unnyvle fcly as ntioned as an example of this o otndaosi n
vibration environmental test. In cases vh, re the i:;t.eraction of the sc-iucture with th -fluid f.4i.
is importantit is not possible to use ihase typzs -of facilities- .Te correct d-sux pt in he
transonir :rage can only be achieved. in wind tunnel test .
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